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ABSTRACT 

This study examines facilitated communication as it was experienced by three people who 
were affected by acquired brain injury. 

Facilitated communication is a type of augmentative communication purported to allow 
persons with a severe communication impairments to communicate. The assumption is 
made that people with global apraxia can communicate if given physical support. The 
technique usually involves a facilitator providing physical support to the arm, hand or 
elbow of the person with the severe communication impairment to assist them to point to 
objects, pictures, printed letters and words or to a keyboard. Facilitated communication is 
a controversial method because it is difficult to establish the existence, or extent of the 
facilitator's influence in the communication of the person with a disability. 

Although much of the research on facilitated communication has been conducted with 
people with intellectual or developmental disabilities, research on the use of the technique 
with people with brain injury offers several advantages. Firstly, most people with brain 
injury were known to be competent communicators prior to the brain injury. Secondly, 
many recover sufficiently to allow a retrospective examination of the issues that faced 
them when they were using the technique. Thirdly, there can be a large amount of data 
available about the person's diagnosis, their prognosis and the course of their history 
following the event. Consequently, the current study uses _a case study methodology to 
explore the application of facilitated communication with people with brain injury and 
draws on personal recollections of people with brain injury, interviews with families and 
medical and therapist reports. 

The three people interviewed in the study displayed varying language and memory abilities. 
They indicated a preference for independent communication techniques and they reported 
frustrations with using facilitated communication. They quickly rejected the method when 
speech began to appear even though their speech was inadequate for communication 
purposes, for two of them, for an extended period. One of the interviewees reported that 
facilitator influence was overwhelming at times but not always present. Two of the 
interviewees felt that facilitated communication gave them a start in their recovery 
process. Two of the interviewees reported that meaningful exchanges with others occurred 
only with speech. 

In addition to these findings the study, although not experimental, was able to shed light 
on some of the contentious issues surrounding facilitated communication. The method is 
reported to be designed to overcome the motor difficulties of the disabled communicator 
by providing physical assistance to individuals with poor fine motor control thus breaking 
the perseveration cycle that can be present . However the task of coping with facilitator 
influence may actually require some motor skills. Also, the physical effort involved in using 
facilitated communication for some individuals may have been underestimated by its 
supporters. However the study has shown that some individuals with severe 
communication impairments felt that facilitated communication had some merit but saw 
their ability to communicate independently as the significant achievement in their recovery. 
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CHAPTER 
ONE 

1.1 Introduction 

THE PARAMETERS OF THE RESEARCH 

Individuals with severe communication impairments provide enormous challenges 

to their families and the professionals attempting to work with them (Edelstein & 

Couture, 1984; Baumgart, Johnson, & Helmstetter, 1990; Yorkston & Beukelman, 

1991; Dywan & Segalowitz, 1996 ). While there has been a growing research base 

in many related fields in special education, for example, regarding the nature of 

language development of individuals with autism (Eales, 1993; Brook & Bowler, 

1992; Tantam, Holmes & Cordess, 1993), or the technology of augmented 

communication systems, ( Baugmart, Johnson & Helmstetter, 1990, Beukelman & 

Miranda, 1992) individuals with severe communication impairments continue to 

have very limited communication options (De Ruyter & Kennedy, 1991; Smith, 

Chung & Vostanis, 1994). 

A severe communication impairment means that a person is unable to 

communicate to others through speech, written language, non verbal gestures or 

pointing to symbols. This is generally due to-severe physical or intellectual 

disabilities or a combination of both and this lack of vehicle for communication 

results in the person's extreme isolation from others. 

Nowhere is this lack more apparent than in the area of acquired brain injury. 

Individuals, who once had normal communication skills, can suddenly find, due to 
' 

severe injury, that communication is severely impaired. Due to technological 

improvements in intensive care, more people are surviving severe injuries but the 

rehabilitation services are struggling to cope with a growing and changing 

population (Yorkston, 1992). A relatively new research base has been emerging 

since the 1980's to form the basis of clinical practice. However the non speaking 

brain injured population pose many difficulties for treatment and assessment 

because of the severity of their injuries. The field requires increasing 

specialisation of clinical skills which increases the cost of services already under 

enormous pressure to Justify their programs (DeRuyter, 1992; High, Boake & 

Lebmkubl, 1995). 
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The incidence of acquired brain injury within the community is difficult to establish 

due to a lack of demographic studies (Beukelman & Yorkston, 1992). However it is 

generally recognised in the field that it is a rapidly growing area of need. Some 

commentators have referred to the growth rate as the 'silent epidemic' (Dickson, & 

Gregory, 1995; Yorkston, 1992). 

Young children, young adults, middle aged and elderly people, who are without 

speech due to illness, accident or disability, all have diminished communication 

experiences by comparison with the speaking population (Kliewer, 1995; Moseley, 

1996; DeRuyter, 1992) even when they are able to access an augmentative 

communication system. Those who are unable to use an augmentative 

communication system due to the severity of their physical disabilities provide 

such a challenge to the health and education services that they can remain 

isolated for many years (Moseley, 1996 ; DeRuyter 1992). 

Within the rehabilitation services it has been common practice to leave persons 

with severe brain injuries to 'recover' by themselves (often in nursing homes 

without therapies) as the nature of their disabilities are considered beyond the 

scope of programs traditionally offered by this service (Beukelman & Yorkston, 

1992). 

Facilitated communication challenges the view that some individuals are unable to 

communicate due to their disabilities and purports to provide a way for individuals 

with severe communication impairments to participate in everyday communication 

experiences. Commentators in the debate surrounding facilitated communication 

have pointed out that the technique seems to provide hope to many families and 

educators looking for answers that a large body of research knowledge has failed 

to provide (Mulick, Jacobson, and Kobe, 1993). 

While it is the hope that the role of research in the human services is to find 

answers that restore hope and promise to the lives of the people they serve, the 

reality is that people with severe communication impairments and their families 

often do not see the practical outcomes of the research in this area. Techniques 

that offer hope for problems that are often poorly understood, even by the 

professionals working in the field, are difficult to dismiss but require careful 

scrutiny and objective research. 
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1.2. Significance of the Study 

1.2.1. Background 

Facilitated Communication is promoted as a type of augmented communication 

system. One of the prominent promoters of the technique has defined it as "an 

alternative to speech that involves a communication partner (facilitator) who 

provides physical and emotional support to a person with a severe communication 

disorder,"(Biklen, 1995: 45). 

Support is provided for the person with a disability to access a letter board, a 

Canon miniature typewriter or a computer and generally consists of holding the 

person's hand and isolating their index finger, or holding the wrist ,elbow or 

shoulder. 

Facilitated communication has been described as having a " powerful impact on 

the treatment services for individuals with developmental disabilities" (Regal, 

Rooney & Wandas, 1994: 345). The technique has been enthusiastically 

embraced by some educators and parents and has some very influential and 

articulate supporters among the academic and social services network. The 

method has also attracted a huge amount of controversy. 

The debate centres on whether it is possible for individuals, thought to have a 

severe communication impairment due to autism, cerebral palsy or Down's 

syndrome, to communicate through the physical as~istance of an able 

communication partner. 

Commentators have accused Crossley and Biklen, main proponents of the 

technique, of representing an extreme view in the integration of students with 

special needs into mainstream schools and community settings. Crossley has 

stated that students who have failed to communicate prior to using facilitated 

communication have done so because they have been caught in a downward 

spiral. This has, she states, started with negative assessments of intellectual, 

speech and motor capabilities, low expectations and lack of therapies which 

eventuate in stagnation and deterioration (Crossley, 1991 ). Facilitated 

communication has been used to demonstrate that individuals thought to be 
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lacking communication skills prior to using the technique, have the ability to spell 

responses to questions from their communication partners. 

Commentators say that in spite of a lack of evidence to show that the method is 

effective there was a large shift of financial resources in special education to 

facilitated communication in 1993 (Levine et al.,1994). 

Facilitated communication caused a storm within the academic community 

because of challenges to the current views on autism. Claims, described as bold, 

have been made regarding poetic and sophisticated language emanating from 

individuals with autism who were otherwise thought to be intellectually disabled. It 

also made waves in many communities across the United States and some within 

Australia, due to allegations of sexual abuse made during sessions. The 

requirements of courts to establish the reliability of communications made through 

the method constituted early pressure for validity studies (Rimland, 1992). Results 

through this process failed to support the claims that the person with a disability 

was communicating but rather indicated that the facilitator, perhaps unknowingly, 

could guide the message produced. 

Commentators have criticised the technique as a tempting 'quick fix' solution and 

are divided as to whether the risks are out weighed by the benefits (Levine, 

Shane, Wharton, 1994; Hitzfng, 1994; Halle, 1994; Goode, 1994). One researcher 

described the method as something between a hoax and a miracle (Vazquez, 

1994). Others have likened the method more to a Ouija board than a 

communication technique of any merit (Dillon, 1993) with the obsessions that the 

Ouija involves. Critics say that like the Ouija, users of facilitated communication 

interpret messages post hoc, that is, meaning is looked for later, with successes 

noted and failures ignored. Also like the Ouija there is an obsession with the 

messages which are given more credibility than what the communicator with a 

disability might actually say. 

Several professional organisations have issued policy statements regarding the 

use of facilitated communication. The American Academy of Child &Adolescent 

Psychiatry issued this policy statement in October 1993; 
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"Information obtained via facilitated communication should not be used to confirm 

or deny allegations of abuse or to make diagnostic or treatment decisions, 11 

(Levine, Shane & Wharton, 1994 :318 ). 

Other organisations formed statements of their official position regarding 

facilitated communication, with more detailed warnings concerning use of the 

method. The Association for Behaviour Analysis, in 1995, described the serious 

risks they saw associated with using the method and these risks included violating 

the rights of people with disabilities, promoting dependence instead of 

independence, misusing resources, fostering inappropriate expectations about 

people with disabilities, taking actions related to medical treatments or other 

decisions concerning the person's welfare and promulgating false allegations of 

abuse and mistreatment. 

The guidelines of practice have been developed from a concern that there is little 

scientific support for the validity of messages produced through facilitated 

communication and more evidence to indicate that facilitators can unwittingly 

influence, or in some instances control, the material conveyed through the method. 

1.2.2. The Use of Terms 

Facilitated communication is a type of augmentative communication purported to 

allow persons with a severe communication impairments to communicate. The 

assumption is made that people with global apraxia can, communicate if given 

physical support. The technique usually involves a facilitator providing physical 

support to the arm, hand or elbow of the person with the severe communication 

impairment to assist them to point to objects, pictures, printed letters and words or 

to a keyboard. Facilitated communication is a controversial method because it is 

difficult to establish the extent of facilitator influence in the communication of the 

person with a disability. 
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1.3. Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to examine the experiences that three people with 

acquired brain injury had with facilitated communication prior to their recovery of 

speech. People who have experienced acquired brain injury, generally, have 

developed competent communication skills prior to trauma and recover some or 

most of the skills during the recovery process, depending upon the nature of their 

injury. People recovering from brain injury have also been able to show insight into 

their experiences and comment upon their recovery process. Recollections about 

experiences with facilitated communication could provide useful information for 

further research. 

A multiple case study approach was used with each case history being 

represented by a single case history. The study was interested in how each of the 

individuals saw their experiences and how they felt the method contributed to their 

ability to communicate or recover their communication skills. This data collection 

was done primarily through a semi structured interview process. The study was 

essentially interested in what the people recalled of their experiences and how 

they saw the technique helped them to communicate. It examines the nature of the 

material produced during sessions and how effective the interviewees felt the 

method was in communicating their thoughts and wishes. 

Due to the complex nature of brain injury and the variety of impairments that can 

arise, including memory difficulties, language disorders, perceptual and cognitive 

impairments, a profile of each person's recovery, based on medical records and 

interviews with family members, was examined. Evidence was sought regarding 

the nature of their language skills at the time of using facilitated communication 

and of any benefits the method brought particularly to the communication skills of 

the individual. 

1.4. Importance of the Study 

The debate surrounding facilitated communication has highlighted some important 

issues in communication. It has focused attention on a particular group who have 

minimal communication options. Like the brain injured population, individuals with 
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severe communication impairments pose particular challenges in the education 

setting and appropriate programming can be over looked or considered too 

difficult. The communication technique itself needs to be carefully examined in 

order to protect the interests of the users. The popularity of the technique and the 

vulnerability of the population with whom it is used call for careful and cautious 

scrutiny. While the technique is not popular within the rehabilitation services, 

options for persons with acquired brain injury who are non speaking can be 

severely limited or non existent (as discussed in Chapter 2). It is important to 

examine what techniques have merit and what purposes they serve. 

1.5. Research Objectives 

The objectives of the research are to understand 

o How three people with acquired brain injury saw their experiences with 

facilitated communication. 

o How they felt facilitated communication affected their recovery in any way. 

o What they saw as their biggest problems in communicating with people prior to 

using facilitated communication. 

o How important facilitation was to them in recovering their communication skills 

o How they saw facilitated communication as a communic~tion technique 
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CHAPTER 
TWO 

Introduction 

THE LITERATURE REGARDING 
FACILITATED COMMUNICATION 

AND BRAIN INJURY 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature concerning the 

controversy surrounding facilitated communication. The chapter also examines 

the literature concerning the background to the rehabilitation of people with 

brain injury and the connection between facilitated communication and 

treatment of severe communication disorders for this population. Recent trends 

in the rehabilitation of people with severe brain injury are examined and 

particular communication issues for this population are reviewed. 

2.1 Background to the Debate 

2.1.1 Validity Studies 

The controversy surrounding facilitated communication has been fuelled by the 

fact that studies so far have, mostly, failed to· support the claims that 

communication produced using this method originates from the individual with 

the disability, but have repeatedly shown the influence of the able 

communication partner ( Cummins & Prior, 1992, Hudson 1992; Hudson, 

Melita, & Arnold, 1993; Wheeler et al, 1993; Moore, Donovan, Hudson, Dykstra 

& Lawrence, 1993, Regal, Rooney & Wandas, 1994; Smith, Haas, & Belcher 

1994; Vazquez, 1994). 

Some studies that have established valid responses from the communicator 

with disabilities have done so with language produced that was commensurate 

with the person's observed ability prior to using facilitated communication, 

although with increased rates of response (Myles & Simpson, 1994) or with 

erratic responses, sometimes showing valid communication and sometimes 

revealing the influence of guiding (Vazquez, 1994). 

Studies supporting authorship of the communicator with the disability have 

used single word responses generally (Vazquez, 1993; Calculator, 1992; 

Cardinal, Hanson & Wakeman, 1996). Research supporting unexpected 

literacy and communication skills have not been forthcoming, although one 
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study did illustrate valid communication to open ended questions, providing the 

familiar setting was maintained. A change to the setting produced invalid 

responses (Weiss, Wagner & Bauman, 1996). 

Crossley maintained that the preoccupation with facilitator influence was only 

important if it involved a court case (Crossley, 1992). However, critics maintain 

that the integrity of the relationship between the facilitator and the person being 

assisted to communicate is in jeopardy with the possibility of guiding. (Levine et 

al , 1994) expressed concern that without absolute certainty of authorship every 

time, there is no adequate risk against harm. They felt that a false persona 

could be created, with the facilitator communicating their own thoughts and 

feelings. This could be carried through to inappropriate educational programs 

being devised. 

Teachers in one study, who were shown evidence of guiding in their use of 

facilitated communication, chose to continue using the technique because they 

were enthusiastic about seeing their students in a new light ie, as able to 

achieve in ways that they hadn't thought possible (Myles & Simpson, 1994). 

Researchers in another study were amazed to see one subject, Eva, spark into 

action, often correctly naming objects verbally and then typing the correct 

responses or, sometimes incorrectly naming the objects but typing them 

correctly. Once the task was over it was reported that she resumed her usual 

non responsive posture, and nothing the researchers did prompted similar 

action (Vazquez, 1993). 

Another study looked at facilitators who were very aware of the guiding factor 

and who met regularly to discuss how they could consciously control this effect. 

These facilitators found that the persons with disabilities with whom they 

worked rarely typed anything that they couldn't say. Subjects were reported to 

typically say what they wanted to, verbally, and then type exactly what they 

had said (Smith & Belcher, 1993). 
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2.2.2. The Nature of Evidence 

Some of the debate has centred around the nature of the scientific inquiry 

itself. Proponents of facilitated communication have rejected much of the 

research on the grounds that it represents a positivist view of inquiry, which 

they criticised as too narrow . Some commentators have expressed the view 

that it is unfair to dismiss the possible validity of facilitated communication on 

the grounds that it cannot be explained or demonstrated using a strict scientific 

procedure (Goode, 1994). The experimental model, they say, is too removed 

from the every day practice of the 'subjects' and requires them to respond to 

unfamiliar tasks. 

Research design seems to have a significant impact upon the results achieved. 

Qualitative methods have tended to reveal more details surrounding their 

respective subjects and have tended to provide more supporting evidence for 

the method (Weiss,Wagner & Bauman, 1996; Sabin & Donnellan, 1993; Biklen, 

Saha & Kliewer, 1995). Some studies with an experimental design have shown 

evidence of authorship if subjects were given some experience of the test 

protocol first. Improvement in the responses over time has led some 

researchers to claim that 'over' control of the test situation may interfere with 

the process of facilitated communication (Cardinal, Hanson & Wakeham, 1996; 

Weiss, Wagner & Bauman, 1996). 

One study concluded that, "Facilitated communication may be one means by 

which some students with autism may display literacy and communication 

potential," (Myles &Simpson 1994: 218). The same study also supported 

Crossley's ( 1992) assertion that the students' responses improved over time, 

given experience in the testing situation. 

Crossley (1992) advocated establishing the persons' ability to read and spell 

without the use of facilitation, where possible, and if not, to control what the 

facilitator knows about the test items. She felt controlling for facilitator influence 

was much more difficult to achieve and only necessary if the person was going 

to court or being tested. The consistency of the communication of the person 

with a severe communication impairment will not, according to Crossley, need 

to be formally validated. Informal validation would be done just the same way 

as if the person could speak. That is, by checking consistency across settings 

and with different facilitators, and also from other sources, care givers and 

family. The ultimate validation, she states, is for the person not to use a 
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facilitator. Some of the clients of DEAL, she reported, failed validation tests but 

subsequently moved on to independent communication. 

2.2.3. The call for research vs the call for restrictions 

The debate surrounding facilitated communication seems to have prompted 

some deep philosophical questions about the management of individuals with 

severe communication impairments. 

Many commentators have heeded the warnings of professional associations 

and called for an end to the use of the method (Cummins & Prior, 1992, 

Hudson, 1992, Levine et al, 1994, Dillon, 1993, Mulick, Jacobson, & Kobe, 

1993). 

Some have expressed concern about the danger that parents of children with 

disabilities, who may suffer denial over the severity of their childrens' 

disabilities in order to cope, will be lured into an even deeper denial and fail to 

understand their childrens' difficulties at all (Mulick, Jacobson & Kobe, 1993). 

Some commentators have argued that the criticisms targeted at facilitated 

communication could well be aimed at common practice within the services 

dealing with individuals with severe communication disorders. Hitzing (1994) 

pointed out that there were many decisions made per day on behalf of people 

with disabilities, some involving life changes, that were made without being 

referred to them. 

Others felt that facilitated communication was a good technique for enhancing 

the physical capability for typing and for learning the structure of the language. 

Others also felt that perhaps the best candidates would be those who had the 

cognitive skills to access spelling and grammar and who could make it clear 

when there was too much facilitator influence (Goode, 1994).This proposal 

would indicate that the person had a fairly high degree of skill already but just 

needed the physical assistance to express his/her opinion. 

Ferguson & Horner (1994) felt that evidence from exceptional users of the 

technique was needed to demonstrate when controlled or influenced messages 

were likely to take place. The assumption should not be, they state, that 

facilitated communication messages would have the same patterns as speech 
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necessarily. It is claimed that the nature- of communication is a complex one 

and the manner in which natural patterns of communication occur, in this 

context, poses some interesting questions regarding augmentative 

communication generally, for people who have severe communication 

impairment. The same commentators also point out that as far as proof is 

concerned, it is highly likely that facilitated communication is not something that 

'works' or 'doesn't work', and will possibly always provide confusing and 

contradictory information. Further debate into the nature of evidence and the 

purpose of inquiry, they felt ,will add to knowledge of proof and evidence on a 

theoretical level and, in the meantime, they called for more data that would fulfil 

the need for "unambiguous demonstrations that complex communication is 

authored by the person being facilitated," (307). They called upon researchers 

to expand upon ways that demonstrations can occur for any particular 

individuals. 

2.3. Facilitated Communication and People with Brain Injury. 

Facilitated communication and brain injury has received a brief mention in the 

literature (Cummins & Prior, 1992). There is a paucity of research literature in 

this area. The popular press, in addition to airing the general debate 

(Washington Post, 1992; Sydney Morning Herald, 1994) has also given some 

attention to stories of individuals recovering their communication skills after 

brain injury, possibly due to the use of the technique (Dandenong News, 1982; 

Good Weekend October, 1994). 

Individuals with acquired brain mJury have been found to be capable of 

describing their experiences, (Dickson & Gregory, 1995 ; Moseley, 1996; Moss, 

1972) and offering some insight into their disabilities. While the literature is 

scant in the area of the non speaking acquired brain injured population, some 

longitudinal studies show that some individuals may recover speech many 

years after injury. Light, Beesley & Collier in 1988 (Beukelman, 1989) describe 

the recovery of speech of an adolescent girl 3 years after trauma and 

Workinger and Netsellin in 1988 (Beukelman, 1989) describe a man who 

recovered speech 13 years after injury. 

When such individuals can communicate, a rare opportunity is provided for 

gaining new information about the technique. Just as very able adults with 

autism have provided new insight into their disability by their written accounts 
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(Temple Grandin 1995) so too, it may be possible for persons with acquired 

brain injury to add to the body of research about facilitated communication. 

2.4. Rehabilitation for People with Brain Injury 

2.4.1. Background 

It is not uncommon, throughout human history, for the incidence of diseases to 

reflect structural changes in society, or major events. Brain injury is one such 

example. Historically, it was the elderly or those with congenital disabilities that 

constituted the largest sector of the severely brain injured, and causes were 

strokes, progressive neuromuscular disease, and cerebral vascular accidents. 

These conditions are collectively called "closed head injuries". Therapists and 

clinicians have a substantial research base to draw upon for management of 

these conditions. 

Improvements to neurosurgical practice early in the century meant that soldiers 

who received severe head wounds in World War 1 had a greater chance of 

surviving than previously and, consequently did, in large numbers (Boake, 

1989). This prompted the establishment of military head injury rehabilitation 

centres and a flurry of interest in head injury rehabilitation. These centres 

closed down shortly after the war, only to be re-opened during World War 11, 

again to have a short lived history. Improvements in medical technology in the 

1970's resulted in higher survival rates from accidents, particularly car 

accidents and due to consequential increases in demand for services, interest 

once again was rekindled in the rehabilitation after head injury. 

Consequently the population with brain injury has shown a dramatic shift over 

recent years from closed head injuries to a particular kind of brain injury called 

traumatic brain injury. This change has placed increasing demands on the 

hospital services and has been termed the silent epidemic (Beukelman & 

Yorkston, 1992). Brain injury resulting from car accidents and falls, has over 

taken other causes and changed the nature of the population presenting for 

services. Those with traumatic brain injury are generally young male adults 

presenting with a range of behavioural and social dysfunction that can make 

assessment and treatment difficult. 
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Injuries to the head resulting in temporary or permanent brain damage are 
considered to be quite common. Mild injuries can often go undiagnosed, as the 

individual may not lose consciousness or be admitted to hospital. However mild 

injuries that result in mild traumatic brain injury can illustrate the complex 

interplay between the nature and site of damage and other factors like 

personality style, family and social supports, age and medical factors (Kay, 

1993). 

The prevalence of severe brain injury in the population is difficult to estimate, 

due to a lack of statistical information, but the increase in numbers has 

spawned a number of centres in Northern America ( eg., the Communication 

Disorders Department in the Ranchos Los Amigos Medical Center in California) 

and also caused a rapid increase in the research data base concerning 

rehabilitation for the brain injured (High, Boake & Lebmkubl, 1995). 

This trend in the research has been viewed as fairly vital, because of the very 

complex nature of brain injury and the difficulties posed for clinicians, due to a 

limited knowledge base ( Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991 ). 

Rehabilitation after brain injury is characteristically a multi-disciplinary 

approach and within each discipline there can be reflected a variety of 

philosophies and approaches. This has as much to do with the range of 

disabilities that can present after injury as with the history of each discipline, 

some of which have their origins in aged care or in practice established during 

the wars. It is beyond the scope of this study to detail the variety of such 

programs. The downside of this situation is that there is no unified theory or 

model operating within the rehabilitation services. 

2.4.2. Common Practice for Rehabilitating People with Severe Brain Injury 

Individuals who have communication difficulties following brain injury are those 

who have suffered severe brain injury. Typically, such individuals progress 

through a continuum of care, beginning in intensive care and then progressing 

through a range of settings, recovering functions and abilities at different rates, 

depending upon the individual. It has been common practise to delay providing 
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assistance to these people via augmentative systems until the communication 

disorders becomes "stabilised." 

"Because the patient can only answe/i simple questions and respond to simple 

commands, I do not feel that he has the ability to communicate effectively and 

subsequently cannot do testing o/i recommend treatment. 

Non speaking TB/ Patient 

Medical Record ( 1987) 

The above statement is provided by De Ruyter & Kennedy ( 1991 : 249) to 

illustrate that the assessment and management of the non speaking brain 

injured population is frequently compromised due to the limited knowledge on 

the part of clinicians. The practice of leaving severely impaired individuals to 

stabilise has meant that many have waited many years to recover speech and 

to access services. 

2.4.3.Communication Issues for People with Severe Brain Injury 

The handicaps resulting from a communication impairment were described very 

clearly by a woman who suffered acquired brain injury due to encephalitis 

(Moseley 1996). She used an alphabet board and a communication partner for 

a considerable time and experienced much frustration, due to the limitations of 

the method· and communication without speech. She reported that she did not 

really start thinking in sentences until she used a canon communicator and 

worked independently. Without speech she felt that there was a huge barrier 

between herself and other people, which did not begin to be resolved until she 

regained speech. Other peoples' attitudes seemed to be the biggest problem 

and the fact that her responses were very slow, resulting in her exclusion from 

normal conversation patterns. She commented that she did not like relying on 

communication assistance from another person because it emphasised her 

helplessness. 

A criticism of current augmentative systems is that they emphasise the surface 

structure of interactions and the users generally occupy a respondent role 

(DeRuyter, 1992). 
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It is difficult to assess whether the difficulties associated with using 

augmentative communication systems is a function of the system or of the 

attitudes of the non disabled persons to communication partners with 

disabilities. A study looked at three quite different non speaking adults with 

disabilities (one who had cerebal palsy but was enrolled at university, another 

who had cerebral palsy and lived at home and another who suffered head 

injuries from a car accident but had previously gained her Masters degree) who 

all had basic spelling skills and used augmented communication devices. The 

study revealed that the interactions between the persons using an augmented 

device and a vocal person did not resemble interactions between two adults 

(Sweidel, 1989). This was because the non disabled individual's perceptions of 

disability influenced their actions. The patterns of speech generally resembled 

that of adult-to child, rather than adult to adult, even though the person with the 

disability could show adult reasoning and choice of topics. Due to factors like 

expediency, ease and conversation structure, the exchange often was a 

reflection of the attitudes held by the non disabled adults. 

2.5 Brain Injury and the Models of Assisted Communication 

2.5.1 Facilitated Communication 

Facilitated communication has origins in the U.S.A. and in Australia. In 

Australia Rosemary Crossley is considered a founding authority of the 

technique. She used facilitated communication when she was a teacher at the 

Spastic Centre in Melbourne, in the early 1970's (Cummins and Prior, 1992). 

For Ms Crossley, working with children who had cerebral palsy provided the 

foundation for the philosophy that all individuals with a severe communication 

impairment have the normal potential to develop language competencies, 

without the speech component (Crossley & Remington-Gurney, 1992). 

Later, when establishing a state funded centre for augmented communication, 

she and her team noticed that there was a " high incidence of untreated 

manual dysfunction" in individuals who had been labelled as intellectually 

impaired (Crossley & Remington-Gurney, 1992). She reported that facilitated 

communication grew out of a need to give people a means of communication 

while their hand functions were improved. Crossley felt that the physical 
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handicap belied communication and language competencies of the 

handicapped person. 

Crossley has used several analogies from medical history to explain her belief 

in this view and the technique. She explained that successful users of 

facilitated communication were very much like children who are deaf but 

otherwise cognitively normal. She used Oliver Sacks' description of the work 

done by Abbe L'Epee in eighteenth-century France with deaf children to 

illustrate her point (Crossley, 1992). She stated that people with severe 

communication impairments are not only without speech but also hand skills, 

which makes writing or accessing a keyboard independently extremely difficult, 

if not- impossible. The able communication partner provides a steadying support 

to assist with poor hand skills. 

When Biklen described the technique of facilitated communication in the 

Harvard Educational Review (Biklen, 1990) he said that the method was 

successful because it assisted people with severe communication impairments 

to overcome neuromotor difficulties. He hypothesised that individuals with 

severe communication impairments largely suffered from apraxia, not from 

deficits in their language or cognitive abilities, and that the facilitator gave the 

necessary physical assistance to aid in this process. 

He reached this conclusion, he said, largely on the weight of evidence provided 

by the facilitated communication of the adults with autism that he observed, and 

those reported by Crossley previously. He said that contemporary wisdom 

concerning autism did not allow for such a phenomenon and therefore another 

explanation of autism needed to be formulated. He postulated therefore, that 

persons with autism had difficulty with communication due to praxis rather than 

cognition. He wished to use the term in a general rather than in a technical 

sense to indicate that they had some kind of problem " speaking or enacting 

their words or ideas rather than (a problem with) cognition ,"(Biklen, 1990: 

303). He also specified that the praxis problem that he was defining was one of 

expression not of understanding. 

Apraxia is defined as an articulatory disorder, which results from a disturbance 

or an impairment in the ability to produce and combine speech sounds (Kent

Udolf, 1985). Purely apractic patients know what they want to say and can 

communicate by gesture or writing if not by speech. The term is generally used 

to describe such difficulties being manifest by persons who have suffered brain 
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damage from head injury or disease. Other difficulties associated with 

processing or understanding the language are associated with the condition, 

aphasia. While Biklen states that children with autism do not have this problem, 

Crossley says that some of her clients have 'word finding problems' which is 

generally associated with aphasia. 

The notion that autism was associated with apraxia was suggested by 

Oppenheimer in the 1970's, (Biklen, 1990, Crossley, 1992) when she reported 

success in facilitating the writing of her son who had autism. She then used this 

technique with other students with autism and concluded that "the autistic 

child's difficulties with writing stem from a definite apraxia just as the nonverbal 

child's troubles with articulation do when speech finally develops," (Biklen 1990 

: 304). Biklen quotes an autobiographical account by a person with autism, 

Temple Grandin, who reportedly said " Up to this time, communication had 

been a one-way street for me. I could understand what was being said , but I 

was unable to respond. Screaming and flapping my hands was my only way to 

communicate." (Biklen 1990: 304) 

Biklen stated that the normal text produced from those normally mute 

suggested good comprehension skills. He also said that the normal typed 

language of individuals with echolalia indicated that their echolalia was more 

automatic than volitional. 

Biklen also interpreted examples of situations where individuals required 

facilitation as illustrating a need for motor assistance. He said the need to 

facilitate individuals walking to class, playing games or generally participating 

in class was similar to the physical support Sacks (Biklen, 1990) described as 

being necessary for his patients with Parkinsons. 

Jane Remington Gurney (Video 1993) explained that the method assisted 

people who had a wide range of medical diagnosis because the movement 

problem was the main issue with their difficulties to communicate, not their 

medical problems. She pointed out that the act of speaking, writing and signing 

all comprise of a complicated movement sequence but, by comparison, 

facilitated communication is much simpler for the person with the 

communication impairment. 
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2.5.2. Cognitive Language Disorders 

Generally the literature concerning the brain injured population describes 

communication impairments, including the inability to speak, as resulting from a 

complex combination of factors, including motor movement impairments. 

The proposition, in the literature, concerning brain injury that the individual is 

unable to speak due to a profound movement disorder but has relatively 

preserved language comprehension is confined to a particular kind of mutism, 

the locked-in-syndrome described by Bauer and colleagues in 1979 (Yorkston 

& Beukelman, 1992). 

Mutism is not considered a motor speech disorder, even though it is 

characterised by an inability to initiate movement. It is a common stage after 

coma, particularly if the coma and PTA is longer than a few weeks, and is 

associated with severe diffuse brain injury. While mutism has features that are 

characteristic of apraxia it is also different. Mutism and apraxia were contrasted 

in the following description ; "the impaired ability to perform voluntary 

movements in the presence of minimal or no impairment of reflexive movement, 

(the) rapid improvement (of functional speech) is quite different from the rather 

systematic, gradual improvement of an individual with apraxia of speech." 

(Yorkston & Beukelman, 1992 : 261) 

The dramatic increase in research since the 1980's coming from centres 

specialising in providing communication assistance to this population has 

provided clinicians with some better working models (DeRuyter & Donoghue, 

1989; Light , Beesley & Collier, 1988; DeRuyter in Beukelman & Yorkston, 

1992). · Centres like the Communications Disorders Department, Rancho Los 

Amigos Medical Center California have assisted to develop a model to assess 

levels of functioning and design communication systems for the severely 

communication impaired person. 

One model that has evolved as a conceptual framework for cognitive language 

disorders emphasises the integral relationship between cognitive and language 

processes (Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991 ). The model suggests that the 

interplay between these two processes describes the language disorders 

following brain injury. Features of this model include a view that individuals 
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recover in stages but according to an individual pattern. Several 

neurobehaviourists have developed assessment tools that have organised 

behaviour and language into stages of recovery, The best known tool is the 

LOCF (Levels of Cognitive Functioning) designed by Hagen and colleagues 

(Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991 ). 

This model would suggest that not all non speaking persons with brain injury 

represent a locked-in syndrome, but have a variety of cognitive and language 

deficits, reflecting the length of coma and PTA, the nature of injury, and 

premorbid factors. It would suggest that language produced in earlier stages of 

recovery would feature more levels of disorder than later in recovery, 

depending upon the nature of the brain injury. Memory impairments would 

feature with this population, making new learning and certain higher cognitive 

functions difficult. Residual skills would be recovered but to a diminished 

degree. 

The principles underlying the use of facilitated communication and the clinical 

practice, which incorporates the LOCF, have in common the assumption that 

individuals are capable of recovering some competencies in communication, in 

spite of severe injuries. The philosophy underlying facilitated communication 

encourages facilitators to make no assumptions about language or cognitive 

deficits, on the part of the person with the communication difficulty. The 

supposition is that the person with the disability is relying only upon physical 

assistance in order to communicate. The other model, however, rests upon the 

premise that there will almost certainly be a great diversity of impairment 

among individuals with severe brain injury, reflecting a unique profile for each 

individual. While there are few established indicators for identifying those 

individuals who will probably regain competent speech or written skills after 

severe brain injury this model indicates that the level of impairment in language 

and cognitive skills is greater earlier in recovery and follows (roughly) 

progressive stages of recovery. Skills in language and cognition are closely 

related, the former often providing evidence of the latter. 

The following chapter outlines the methodology used in this study in order to 

examine the experiences of three people with acquired brain injury. 
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CHAPTER 
THREE 

3.1 Introduction 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the methodology used in the study. The 

nature of the case study research method in general terms is examined and how it 

is suited to the research design of this study. The design and method of analysis 

used in the case studies are described. The structure and content of the interview 

schedule is outlined and the pilot interview schedule is described. The basis of the 

sample choice is discussed as well as the conduct of the interviewer and 

interviewing techniques. The rationale for including other data will be discussed. 

The analysis procedure will be outlined and strengths and weaknesses of the 

methodology will be considered. A format for the presentation of each case study 

is also explained. 

This chapter examines the issues that need to be considered when interviewing 

people who have suffered an acquired brain injury. Many factors can effect the 

ability of the person to respond in an interview situation, in a way that will provide 

a reliable and accurate account of their experiences. These factors include the 

nature and severity of the injury and the consequent disabilities arising from the 

injury i.e., type of cognitive loss and language disorder. This effects the 

communicative competence of the person. Other factors include the type of 

question asked acquiescence and the context, setting and the procedure of the 

interview. 

3.2 Case Studies as a Research Strategy 

The aim of the study is to understand how three people recollect their experiences 

with facilitated communication. The researcher could not directly observe the 

experiences so accounts of the events will be provided by those who were directly 

involved. In-depth interviewing was used to gain access to such experiences and 

the method is called a case study approach because it is the individual informant's 

subjective experience that is sought. 
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This study is concerned with the subjects' experiences with a particular technique, 

facilitated communication. The use of the technique coincides with a particular 

phase in their lives, after acquiring brain injury and before they could speak. 

Consequently the study is a type of life history. As the focus is on one aspect or 

phase of the individual's life, in this case the persons experience of facilitated 

communication, the study qualifies as a "topical life history" (Minichiello et al, 1990 

). 

Several research strategies are available in constructing life histories. "Life history 

'at its best' incorporates in-depth interviewing with intensive observation of the 

informant's life, interviews with the informants friends and/or family, and access to 

and analysis of pertinent 'documents of life' such as diaries, personal letters and 

photographs," (Minichiello et al, 1990: 163). 

The interview is one of the most important sources of case study information. 

When it takes the form of a more open-ended nature respondents can provide 

insights into certain events that may form the basis for further study. In such cases 

respondents take on the role of informants and can provide the researcher with 

important suggestions regarding corroboratory evidence (Yin, 1989). 

A case study is used when a variety of material is utilised for a theoretical 

purpose. It is appropriately used to illustrate or verify a theoretical abstraction 

(Minichiello, 1990). This study will examine whether the experiences of three 

individuals with facilitated communication can support the theoretical framework 

which forms the rationale for facilitated communication. 

3.3. Methodological Considerations 

3.3.1. Validity and Reliability 

Validity has long been a key issue in debates about the results of qualitative 

research. If qualitative studies cannot produce valid results then policies, 

programs or predictions based on these studies cannot be relied upon. A 

Qualitative studies approach conducted by a single researcher "invites the 

question, Why should we believe it?" states Bask (Maxwell, 1992). 
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A valid measure is one that produces accurate results about the matter being 

investigated. In the case of in-depth interviewing the concern is to gain the correct 

understanding of the informant's perceptions, view, attitudes and behaviours 

(Minichiello et al, 1990). A commonly used strategy is the use of multiple research 

methods to increase the degree of validity. This strategy is also called 

triangulation and refers to the combination of different techniques of data 

collection in the study of the same phenomenon (Minichiello et al, 1990). A 

common threat to validity is to ask the wrong question. Employing strategies to 

avoid asking the wrong questions are vital in the in-depth interview. 

Reliability is the power of a measuring procedure to produce the same results 

each time it is applied to the same situation or thing (Belson, 1986). A faulty 

measuring technique may produce the same (inaccurate) result each time. A valid 

measure will be reliable but a reliable measure will not necessarily be a valid 

measure. Perfect validity is not theoretically obtainable. However if measures are 

not taken within the research design to maximise reliability and validity then the 

integrity of the results is in question. 

There are particular factors that are necessary to consider when interviewing 

people with acquired brain injury and these can be divided into two groups. The 

first is to do with factors concerning the interviewee and the second to do with the 

design of the interview based on decisions made by the interviewer. 

3.3.2. Interviewee Factors 

Persons with acquired brain injury can experience a range of cognitive, language 

and motor difficulties depending upon the type of injury, site of the injury, length of 

coma and pre morbid factors such as psychological status, presence of learning 

difficulties, cultural differences and age. The types of difficulties the person can 

present will need to be considered in the interview design. 

3.3.2.1. Perceptual Difficulties 

The person with acquired brain injury can experience perceptual difficulties, which 

are highly dependent on attention processes and involve interpretation of stimuli 

compared with what is already known. There is a scarcity of studies (Beukelman & 
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Yorkston, 1991) but visual perception has received some attention. 

Visuoperceptual impairments can be primary or secondary. Primary includes 

visual field cuts, visual neglects, agnosia, spatial or body neglects, topographic 

disorientation, disorientation and inability to copy and synthesise shapes and 

images, and are associated with specific lesions. Secondary impairments can 

result from more generalized disruptions causing weak organising processes, 

shallow knowledge base or impaired executive control. 

Generalized perceptual problems can result in facial recognition impairments, 

common in early recovery, and can also interfere in the use of communication 

boards (making positioning important). 

The interviewer needs to carefully consider material that will require visual 

presentation if the person presents with these problems and consider such 

difficulties when asking about early problems or experiences. The person may not 

be able to answers questions relying on information based on perceptual 

experiences or may be defensive if difficulties are present here. 

3.3.2.2. Attentional Processes 

Difficulties in concentration were first observed by Koppen at the beginning of the 

century. Since then the literature has extensively documented problems in 

alertness, selective attention and rate of information processing (Sahlberg & 

Raskin, 1996). Persons suffering from acquired brain injury can have difficulties 

with sustained attention over time and with the ability to select out, both 

consciously and "automatically", unnecessary or distracting stimuli. This difficulty 

can have profound effects on new learning as explained by Uomoto; 

"The individual must be able to sustain concentration on the task at hand to the 

point that a memory trace of the event is encoded and information is stored in the 

short-term memory. Higher-order cognitive skills such as abstract reasoning and 

concept formation may be intact; however if basic attentional processes are 

impaired, then the individual's functional output may be impaired." (Uomoto, 1991 

in Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991) 

It is generally viewed that the components of attentional processes suggest a 

close relationship between attention and memory. It has been suggested that 
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attention has three components, alertness, referring to the general readiness to 

respond to information, capacity, the scope of ones ability to provide attention 

and thus divide it between tasks, and selection, the ability to allocate attention 

simultaneously to many sources (Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991 ). 

Researchers have identified four types of attentional deficits in people with 

acquired brain injury. The first type is impaired selective attention which includes 

the inability to attend, focus and select, and disregard unnecessary information. 

The second deficit is perseveration or mental inertia, the tendency to repetitively 

stay on one thought, topic or word, not being able to change direction. Impaired 

vigilance is the third attentional deficit, the inability to sustain focus, sometimes 

referred to as hemi-inattention. The fourth type of attentional difficulty is unilateral 

neglect, otherwise referred to as denial of the disability on the affected side. 

The ability of the person to respond to questions about their experiences will 

depend upon their ability to attend at the time of the interview and also their 

abilities to code material in their memories at the time of the events in question. 

The person's ability to attend at the time of the interview may be perfectly 

functional but this does not necessarily ensure that when they experienced 

facilitated communication their attention processes were intact. Medical records 

and observations of significant others would need to be considered to establish if 

attention processes were significantly affected at the time and how this might 

effect their ability to respond. It may also be clear from the responses of the 

interviewees if attention difficulties are present. 

3.3.2.3. Memory Difficulties 

It is reported that memory and learning impairments are the most common 

complaints made by individuals and their family members following traumatic brain 

injury. The types and severity vary according to the site of injury, severity of injury, 

and concomitant dysfunction ( Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991 ). 

Several types of memory disorder are associated with acquired brain injury, 

effecting the ability to retrieve prior information and to recall personal life events, 

as well as being able to learn new information and execute a schedule of events. It 

is not uncommon for families to complain that persons with acquired brain injury 
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requires literal step by step instructions for tasks that they could previously 

accomplish independently. A survey of 178 brain injured and 157 control subjects 

conducted by Mateer and colleagues (1987) reported that subjects with acquired 

brain injury who experienced a period of coma reported that they most frequently 

experienced memory failure in attention-prospective memory. That is, they had 

difficulties with the ability to carry out future intended actions. 

Recent or immediate memory impairment is well documented (Levin & et al 1982, 

Brooks et al., 1980; Yorkston & Beukelman, 1992) but remote memory generally 

remains relatively intact. The presence of remote memory loss indicates the 

severity of the memory loss generally (Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991 ). 

The memory deficit is related to the site of the neurologic lesion, for example, 

frontal lobe lesions are generally associated with attention deficits and memory 

impairment may be present as a secondary disorder. While the person with 

acquired brain injury can retrieve some memory functions during recovery, 

memory deficits can be present at all stages of recovery. 

The nature of the injury in each of the case studies will influence how much 

memory loss will effect the data. It is highly likely that some memory loss will be 

present in each case and there will be questions or periods of time for which the 

person may have, no recollections. Equally some interviewees will have more of a 

memory function intact, due to their injury, than others and will consequently recall 

their experiences in greater detail. 

Severe injury can often result in amnesia. As a patient emerges from a coma and 

becomes more responsive there is a period of confusion and disorientation. Post 

traumatic amnesia (PTA) defined as "the time from the moment of injury to the time 

of resumption of normal continuous memory, the length of which is used as an 

indicator. Three components to this phase including disorientation, anterograde 

amnesia and retrograde amnesia. The length of coma and PTA depends on the 

severity of the injury and is generally used as an indicator of recovery and the 

likelihood of permanent memory impairment, " (Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991 ) 

Studies have shown that PTAs of 2 weeks or more have resulted in persistent 

cognitive deficits, even 20 years after injury (Glisky & Delaney, 1996). However 

the presence of PTA does not necessarily exclude the establishment of memory 
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traces and new learning, in spite of severe language impairment. Gliskey & 

Delaney (1996) were able to establish that new learning is possible during PTA. 

"Given the prevalence of attentional deficits in head injury, it appears that much 

memory impairment can be attributed to defective information processing at the 

time of presentation," (Beukelman & Yorkston, 1991: 149 ) 

Attention and memory are highly related and are difficult to separate. Norman in 

1973, and Morris in 1981 (Foddy, 1993)) theorised that much will depend upon 

the amount of processing at the time the learning takes place, and the availability 

at the recall stage, of cues associated with the memory trace. They recommend 

that researchers become as familiar as possible with the events that they are 

investigating and refer to key events in the same terms that respondents may have 

used when coding. Visual/concrete prompts that are associated with the events 

e.g. the alphabet board ,Canon and any other equipment used in the experiences, 

may assist some interviewees to recall their experiences or to explain their 

responses. The interview presented in a semi-structured form, which includes 

open questions, allows the researcher to explore events in terms of how the 

interviewees view them and the terminology that they use in order to explain 

events. 

Issues related to the interviewees' memory abilities are vital to their ability to 

respond to the interview. Factors such as the amount of time that has elapsed 

since the events in question will also affect the quality of the memory. Events that 

are too distant will pose difficulties. Belson (1986) points o~t that asking memory

laden questions can heighten the tendency for questions to be misunderstood. 

Other primary sources, where possible, may need to be consulted to assist with 

questions that cannot be answered by interviewees, if it is considered relevant by 

interviewees or carers. 

Salient events are remembered the longest. Events considered very important to 

the respondents are considered to have high salience. For the general population 

such events are considered to be reliably recalled for only about a year after the 

event. However struggling with enormous disabilities resulting from acquired brain 

injury has been described as coming out of a nightmare by many individuals and 

would constitute the strongest example of salience. There are autobiographical 
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accounts of individuals who have suffered acquired brain injury from strokes, and 

who can recall, with great detail, the events of their accident and ensuing 

struggles with rehabilitation, in spite of aphasia and learning difficulties (Moss, 

1972 ; Dickson & Gregory, 1995; Moseley, 1996). It is difficult to predict what 

individuals would be able to recall of such experiences and a flexible structure 

allows for interviewees to tell their stories in their own way. 

Memory is considered to be essentially a reconstructive process and people often 

recall their interpretation of the events rather than the events themselves 

(Baddeley in Foddy, 1993). Memory can also be effected by retroactive 

interferences, that is recent memories can interfere with old memories. The 

wording of interviewee's responses may need to be examined to establish a sense 

of the context of the response, whether they are referring to a past or more recent 

event. This is more difficult to do in the presence of a language disorder but 

necessary in establishing the intent of the interviewee. 

Memory traces can be altered by questions, which suggest the wrong information. 

Leading questions need to be avoided and simply worded questions need to 

constitute the question bank. 

Accuracy of recall depends upon type and amount of processing at the time. This 

is out of the control of the interview situation, considering that events being 

discussed are past events and the interviewees' ability to process information 

would depend upon their attention skills at the time. Response validity in this case 

can be established by comparison with independent primary sources where 

possible. This is also the case where memory difficulties pose threats to the 

response validity. 

3.3.2.4. General Cognitive Ability 

The general cognitive abilities of people with acquired brain injury are diverse and 

dependent upon the recovery of other skills, site of injury, length of coma and pre 

morbid factors. Studies by Levin and colleagues in 1982 (Beukelman & Yorkston, 

1991) found that the presence of aphasia was associated with poor prognosis and 
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ach.ievement of lower score on I.Q assessment. Without aphasia, intracranial 

hematomas and oculovestibular problems individuals can generally expect to 

achieve a low average I.Q ranging up to 90. I.Q assessments are not subtle 

enough to reflect the ability for real learning, which is often much poorer. 

Social dysfunction can often be present, but may not be reflected in cognitive 

assessments. An example of this is the case of Elliot, who after removal of a 

meningioma that had affected the medial ventral frontal areas of his brain 

bilaterally, demonstrated marked personality dysfunction. Assessments of his 

ability placed him in the average to superior range (Dywan & Segalowitz, 1996). 

As deficits in processes are difficult to isolate because of their inter-relationships 

current research indicates a preference for looking at cognitive processes as 

underlying behaviour and language disturbances. Where there are disturbances in 

these areas the result is a reduction in the individuals general or specific level of 

functioning. 

3.3.2.5. Higher Cognitive Processes 

Higher Cognitive Processes are the long term residual deficits commonly 

associated with acquired brain injury and therefore remain in later stages of 

recovery. Deficits are apparent in reasoning, thinking processes, insight and 

problem solving and occur at all stages of recovery (Beukelman & Yorkston, 

1991 ). 

Memory impairments can make word retrieval difficult and cause the individual to 

seem vague. It is difficult for the person with attention deficits to maintain 

conversational behaviours, and for the person who has difficulties making 

inferences to develop humour and deal with abstract concepts. 

Difficulties with making decisions, planning and executing actions, and problem 

solving are common, as are lack of insight, emotional liability and anxiety. 

There can also be an impairment to the ability to read non verbal cues in a social 

setting 
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The interviewer will need to be aware of the presence of difficulties in this area, as 

it will affect the types of questions the interviewees can respond to. Insights into 

their own disabilities may be limited in some areas and judgments concerning what 

they think their abilities were at any given time may also be affected. Also the 

ability of the interviewees to assess other peoples actions in certain situations may 

be impaired. Again, in order to establish response validity a comparison will be 

made with other primary sources. 

3.3.2.6. Language Disorders 

Language impairment in people with acquired brain injury can be generalized or 

specific reflecting the underlying cognitive dysfuncti·on and the results can be 

random, fluctuating and variable. 

The incidence of particular language disorders, including aphasia, among people 

with acquired brain injury is thought to be higher than thought previously, probably 

due to refinements in assessment practice. A study by Sarno and colleagues 

reported by Beukelman & Miranda (1992) concluded that at least two thirds of all 

head injury ( closed head injury) patients with a history of coma appear more 

linguistically intact than they actually were. 

Often standardised tests failed to discriminate the more sophisticated language 

skills needed for social interaction and families presumed language skills were 

better than they were. 

Auditory processing and word retrieval deficits are believed to be the most 

common linguistic impairments associated with the acquired brain injury 

population (Hagen, 1984). Auditory deficits include overall slowing of processing, 

inattentiveness, impaired selective listening, noise build-up phenomena, slow rise 

time, and intermittent auditory imperception. 

Impairments to language are related to the type of injury and also to the level of 

recovery. Language cannot be looked at in isolation, but is interwoven with other 

problems already mentioned. For example a person who is demonstrating severe 

attentional difficulties may have great difficulties initiating communication 

messages. However as the individual's recovery improves, cognitive processes 

and generalized receptive and expressive language will also recover. 
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Language recovery can be divided into early, middle and later stages having the 

following features 

Early Stage Recovery depends upon alertness and arousal mechanisms. Bricolo 

and others (Beukelman & Yorkston, 1992) found that for individuals in a coma 

responsiveness to verbal commands was a turning point out of a coma. Poor 

responses to verbal inputs have often been used as predictors for later recovery 

as well. However little research has been done to plot the recovery patterns of 

specific language deficits. 

Middle Stages Alertness improves but as the individual attempts to respond to 

their environment language dysfunctions are commonly observed eg can be 

disorders of sequencing on phonemic, semantic and syntactic level in the highly 

confused individual (neologisms, paraphasias); disorganised sentence structure in 

verbal and written language, sequencing errors, delayed and/or disordered 

information processing and impaired organisational processes. Individuals can 

and have difficulties responding due to word or idea retrieval problems and may 

respond with echolalia, slowed responses or disorganised sentences. However 

individuals have demonstrated that while having these difficulties, later they could 

remember and report them (Moss, 1975; Dickson, & Gregory, 1995; Moseley, 

1996). Splinter skills like spelling and writing can be in tact, although the process 

of writing for the individual can be very slow and painful and dependent on the 

level of motor skills which may also be impaired (ibid.). 

Later stages The individual is able to retrieve previously learned language rules. 

However, impairment may reflect any residual yet specific cognitive deficits, the 

integration of these deficits in real life activities, and/or the impaired use of 

cognitive language processes in social skills. 

Memory impairments can make word retrieval difficult and cause the individual to 

seem vague. It is difficult for the person with attention deficits to maintain 

conversational behaviours and, for the person who has difficulties making 

inferences, to develop humour and deal with abstract concepts. 
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Difficulties with making decisions, planning and executing actions and problem 

solving are common in this stage of recovery as are lack of insight , emotional 

liability and anxiety. 

Language deficits are also apparent in disorders of Pragmatics. The use of 

language in context ties language and cognition to real life situations, becoming a 

means of viewing the individuals social interactive capacities (Malkmus and 

Becker, 1983). 

People with acquired brain injury can display disturbances in expressive language 

generally, and in some specific conversational skills. The expressive language 

disturbances can include disorganisation of the message, impaired message 

selection and modification, incomplete messages or absence of detail or excessive 

information. Impairment of conversational skills can include impaired use of 

acknowledgments, referencing and presupposing turn taking. Difficulties in topic 

selection conversationally can include topic maintenance, expansion, shifting and 

termination. 

Disturbances in non-verbal communication can commonly include impaired 

intonation, facial expression, gestures proxemics and eye contact 

The nature of any language disorders present at the time of the interview or at the 

time of speech recovery would suggest that the interviewees also had language 

disorders at the time of using facilitated communication. It would be expected that 

the language of the messages or material communicated would be consistent with 

this too. The nature of the language disorder would be reflected in the responses 

of the interviewees. 

3.3.2.7. Other Factors 

The individual's recovery can also depend upon pre morbid factors. If the person 

was an adult of high intelligence and had developed a range of skills before injury, 

there are more prior skills that may be regained through recovery, than for a child 

or even an adolescent with less skills and experience. Age, intelligence and 

socioeconomic status are all factors in a person's recovery. Psychological factors 
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have also played a significant role, although the person's ability to make 

adjustments in itself is reduced. Social dysfunction and long term behavioural 

disturbances have been found to occur, probably due to failed adjustment of the 

person to physical consequences of injury (Dywan & Segalowitz, 1996). 

Personality variables have been shown to be better predictors of adjustment to 

everyday life than cognitive abilities, assessed by more traditional psychometric 

measures (Dywan & Segalowitz, 1996). 

While the individual may have sustained severe injuries, there are many individual 

factors that can contribute to the level of skill recovery and their ability to 

communicate. The interviewer needs to view the person being interviewed as a 

unique individual, with skills or disabilities that reflect the circumstances of that 

person. 

3.3.3. INTERVIEWER FACTORS 

3.3.3.1. The Interview Questions 

As people who have suffered from severe brain injury invariably have losses in 

some cognitive skills, the literature regarding interviewing persons with intellectual 

disabilities was consulted to aid in the design of the interview questions. 

It is evident that under certain circumstances, people with intellectual disabilities 

can provide valid and reliable information about issues that are directly relevant to 

them (Voelke, et al 1990). As in the normal population, the ability to respond to 

questions beyond their immediate environment depends upon age, ability and 

experience (Jayanthi, et al. 1993). While responsiveness ~eems to be a function 

of I.Q., the higher the ability the better the responsiveness, the nature of the 

questions has also been found to affect the response. 

Sigelman and colleagues (1983) found that the wording of the questions was very 

significant in their study. Highly structured question formats, requiring Yes/No 

answers, maximised responses but introduced bias or acquiescence, which can 

seriously reduce the response validity. This has been reported by a number of 

researchers (Martin in 1982 in Voelke, 1990). Studies in the general population, 

on response bias or acquiescence, have found that sometimes lack of 

understanding of the question can cause this effect although the exact nature of 

the problem is not understood. 
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The Sigelman study also found that simply worded questions; What questions 

being easier than Why questions, provided the most reliable information. Open 

ended questions elicited less information, and probing tended to cause 

inappropriate over responding. 

Also in reference to interviewing the general population, researchers are advised 

that "the words used by the researcher when formulating questions should be as 

specific and as concrete as possible," (Foddy, 1993 :44). Molenaar (1982) 

recommends that short questions reduce the likelihood of a number of different 

response effects occurring i.e., those stemming from grammatical complexities, 

task conflicts and the tendency on the part of some respondents to give either 

socially desirable or acquiescing responses. 

Questions of a sensitive nature have been found to solicit a defensive bias. Voekle 

et al., (1990) found that subjects with an intellectual disability under reported their 

maladaptive behaviour and showed a tendency to bias their responses in the 

socially desirable direction. This tendency has been reported in the literature 

dealing with the general populations reaction. to threatening questions. Such 

questions are more difficult to define and can include a range of topics. Sudman 

and Bradburn (Foddy, 1993) list illness and disabilities, illegal and contra

normative behaviour, and financial status as likely to be under-reported; and being 

a good citizen, being a well informed and cultured person; and having fulfilled 

moral and social responsibilities as socially reliable and likely to be over-reported. 

It is apparent that individuals with acquired brain injury would have some 

difficulties in dealing with questions requiring insight into disabilities. 

The guidelines are clear that questions requiring a Yes / No response should be 

kept to a minimum, in order to avoid the problem of acquiescence. Questions 

should be simply worded and contain a single concept. A combination of open and 

closed questions, depending upon the nature of the presenting language disorder, 

allows for greater response range from the interviewees. Open questions are more 

difficult to answer but are less prone to bias. The reliability and validity of open

ended questions, that can be coded into a few categories, is superior (Foddy, 

1993; Sigelman, et al 1983). An emphasis on short closed questions will only be 

used in the situation that a more severe language disorder is evident, as questions 

requiring closed responses are easier to process and respond. Questions for all 
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respondents, regardless of disability need to be short enough to fit within the 

respondent's attention span, and simple enough to be fully comprehended. 

Events with high salience are more easily remembered and are likely to yield more 

valid responses. Questions too, must link up with cues associated with material in 

the respondent's memory, if that material is to be successfully recalled. So 

questions that build in recall aids and frames of reference can assist to provide 

memory prompts. 

3.3.3.2. Environmental Variables 

The setting of the interview can be equally as influential as the questions asked. A 

person may feel more secure in a familiar setting which can positively effect the 

memory and encourage a fluid exchange of ideas (King, 1983). 

While it would have been a decision of the research design to interview the person 

in familiar surroundings, with no distractions, circumstances dictated the most 

convenient venues for people and the interviewer took guidance from the 

interviewees. None of the interviewees were ambulatory and two had very little 

choice about venues due to difficulties moving. All opted for their places of 

residence, the only exception being the last interview for Debbie which occurred at 

her facilitator's house. 

Research has indicated that if the interviewer is responsive, and recognises that 

communication is interdependent, the quality of the information gained is better 

than if the interviewer is directive or inflexible when communicating (Peck, 1989). 

The interview took the form of a conversation consisting , of questions from the 

question bank starting with most recent events. The research suggests that asking 

about the last occurrence of any given event can assist to reduce the effects of 

retroactive interferences to the memory. Speech recovery is seen as a very 

significant event for the interviewees and likely to assist with memory recovery. 

This was the first topic discussed with the interviewees. 

3.3.3.3. Strategies Used in the Current Study Based on Methodological 

Considerations 
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The research suggested that responsiveness in interviewees with intellectual 

disabilities could be increased, sometimes, if the question was repeated and if 

interviewees had experience of that question before, for example, the previous 

week. Researchers of the general population, Sudman and Bradburn (Foddy, 

1993) suggest a method of interviewing called 'bounded recall' which involves 

interviewing respondents twice, to sensitise them towards issues, so that they can 

remember more accurately, particularly very significant events where certain 

effects like 'telescoping' can magnify and distort some features of the memory. 

Based on these suggestions, it was decided to space the interviews a week apart, 

and the successive interviews would partially consist of, either revisiting some key 

questions through a summary, or asking the same question in a slightly reworded 

form. This was designed to aid memory and also to address systematic bias by 

comparing the responses to two or more questions on the same topic. 

Beginning each successive session with a summary of responses so that 

interviewees can make any changes they feel necessary also helps to ensure 

validity of responses. 

Cannell (Foddy, 1993) found that more accurate recall was evident when the 

interviewer attempts to get interviewees to agree to respond accurately and 

completely and to take their time. As interviewees were often interviewed in the 

presence of a family member, this was emphasised to both, as well as stipulating 

that family members recollections and subjects' recollections needed to be kept 

separate. 

The pace of the interview was also considered important, to ensure sufficient time 

to allow for slow processing of information, or a latency period, and for the 

formulation of answers. Interviews that proceed too quickly also generally provide 

quick and shallow responses, as well as providing difficulties for people with 

acquired brain injury, who may need more time to respond. 

An in depth interview resembles a conversation or discourse. Careful wording of 

questions will aid in the rigour of research but some ambiguities and uncertainties 

of meaning will also need to be addressed through the discourse itself. Responses 

may need to clarified by asking interviewees how they came to a particular 

answer. This also helps to clarify for the researcher how the question has been 

understood by the interviewee. 
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A strategy for gaining further detail is the informal post interview. It is suggested 

that by going over the discussion in an informal manner a check can be made 

regarding the interviewee's feelings about the sessions. In clarifying how clear the 

questions and intentions are, a check is made on the validity of the account 

according to the interviewees perceptions (Minichiello, 1990). 

Many factors regarding the nature of the interview can also assist with ensuring 

reliability and validity within the research design. 

3.4. Pilot Study 

A pilot study was conducted in order to strengthen the validity of the questions 

concerning communication experiences, and to establish how much of a barrier 

memory difficulties would present. It was not possible to trial questions with a 

former user of facilitated communication who fitted the criterion of the study, due to 

the scarcity of such subjects. The interviewee was a young adult male who had 

suffered brain injury as a result of a car accident. He was a medical doctor prior to 

his accident, so it can be assumed that he was of above average intelligence. He 

was ambulatory and had sufficient hand control to independently communicate 

using a canon communicator at the time of the interview. He had no speech. All 

communication experiences he had during rehabilitation involved independent 

pointing. 

Discussion with speech therapists in the rehabilitation ~rea and reading the 

literature had indicated that each individual's experience would be unique to their 

injuries and circumstances. It was not anticipated that questions would be set for 

the project as a result of the pilot, rather it would give the researcher insight into 

important facets of the interview, like pacing, to allow time for responses, 

monitoring for fatigue, and sensitivity to communication issues. Trialing part of the 

interview schedule highlighted several important issues. 

While memory may be encouraged through interview techniques the period of 

PTA, as indicated in the literature, was a period of confusion for him and probably 

a time for very poor coding in the memory. The interviewee was definite about 

what he could remember about that time, which was minimal. Episodes of high 
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salience for the memory were emotionally charged experiences, usually around 

frustrations in dealing with others. While details might be sketchy, general 

impressions were strong even some time later (e.g. 1 year- 18 months later). It 

was also clear that he was able to comment on those experiences that helped him 

to regain communication skills even though these could only be described in 

general terms. For example, he remembered different types of equipment used 

and in what sequence he used them. He remembered using the equivalent to 

swearing with hand gestures before being able to get his written message across. 

Also he was able to describe the stages of recovery of skills that he experienced, 

again in general terms. For example, while he did not remember specific 

messages, he had early recollections of being able to spell and only being able to 

respond to questions with single word answers. His ability to put words together to 

make sentences developed slowly, with practice. 

He was also able to give opinions about what he thought could help others based 

on his experiences. 

The pilot study and the research outlined provided the guidelines for the 

methodology of the study. People recovering from brain injury, even severe brain 

injury, can recover many prior language skills after injury. It was considered that 

people with brain injury, who had used facilitated communication during their 

recovery process, (and prior to developing independent communication skills) may 

be able to discuss their experiences. 

As it was not possible to predict what individuals would be able to recall of such 

experiences, due to the diversity of each person's injury and history of recovery, a 

semi-structured interview was considered the most appropriate basis for data 

collection. A more flexible structure allowed for interviewees to tell their stories in 

their own way. Due to the memory difficulties that can be present, highly salient 

events were to be discussed first, for example the recovery of speech. Events with 

high salience are more easily remembered and are likely to yield more valid 

responses early speech recovery was to be the introduction to the interview 

process. It was anticipated that the language of interviewees' responses during 

the first interview would provide clues regarding the nature of any language 

disorders. This information along with the interviewees' phrasing of responses 

would provide the framework for subsequent questions. 
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Questions were to be carefully phrased, to minimise the problem of acquiescence 

and to maximise question validity. Questions needed to be short enough to fit 

within the respondent's attention span and simple enough to be fully 

comprehended. In order to increase the response validity, open questions were to 

be asked where possible and questions requiring Yes / No responses minimised. 

Questions of a sensitive nature were to be avoided, where possible, particularly 

anything concerning socially unacceptable behaviour. 

The pace of the interview was to be sufficiently slow to ensure sufficient time to 

allow for processing of information and slower response time. Interviewees were to 

be given opportunities to reflect upon questions, by reviewing material from the 

previous week, and also by informally talking about the interview at the end of 

each session. 

Questions needed to be analysed in the light of any expressive language 

disturbances and possible lack of insight on the pat of interviewees, due to 

impairment. Other sources of information suggested by the interviewees e.g., 

therapist reports, medical reports, were to be used to triangulate data. This 

procedure would also assist where memory impairments caused difficulties with 

data reliability. 

3.5. Research Procedure 

3.5.1. Selection of Subjects 

Subjects needed to have lost their ability to communicate by conventional means 

through reason of injury or illness, had some experience of facilitated 

communication as part of their rehabilitation, and be able to communicate 

independently during the interview process. In order to maximise the likelihood of 

a reasonable level of language recovery subjects needed to have been adults at 

the time of illness or injury and to have been of at least average intellectual ability. 

As only persons with fairly extensive injuries would have needed to access 

facilitated communication as part of their rehabilitation, less serious injuries would 
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have responded the usual rehabilitation program on offer, (which does not include 

facilitated communication) then the likelihood of a residual communication 

disorder was likely. An intellectual disability present at the time of illness or injury 

would limit the potential for language recovery and further complicate the 

communication disorder. 

Subjects were located by the facilitated communication network. A facilitator 

known to the researcher, who does volunteer work thought the Brain Injury 

Foundation, supplied the contact for one interviewee. That is, the second 

interviewee was known through a newspaper article and found through the 

network. The second interviewee suggested the third. 

The subjects represented a range of etiologies for acquired brain injury, one due 

to traumatic brain injury (a motor car accident), and another due to chronic illness 

(encephalitis) and the last due to a cerebral hemorrhage. 

3.5.2. Permission 

Prior to the first interviewing participants were given a consent form, which 

outlined the aims of the research project and time commitment involved. 

Information was given in person, initially, for one interviewee and through the post 

for two, who lived some considerable distance from the interviewer. Families 

largely left the decision to the interviewees as to whether to participate or not, 

although access to medical records was done through both the families and the 

interviewees. One interviewee spoke to her speech therapist to give permission for 

me to interview her and two personally signed permission to gain access to 

medical records. However, records were often difficult to get, as some medical 

facilities had closed down, and the family members of two of the interviewees had 

to search through their personal archives to provide some material. The 

interviewees themselves could not physically do this. There was no medical or 

therapy information for one of the interviewees, due to personnel moving out of the 

area, facilities closing down, or people failing to respond to requests. 
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As medical records were to be accessed permission was sought from the 

university's ethics committee and procedures for storing and disposing of 

confidential information were outlined and approved. 

3.5.3. Instrumentation 

The in-depth interview was the focus of the data collection. The in-depth interview 

usually employs less structure than the standard interview, as the purpose is to 

understand the world of the interviewee, in his or her terms. Due to the likelihood 

that interviewees would have residual communication disorders, which could 

include difficulties with conversations, staying on the topic, understanding 

questions etc., it was thought that the researcher would need a predetermined 

structure to steer the conversation. This consisted of a list of topics presented in 

an individualised style to suit the interviewee. The interviewer was mindful of 

question structure during the course of the interview, with regard to the literature 

and as outlined previously. 

As a theoretical position was being explored, key features of the debate needed 

also to be explored, if possible, in the interviews. The theoretical framework and 

the research literature regarding facilitated communication provided the substance 

of the questions to be asked. The list of topics were determined from the 

theoretical framework and the debate in the literature, and was to be drawn upon 

depending upon what the interviewees were able to remember. Selections from 

the list depended upon what the responses of the interviewees were to the initial 

topic, which concerned the recovery of speech. The use of open-ended questions 

provided an opportunity for interviewees to provide insights !nto their experiences. 

3.5.4. Design of the Case Study 

The case study design employed several stages. 

The first stage involved the use of multiple single case studies in which the 

interview data provide the major source of data. Interviewees took on the role of 

informants and in conjunction with, or in addition to a family member, provided 

information relevant to the study. Interviews were conducted using in-depth 
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interviewing techniques, and a general plan being related to a question bank 

designed before the interviews. Techniques were also used called bounded recall 

and post interview recall and double interviewing. Respondents also provided 

important suggestions about other primary sources to provide corroborating 

evidence. 

The multiple case studies are used as the evidence is considered to be more 

compelling. External validity is determined by checking if the results can be 

repeated in another place and time. Having multiple case studies helps to 

strengthen the validity. Replication logic needs to be used and is more easily done 

with multiple case studies. Replication logic is followed where each case is 

considered to be a single experiment and not a subject within an experiment or a 

response within a survey. A previously developed theory is used as a template 

and the empirical results of the case study are compared to this. Literal replication 

is claimed where two or more cases support the theory. Theoretical replication is 

achieved in cases where outcomes were not successful and a rival theory was 

supported (Yin, 1989:38,58). 

The research design is multiple, single case studies, where each case study has 

embedded units of analysis. The case studies were written to show the nature of 

the injury and the disability at the time of using facilitated communication, changes 

proceeding the use of facilitated communication (in the nature of the disability and 

general circumstances of the interviewee) and the type of language evident when 

the interviewee was able to communicate independently. Units of analysis come 

from the theoretical framework. The sub-units of analyses can offer significant 

opportunities for extensive analysis, enhancing the insights into the single case 

(Yin 1989 : 52). However, care needs to be taken with this method so that in the 

investigation of the units, the focus of the research doesn't change. 

The second stage of the case study involves the collection and analysis of medical 

records, transcripts of facilitated communication sessions, videotapes and 

interviews of other key informants, as referred to by interviewees. The multiple 

case study method is again employed. Results will be compared with interview 

data for the purposes of triangulation. 
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Using multiple sources of data during data collection addresses the problem of 

construct validity in the research design. Triangulation or multiple research 

methods is considered a way of overcoming problems of bias. 

"If understanding derived from the asking of a question or series of questions in a 

conversation can survive 'the confrontation of a series of complementary methods 

of testing, it contains a degree of validity unattainable by one tested within the 

more constricted framework of a single method'." (Minichiello, 1992: 211) 

Decisions in any study need to be made as to the appropriate sources of data to 

be pursued when a considerable range may be presented. In this study, medical 

data is sought in relation to matters arising out of the interview material supplied 

by the interviewees or their families. There was a high level of agreement between 

interviewees and their families as to who the key sources were. Only material that 

the interviewees considered was relevant to them was pursued. 

The third stage of the case study is concerned with the inferences made from the 

data and is called the explanation building stage. 

Some researchers make the point that validity is relative to purposes and 

circumstances. 

Data in themselves cannot be valid or invalid; what is at issue are the inferences 

drawn from them ( Maxwell, 1992). Validity is not an inherent property of a 

particular method but relates to the data, accounts, or conclusions reached by 

using that method in a particular context for a particular purpose. 

3.5.5. Analysis of The Data 

The nature of the research design is such that statistical analysis is not an 

appropriate means of data analysis. Instead procedures more suitable to in-depth 

interviewing are employed. 

The interview tape was transcribed, noting not only the literal statements but also 

non-verbal and paralinguistic communication. For example, the interviewee's 

mood or change of emotion was noted beside the accompanying comment and 

any phraseology that seemed significant was also noted. This could indicate a 
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limitation of a question, for example, that the question was not understood by the 

interviewee or, that the interviewee was experiencing a kind of perseveration or a 

processing difficulty. 

A contact summary sheet was devised after reviewing the field notes. The 

researcher considered some simple questions in order to plan the next session. 

These included: 

What were the main issues I themes? 

What information did you get/ fail to get on target questions? 

What struck you as interesting/ illuminating important in this contact? and 

What new/ remaining target questions in the next interview? 

A summary of the key responses was also made to share with the interviewee to 

begin the next session. 

After all interviews had been completed, time was spent reading the transcripts 

and entering into the world of the individual who was interviewed; the researcher 

attempting to understand what the interviewee was saying. Themes and units of 

meaning were sifted out, using as much as possible, the literal words of the 

interviewee. These were reduced to units of meaning relevant to the research 

question. A summary of themes was written and presented to the interviewees for 

verification. The interview data and summaries were compared to establish any 

natural clusters, common essences or themes as well as any variations across 

sessions and between case studies. A list of coding categories was devised, 

revised and collapsed. 

Most qualitative researchers suggest that categories for coding come both from 

the research literature that support the research question and from the raw data 

itself. While some warn that too much reliance on the scientific literature may steer 

the investigator away from understanding the perceptions of the interviewee and, 

in fact, bias the researcher tuning into the data itself, modifying categories that no 

longer fit can overcome this difficulty. Codes related to research questions, 

conceptual framework and hypotheses are recommended by Miles, & Huberman 

(1994). 
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The researcher used a combination of categories from the themes derived from 

the data and the theoretical framework, as this was where many of the questions 

were derived. When the researcher felt that the list was workable, a number was 

devised for each category and the transcripts formatted for coding. The units of 

data were coded by placing the number in the margin of the transcript. Another 

researcher, independent to the study, was asked to carry out the above 

procedures. 

All data coded is assembled to each category and analysed using the method of 

analysis called explanation-building. 

3.5.6. Explanation Building. 

Explanation building is a method of data analysis described by Yin (1989:) which 

has as its goal to analyse the case study data by building an explanation about the 

case. In most existing case studies, explanation building has occurred in the 

narrative form. According to Yin, the better examples of this method are case 

studies in which the explanations reflect some theoretically significant 

propositions. Facilitated communication is based upon some theoretically 

significant propositions, which challenge some common practices both in the 

education of students with disabilities and in rehabilitation of people with severe 

brain injury. For explanation building to have been properly implemented the 

following series of steps need to be followed 

Step 1. Making an initial theoretical statement or an initial proposition. 

2. Comparing the finding of an initial case. 

3. Revising the statement or proposition comparing other details of the case 

against the revision. 

4 Revising the statement or proposition again. 

5. Comparing the revision to the facts of a second, third or more cases. 

6. Repeating this process as many times as needed. 

In the case study evidence is examined, propositions revised, and consequently 

evidence re-examined from a new perspective. When used with multiple-case 

studies the process also creates cross-case analysis (Yin 1989: 115) 
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The dangers of the method involve potential wanderings from the original topic but 

can be minimised by safe guards, like the case study protocol (indicating what 

data were to be collected), the establishment of a case study data base for each 

case (formally storing the entire array of data that were collected, available for 

inspection by a third party), and the following of a chain of evidence. 

Explanation building employs techniques to establish a causal relationship, as well 

as considering all rival explanations and possibilities, and to consider if the 

evidence is convergent. The data from interviews, medical records and therapist 

reports, video material and transcripts of facilitated communication sessions were 

examined using the techniques. 

3.5.7. Maintaining a Chain of Evidence: 

Establishing a chain of evidence is an important strategy to strengthen construct 

validity and reliability. 

The principle of this strategy is likened to those used in criminological 

investigations (Yin 1989: 102). It is to allow an external observer to follow the 

derivation of evidence from the initial research questions to ultimate case study 

conclusions and also from the conclusions back to the research question. 

Evidence should be tight, with no original evidence being lost. There should be 

good citation of the case study database. The data base should reveal actual 

evidence collected and should show adherence to the case study protocols and 

procedures stipulated in the protocols. A reading of the protocol should indicate 

the link between the content of the protocol and the initial study questions. 

These characteristics can be summarised in the following points: 

each individual conclusion is linked to the evidence from which it is 

drawn; 

continual flow of evidence from the initial research question to the 

final conclusion which can be traced logically from either direction; 

and 

choices about data to be presented. 
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The ultimate establishment of the chain of evidence occurs when the reader can 

move from one part of the case study to another, with clear cross-referencing to 

the methodological procedures, and to the resulting evidence (Yin -1989: 103) 

3.5.8. Format for the Case Studies 

The data for each of the case studies will be presented in the following format. 

Background, including a description of the nature of the injury, length of 

coma and course of recovery. 

Profile of the interviewee during the period of using facilitated 

communication. 

Presentation at the time of the interview. 

Summary of the interview. 

Discussion of key issues. 

It is necessary to make decisions regarding what data will be presented, as it is 

not possible to present everything. Consequently a summary of the interviews of 

key informants, as well as a summary of medical records and course of recovery 

(presented as a time line), data provided through transcripts and video footage is 

provided in the appendix. The interviews of each of the cas~ studies was the main 

focus of the study. 

3.5.9. Summary 

Methods within the case study design can help to ensure both validity and 

reliability of the data. For a technique of data collection to be reliable, it must show 

that if a future researcher followed exactly the same procedure as described, and 

conducted the same case study all over again, they would arrive at the same 

findings. In order to ensure this, procedures need to be documented carefully 

making as many steps operational as possible. 
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"The interview is a social situation and inherently involves a relationship between 

the interviewer and the informant. Understanding the nature of that situation and 

relationship, how it affects what goes on in the interview, and how the informants 

actions and views could differ in other situations is crucial to the validity of 

accounts based on interviews" (Briggs, 1986 in Maxwell, 1992: 295) 

There is little guidance in the research regarding interviewing people with 

acquired brain injury, as language disorders arising from such injury and affecting 

the communicative abilities of the person, are varied and dependent upon many 

factors and can also change dramatically over the course of recovery (Beukelman 

& Miranda, 1994). The interviewees represent unique combinations of variables 

and need to be considered as independent 'experiments' in themselves. However 

the factors seen as possible threats to the reliability and validity of the study were 

considered in the outline of the interview schedule and in decisions made 

regarding the structure of the interview. 

The data collected regarding each of the interviewees is presented in a case study 

format. This will include a history of each person's illness and recovery and an 

explanation of how they each came to use facilitated communication. A description 

of each of the interviewees' skills at the time of using facilitated communication will 

be given and also their skills at the time of being interviewed. There was quite a 

variation in the amount of skills that had been recovered by each of the 

interviewees and this had implications for the type of questions each person could 

answer. The interview data is summarised and examined in a later chapter. 
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CHAPTER 
FOUR 

4.1. Introduction 

CASE STUDY DEBBIE 

In this chapter a wide range of data collected will be presented concerning 

Debbie's disabilities prior to using Facilitated Communication, her experiences 

with the method, and her subsequent recovery of skills. A profile of Debbie at the 

time of the interview will also be provided for consideration, as her present skills 

have implications for her ability to provide information about past experiences. The 

data will be presented in the following format. 

Background including nature of illness and type of disabilities incurred. 

Presentation at time of interview. 

Summary of Interview Information. 

Summary of mothers interview. 

Summary of Medical Information (not already provided in background). 

Summary of data from speech therapist. 

Description of Video recording of Debbie in 1989 and in 1991. 

Profile at the time of using Facilitated Communication. 

Summary of records and data presented as a Time line of recovery. 

Discussion of Results. 

4.2 Background 

Debbie was one of four children from a supportive middle class family. She was 

reported to be happy at school, of above average intelligence, had a good circle of 

friends and was very involved with sport. 

Debbie contracted Murray Valley Encephalitis at the age of 19 years, in 1975. She 

was single and living at home with her parents at the time. She had been attending 

business school, completing secretarial studies. 
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After a month of headaches, high fever and abnormal behaviour Debbie was 

admitted to hospital. She was reported to be dysphatic and screamed out 

inappropriately. She became comatose, which lasted for about 9 months. A scan 

of her brain reported damage to the right temporal lobe, thought to be consistent 

with focal encephalitis. While comatose she developed generalised convulsions. 

Debbie was reported to respond to people about a year after her admission. 

Debbie spent almost five years in a convalescent hospital where she either slept a 

lot or was in a drowsy state. The nature of her illness, pseudonym "sleeping 

sickness", would have induced that state alone, but she was also administered a 

number of medications to control her epilepsy and also her screaming, which was 

very loud and could last from a few minutes to two hours. The screaming and 

sleeping pattern made contact with her difficult and resulted in reduced 

opportunities for therapies and social contact. Therapies were discontinued in the 

first year, due to screaming, which was interpreted as a protest against engaging 

in the activity. In the following two years she accessed therapies (e.g., 

physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy) for only three months, 

partially because of the screaming and partially because she was unresponsive, 

due to drowsiness. The therapies were accessed through another hospital which 

Debbie assessed as an out-patient. 

According to medical records Debbie was transferred to the trauma unit of a 

psychiatric hospital in December 1979. The unit had been established to provide a 

much needed place for individuals with head injuries, as hospitals found 

themselves unable to provide appropriate programs. However, therapies again 

were limited for Debbie. 

Several years after her placement at the trauma unit she began working with 

facilitated communication. The official reason cited in the records was to "assess 

and develop the possible means of effective communication." 
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4.3 Table A Debbie's Profile At The Time of Using Facilitated 

Communication 

Physical Condition : Little head control, head dropped downwards, chin to the 

chest, difficulty sitting in a wheelchair , distressed by being moved (heavy 

sweating and shaking) apparent fear of falling, no hand control, rigidity of limbs, 

long periods of sleeping, very frail, constant screaming episodes. 

Emotional Condition: Withdrawn, seemed depressed , large mood swings from 

irritability to perseverative hilarity. 

Time elapsed since onset of illness: 1 O years 

Therapy History: Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy and Speech Therapy 

during rehabilitation. Long period (several years) with no therapies, except for 

some psychotherapy organised privately by her parents. 

Reason for seeking facilitated communication assistance: A friend suggested 

Angela to mother and as their therapist went overseas. They decided to try as 

Debbie was very isolated because of the screaming. According to her mother, no

one wanted to work with Debbie, although some had tried. Hospital records state 

that referral to Angela was to assess and develop possible means of 

communication. This proved a long term issue. 

Facilitated Communication Support: Under the chin when using the head 

pointer, later wrist support, while Debbie held pointer with sponge ball on end. 

Equipment: Head pointer, alphabet board, Morse code, computer with light beam, 

canon communicator, later. 

Frequency: First year weekly on Wednesday afternoons. After that once a term. 

Nature of sessions: Breathing exercises for screaming, some communication 

involving asking questions about concerns, anything topical, then a social 

exchange around afternoon tea. 
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4.4 Presentation at time of Interview 

At the time of the interview Debbie was forty years of age. She was non 

ambulatory, relying on her wheelchair for mobility. Debbie spoke well and 

communicated her thoughts and feelings clearly. She presented as a fairly calm 

and thoughtful person. Debbie was able to attend to interview questions for a 

sustained period. The sessions, which always began with a less formal session 

ie .. afternoon tea, often extended to about one hour. Debbie generally made it 

clear when she did or did not remember events sufficiently to comment upon them. 

She was very open with her views and generous with her time. 

She had residual articulation difficulties, which required the listener who was 

unfamiliar with her, to attend carefully at times. She had some minor perseverative 

problems, resulting in sometimes getting stuck on a topic, but she could move on 

later without any apparent difficulties. Her memory had improved greatly and she 

seemed to remember details of the past three years very well. Typically her long 

term memory was reasonably good and she could recall friends and experiences 

prior to her illness. 

Debbie reported missing the contact that she had with her school friends, but did 

correspond with people and was active within the disability network. She was 

about to present a paper about her life at an AGOSCI conference. She was proud 

of the progress she has made but was looking towards other goals she had set for 

herself, especially becoming more mobile. She was continued to have 

physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy with the aim to be more 

independent. Her speech therapist reported that her language development 

continued to improve, month by month. 
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Place of Interview: The Spastic Centre Unit where Debbie resides. 

Timing of the interviews: There were three interviews of about one hour duration 

spaced a week apart. Debbie's mother was present for most of the time. A final 

interview took place about a month later after transcripts of the three interviews 

had been sent to Debbie and her mother to read through. The final interview 

consisted of going through a summary of the main points covered in the previous 

interviews and a social gathering at Angela's house with Debbie's parents and 

Annie. 

4.5. Summary of Interview Data 

The interview material included a wide range of material, considering the semi

structured nature of the interview format and the haphazard way people 

sometimes remember material. Also, there were many issues raised by 

interviewees and their families which were outside the scope of this study, but 

were never the less highly significant to the informants. Much of this material could 

not be separated during the interview process and will be mentioned in the results. 

The main focus, however, is the experiences with facilitated communication and 

comments were categorised in the following way. 

4.5.1 General Comments about facilitated communication 

Debbie did not really remember using facilitated communi~ation as it was eleven 

years since she had her first session with Angela and about seven years since she 

had last used it. She had been involved in interviews and discussions about her 

experiences (generally with her mother present) and was aware of the stories that 

seemed to be part of the family history now. 
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firstsession 
Mother We went to Angela's house. We didn't know it was the end then. So it 

would be for 2-3 hours, including ·some communication and then we would have a 

social session, and with afternoon tea, and that always meant a lot to Debbie, the 

afternoon tea. It was a sort of socialising with her father and I and various others 

at times. 
Debbie Grace ( a friend) and I got on really well we would tease each other. 

Mother But the first session showed us there was much more there in Debbie 

than we knew -----all in tears. She typed, I mean with a pointer, she pointed to 6 

sentences over an hour. 
Debbie Yes, and I was really slow at doing it you'd have to have lots of patience. 

Mother Some days there would be nothing or there would be lots of yelling or 

sleeping. 

Debbie Some days I would do a few words I would be quiet and fall asleep. 

first session 

Mother It wasn't that you were typing out what you were told. Angela would say 

'Is there anything you want to say?' That sort of approach, and you would say what 

was wrong. 

Debbie My name and why do you scream. 

Mother That was two of them. 

Debbie Things like that. 

Mother It might be what you wanted on the day. 

Debbie And if I wanted anything. 

Mother And what had been happening in the ward that day. Do you remember 

what you used to say? 

third session 

Interviewer You gave the Canon away but you did use it before that? 

Debbie Yes the Canon the head pointer, morse code and the computer and the 

beam 

Interviewer What was the beam? 

Mother A light beam operating the computer 

Debbie I used everything, the Canon. 
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Summary 

o "I don't remember much about it." 

o "I screamed a lot." 

o "I was really slow you need a lot of patience." 

o "Some days I would do a few words, I would be quiet and go to 

sleep." 

o "I used everything, a head pointer and an alphabet board, light 

beam on the computer, Morse code, the canon." 

o "Angela steadied my hand." 

o "I couldn't control my hands they were spastic, couldn't lift a 

pencil." 

o "She asked me my name, why I screamed, things like that." 

o "They were my messages don't let anyone tell you otherwise." 

4.5.2. Positive Aspects of facilitated communication 

first session 

Debbie Good, at last I was doing something like communicating. 

Interviewer You were having an effect on other people ? 

Debbie Yes and I could go out and be sociable. 

Interviewer Having contact with people. 

first session 

Interviewer When you were making your first sounds werEj3 you still working with 

Angela? Can you remember much about those sessions? 

Debbie No, not really. I remember we used to have afternoon tea. 

Interviewer That was the best part? 

Debbie It was sociable. It was the only thing I ever did. 

third session 

Interviewer Which do you think helped you the most? 

Debbie Yes. 

Interviewer Did the support help? 

Debbie Yes the support helped me to start. 
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second session 

Interviewer You said with facilitated communication the big difference was the 

support to get going. 

Debbie It steadied my hand. 

Interviewer What else about it helped ? 

Debbie Made me do more. 

Interviewer So Angela made you talk more. 

Debbie She was all right , but she didn't do it 

Interviewer She had the expectation you'd do it? 

Debbie Oh yes. She knew all right. 

Mother But also doing it .Don't you think the success of it. 

Debbie The routine. 

Interviewer The routine and going there? 

Mother How did you feel though when you were actually communicating ? 

Debbie Good, at last I was doing something like communicating. 

Interviewer You were having an effect on other people? 

Debbie Yes and I could go out and be sociable. 

Interviewer Having contact with people. 

Debbie In a normal way ( I and D said this together and laughed) 

Interviewer Yes. 

Debbie That's probably not a nice thing to say but it is 

second session 

Interviewer So Angela was steadying your hand ? 

Debbie That's right. Don't believe anyone who said she made us do it. 

Mother She had a good personality. I also did it with Debbie. I'd find it incredibly 

hard. I had to go to the hospital. They usually had put her to bed. 

Debbie Or doped me. 

Mother Yes. She had been sleeping Incredible level of movement often she would 

close up. She had been taken to Angela's. Her bright and breezy personality. 
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second session 

Interviewer So it was more persistence than pushing? 

Mother And the disciplining of screaming. Angela started putting her out of the 

room if she screamed and they did this at the centre. If there was food on the 

table. I used to be amazed because the afternoon tea was always the focus at 

Angela's and Grace was just about as bad. She loved sweet things. At the Centre 

they would leave a cake or a box of chocolates on the table and I would be waiting 

for Debbie to start up. But that was a discipline, so was the socialisation and the 

'putting her out when she was noisy'. That was going on a year before you could 

speak. 

Debbie and her mother both felt that she was very isolated from people when she 

was ill and screaming. Debbie expressed the view that having normal contact with 

people was very important and she said several times that she liked the afternoon 

tea with Angela. It was the best part of the session because it was sociable. 

She felt it was significant that someone believed that she could communicate. 

Others had judged her too ill or incapable of making progress and, consequently, 

had left her on her own. 

It is interesting that she chose the word 'routine' to describe a positive aspect of 

the sessions. Currently she enjoys routines and the predicability of having these 

established. This was evident in making arrangements for the interview. Many of 

Debbie's responses reflect aspects of her current experience, being based in the 

immediate and the observable. 

Debbie reported that the strong personality of the facilitator was a positive aspect. 

She also said that you needed patience to be a facilitator. She indicated that there 

were times Angela had to insist that she work or pretend to be angry when she 

wouldn't co-operate. 
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Summary 

o "I got to go out and be sociable. It was the only thing I ever did" 

o "It was contact with people in a more normal way" 

o "I was made to work, to try" 

o "It made me do more" 

o "It steadied my hand" 

o "It was the start." 

o "It was good I was doing something like communicating." 

o "Someone knew I could do it." 

o "The routine" 

o "The strong personality of the facilitator'' 

4.5.3 Negative aspects of facilitated communication 

first session 

Mother It was painful. The screaming and the worry that this terribly thin looking 

person. But she's getting back to it now. Apparently, Angela (we didn't know her 

much then), and I said 'Were you worried by the physical state of Debbie?' 'No' 

she said, ' I was worried by the screaming. I used to take all this Panadol before.' 

(laughing ruefully) 

third session 

Mother We drove at least 1 Okms at least I suppose. 

Debbie Yes. 

Interviewer Did she enjoy the drive, getting out? 

Mother Hated driving. The balance was affected. Standing, sitting in the car, she 

used to be in a sweat. 

Debbie I'd get really nervous. 

Interviewer That must have made it very hard. 

Mother It wasn't until all that sort of settled down that she started to scream. 

Debbie I used to hate going over the railway line because of the bumps. Now I 

don't really care. 
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third session 

Mother The canon was very small at first. 

Debbie I had trouble getting my finger in it properly. I couldn't get my balance. 

Mother With the canon? Did you use that with the screw driver thing? 

Debbie Yes, in the end, but not at the start. 

Mother You couldn't isolate your finger. 

Debbie Yes that's what I meant. I couldn't get it into the hole. Probably had the 

shakes. 

Interviewer You remember her putting on an act? 

Debbie Oh Yeah. 

Mother I thought you meant when she put you out of the room. I wasn't always 

there. 

Interviewer Do you remember what she wanted you to do? 

Debbie I felt pretty silly doing it so I didn't want to do it. She was trying to get me 

going. Probably knew I could do it but I just didn't want to do it. 

second session 

Mother I think after a while you got tired. This was as far as it was going to go 

sort of thing. 

Debbie Because I was feeling frustrated. If I could get away with it I would be 

terrible. I think anyone would. 

Interviewer Yes. 

Debbie They pretend they can't do it. They put on an act. 

Debbie could only recall that she was distressed by bumps and greatly disliked 

going over railway lines when she was in the car. She did not have any particular 

memories of travelling to the sessions. She reported that currently she is not 

distressed by going over bumps in the car. 

Debbie was talking about Angela's strong personality and meeting her at 

loggerheads. Debbie said of herself that she could be badly behaved and put on 

an act. When asked did she remember what Angela wanted her to do on these 

occasions she said " I felt pretty silly doing it. She was trying to get me going. 

Probably knew I could do it but I just didn't want to do it." This is a very general 

comment but it is interesting that Debbie reported that she felt silly about doing 
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what Angela wanted her to do. It is clear that she protested a great deal during the 

sessions. 

Debbie used analogies about how the people at the Centre behaved in particular 

situations to explain her views. She recognised some of their experiences as her 

own, for example, how someone went round and round in circles when they first 

got their wheelchair. She recalls that she did the same thing. When her mother 

said that she felt Debbie got tired during her sessions sometimes and she felt 

pushing her was not going to achieve anything Debbie said that she got frustrated 

and if she could get away with it she would be terrible. She continued by saying 

"They pretend they can't do it. They put on an act." She was referring to herself 

and the residents at the centre interchangeably. This did occur several times 

during the interview. She knows from what people have told her that in the past 

she had very disinhibited behaviour and she recalls swearing and throwing food. 

She observes this behaviour at the centre at times. She doesn't like this behaviour 

now. She was moved to a group house placement but she didn't like the 

behaviours of the other residents and so the placement fell through. She was very 

sympathetic to staff when they were targets of bad behaviour from the residents. 

Debbie recalled being quite fearful of one resident but had recently come to terms 

with them more by keeping out of their way. 

Summary 

o "The trip (going to the facilitator's house)" 

o "I had trouble with the equipment" 

o "I tried to use the hand pointer. It felt quite strange and I'd do it very slow'' 

o "I felt silly doing it and didn't want to" 

o "I was feeling frustrated. If I could get away with it I would be terrible. I think 

anyone would ....... (Yes).They pretend they can't do it. They put on an act" 

4.5.4 Messages Communicated 

There were many messages conveyed through facilitated communication which 

were recorded in the transcripts. Three messages will be examined as they were 

referred to several times during the interview and were seen as significant by the 

Debbie and her family. 
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Mother We can show you what she did type out. We kept records of it but what 

she remembers of it is a different thing 

Debbie I gave Helen a .............. (printout) with Roses chocolates 

Mother She said what do you want to give her 

Debbie They thought it was flowers but it was chocolates it was a family joke 

A Family Joke 

The first message referred to was when Debbie was asked what she wanted to 

give her sister Helen for her birthday · In one of the first sessions she had with 

Angela. This was a highly significant message for the family as they felt it proved 

that Debbie was responsible for the message. 

18.9.85 

Question "Would you like to give Helen a present?" 

Answer "Yes" 

Question "What would you like to get her?" 

Answer "Roses Chocolates." 

During the interview Debbie recalled the exchange. She said that she typed roses 

and Angela thought she meant flowers. In fact she meant roses chocolates, which 

was a family joke. During the video interview Debbie did not really remember this 

incident. When asked what did she ask her parents to buy her sister for her 

birthday she said perfume and talcum powder. With some prompting, eg. a 

particular brand of chocolates, to which she guessed 'Cadbury's' and when asked 

what sort of box she replied a big box. She finally did say 'Roses Chocolates', 

when Angela said that they had a particular name. 

Screaming 

The second message was a response to the question 'Why do you scream?' This 

is strongly connected to a request that Debbie made for surgical intervention to 
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stop her screaming. The whole subject has been discussed many times over the 

years with Debbie, her family and her facilitator. Some of these exchanges have 

been documented. 

Facilitated Communication, first session 2.9.85. 

Angela What's with the screaming? 

Debbie I have to learn to live with it. 

Facilitated Communication, second session 9.10.85. Debbie's screaming was 

reported to be more continuous and to increase in volume as the session 

progressed. 

Question 

Answer 

Question 

Answer 

"Could you tell us if screaming is part of your communicating?" 

"Noise is energy" 

Is it physical(p) Mental(m) or both? 

P physical 

Debbie's mother reported that one of the theories the doctors had was that 

whenever she tried to do something she screamed, as something like an 

automatic reaction, possibly like a tightly strung instrument which, if touched in 

one part, resonates elsewhere. 

Facilitated Communication 30.10.85 Debbie had spelt out that people 

underestimate her. 

Angela Do you see screaming as the main problem? 

Debbie Yes. 

Facilitated Communication 11.12.85 Debbie was asked if she has anything to say 

to Dr. M her neurologist on the following Saturday. 

Debbie Look at my throat 
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Angela Is this to do with your screaming? 
Debbie Yes. 

Angela Anything else about screaming? 

Debbie Just stop it 

In the 1991 Video interview Debbie says the screaming didn't worry her, which 

was a surprise to her interviewer, Angela, who said that she had great concerns 

about Debbie's throat, because the screaming was so loud. 

1991 Video Interview 

Angela Did you get a sore throat? 

Debbie replies "Not a bit ..... didn't hurt a bit" 

Angela Did you want to stop screaming? 

Debbie (very definitely shaking her head )No. It was part of my job? 

Angela It was part of you? 

Debbie Yes. They'd say wake up, wake up, ... I don't want to wake up. 

During that same interview recorded in 1991 Angela asked Debbie about her 

screaming and if energy was the reason for it. Angela said that she and Debbie's 

parents had puzzled over this for a long time. Debbie immediately burst into 

laughter which resembled the description in her medical records as "perseverative 

hilarity" only managing to comment "you believed me!" and" that's funny." 

Angela Did you have any control over the screaming? 

Debbie No screaming first, then talking, then speaking. 

Screaming took on a different significance in 1989-90. Debbie's mother 

commented that she thought that amongst the screaming there were some early 

vocalisations for most of the previous year but nobody realised what was 

happening. 

The screaming gradually faded as Debbie's vocalisations changed from nonsense 

words to single words to sentences. 
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Debbie said in the current interview that when you scream people leave you alone. 

She had been prompted by a reference to a fellow resident who screamed. She 

indicated that while screaming was unacceptable it also served a purpose. 

first session 
Debbie And getting rid of people by' screaming If there was anyone you didn't like 

you'd open your mouth and scream and they'd disappear in 5 seconds flat. 

There's a girl up here if she doesn't like a person she screams, but if she likes 

them she won't scream. So you can tell. People get to know that she screams. 

They don't like her. 

Mother The first time I took her to the pictures by myself , do you remember that? 

It was something really noisy. I was nervous. I was nervous she was going to 

scream. It was Superman. It was big and noisy. We sat there with the chewing 

gum all through it and she didn't scream. 

Debbie When I could concentrate, but I just couldn't control it. 

A request for surgery 

. The third message was a request from Debbie for an operation to overcome her 

screaming problem. 

first session 

Mother They also used the term jumbled computer. That reminded me. 

Debbie. All the doctors and nurses. 

Mother That reminded me, the fact that you asked to have your ... 

Debbie To have my vocal chords cut. 

Mother I was thinking where would you get that idea from? Actually Dr S also 

went to see her at that stage in the unit and at the centre. 
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first session 

Mother Mentioned about vocal cords. 

Debbie Probably heard it from the nurses. 

Mother Don't know. By the time we got to hear about it you certainly heard about 

it. 
Debbie Maybe I knew it would decrease my screaming. 

Mother You were on a new drug and it made you dopey. 

Debbie I couldn't go out anywhere on account of my bad behaviour. 

first session 

Mother It was a solution (de barking). 

Debbie I suppose I could understand but I couldn't say I understand. 

Mother We were horrified at first then thought we should go to a throat specialist. 

Dr S and Angela thought we should speak to someone. 

first session 

Debbie They put me into Ward 1. 

Mother They suggested a de barking operation that would have cut the vocal 

cords. · 

Debbie. I asked for that , but now, if they had, I wouldn't have been able to talk. 

Mother She realised it isolated her. No-one ever took her out. 

Her mother had been explaining that her screaming could go on for half an hour 

(or longer, according to the medical records) and that she could hear Debbie at 

the front gate of the hospital. 

Examination of the transcripts supplied by Debbie's mother revealed that on 

October 3oth 1985, the eighth visit to Angela, a fairly lengthy exchange is 

recorded and a number of topics are covered. After Debbie has complained about 

being bored in hospital and people underestimating her, a general reference is 

made to the discussion about ways of reducing screaming. Surgery and drugs are 

both listed as being discussed. At the end of the notes about the session a short 

exchange is mentioned. 

I Facilitated ~ommunication 30.10.85. 
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Question: Do you see screaming as main problem? 
Answer : Yes. 

Question : Could you cope with an operation? If possible? 

The notes unfortunately finish there. The answer to the question is not recorded. 

However it seems that surgery had been discussed prior to Debbie's request but it 

is not clear how the suggestion arose. A later session, on the 11th of December, 

discussed a friend and driving the wheelchair and then it seems to have 

proceeded as follows 

Facilitated Communication 11.12.85 

Question: Anything to say to Dr. Son Saturday? 

Answer : Look at my throat. 

Question: Is this to do with your screaming? 

Answer : Yes. 

Question: Anything else about your screaming? 

Answer : Just stop it. 

Facilitated Communication 19.2.86. Dr. S (the neurologist) present. Debbie was 

very tired. 

Question: Anything to say? 

Debbie very noisy. 

Question: Anything to say? 

Answer : Please cut my vocal cords. 

Penny produced a birthday message for her sister on a Canon Communicator. 

Discussion on cleaning teeth with new electric tooth brush. 

Question: 

Answer : 

Question: 

Answer : 

Does the vibration of the tooth brush upset you? 

Yes 

Why do you resist teeth cleaning? 

Hate teeth being cleaned. 
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This was the last of the sessions recorded and the last of the regular weekly 

sessions that Debbie was to have with Angela. Angela was involved in 

establishing a support centre and her contact with Debbie was possibly going to 

continue there. As it turned out Debbie saw Angela more socially and used 

facilitated communication about once every few months (once a term) from then on 

On reading the session it seems very surprising that after such a dramatic and 

significant request that what follows is a birthday message and a discussion about 

a tooth brush. Debbie's mother reported in the interview that she was horrified by 

the request. She said that she didn't know how Debbie got this idea and Debbie 

felt that it must have been from hospital staff complaining about her screaming. 

There is nothing in the transcript that illustrates how those present responded to 

the request and it is likely that only the briefest sketch of the events is provided. 

There is no indication as to whether those present calmly accepted the request or 

attempted to counsel her in any way to establish if she was aware of the 

implications of the operation. Debbie was about thirty years of age at the time and 

she had been very ill for a long time. If the request had been via speech one would 

expect an exchange that would discuss issues or establish various opinions. 

It is possible that people may have worked through their feelings prior to this 

occasion and that this was not the first time that surgery was discussed. The 

transcripts indicate that some references had been made in some previous 

sessions. 

Sue indicated during the interview that Angela and the neu~ologist both urged her 

to explore the possibility through a medical referral. The hospital records showed 

that a request was made to them as a consequence of Angela's work but the 

hospital denied the request, feeling it was very 'controversial'. 
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4.5.5 Facilitated Communication Across Settings and Facilitator's 

third session 

Interviewer Dawn said that she went to Angela's house and saw what you were 

doing. They tried working with you like that but it didn't work, so they worked a 

different way. I was wondering if there was something special about how Angela 

worked with you. She has a strong personality? 

Mother I tried at the same time. I would get a response. If I hadn't got Debbie 

taken out of bed, they usually put her to bed, she was asleep. But I got a very 

varied response. I think Angela thought If I went out during the week that was like 

homework. 

Interviewer Oh 

Mother Although Angela herself had a varied response. 

Debbie Up and down. 

Debbie's mother reported that she did try to use facilitated communication with 

Debbie but she had a 'variable' result. This seemed to mean often she didn't get 

any response. She said she found it incredibly hard because she would go to the 

hospital and usually Debbie was heavily medicated and sleeping when she 

arrived which made it difficult to work. Sue had indicated also that the whole 

process of washing Debbie getting her dressed for the day and set up in a recliner 

or wheelchair was lengthy. Debbie found it very painful being put in the 

wheelchair. Sue reported that Angela had a variable result herself, with some 

sessions producing no responses from Debbie, mainly screaming and sleeping. 

She said that Angela suggested that Debbie did not co-operate at the hospital 

because she saw it as homework. On the video interview Angela reports that 

Debbie did not always want to spell. "You get lazy" replies Debbie. When Ang~la 

chastises Debbie for not co-operating with her mother to use facilitated 

communication. Debbie says that her mother has "gentle spots." 

The speech therapist who began regular work with Debbie in 1988 went to 

observe her working with Angela at her house. She and some other therapists 

attempted to work with Debbie using the pointer and an alphabet board but Debbie 

protested so much they put it aside (see Appendix 3). In 1989, with some real 

improvements in her strength and ability to respond to structured tasks 

independently, attempts were made again to use an alphabet board. Debbie was 
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reported to show distress, dropping the hand pointer or turning her head away . It 

was not considered a successful means of communication at that point. It seemed 

that the only person who could use the method with Debbie reliably, was Angela, 

which limited the technique as a communication option for Debbie. 

4.5.5 Speech Acquisition 

first session 

Interviewer So what about when you first started to speak? 

Debbie They said it was on the toilet and I told them to Fuck off! 

Mother I went out there ~ust near Christmas and she was lying down and she was 

saying, in this wail 'Go away, go away,' and I was saying to myself, that sounded 

like a word. And I'm standing there with my mouth open and then it changed to 'no 

way, no way' and I went inside and I got the girl on duty and said listen Debbie's 

talking. And we looked and she was enjoying herself. And she knew she was 

doing it and the speech therapist got into the act both at Mont Park [the trauma 

unit] and the Centre. The whole of that year she had been noisy, not screaming 

but making sort of vocalising noises, like as if she was trying to talk, make sounds. 

This 'no way' was at the end of the year and they got the one who was Dawn who 

works at the trauma unit. We got her to the Centre. She (Debbie) had to be 

improved to go to the Centre. The one ( speech therapist) at the unit, was very 

rigid, young. They were very worried at this stage because. Can you remember 

what you were doing about that stage? 

Debbie Probably mucking up. 

Mother What sorts of words were you using? 

Debbie Probably swearing. 

Mother What was that ? 

Debbie Swearing. 

Mother Anything else? 

Debbie And baby talk. 

Mother Yes. 

Debbie That's sort of the process. You go from swearing to baby talk. You were 

learning again. 
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first session 
Interviewer When you first started talking there was swearing, and then baby 

talk. Can you tell me anymore about that? 

Debbie What? I did swear (laughing) 

Interviewer Yes. 
Debbie A lot of F's. I did swear at the staff and the nurses and everyone. I used to 

throw things, my tray. 

Mother Did you throw things? 

Debbie If I had it in my hands I used to. 

Interviewer You were getting control back in your hands at the same time? 

Debbie Yeah. I used to call a train choo, choo and an egg a googie egg. What 

else did I say? Baby talk, things like that. 

Interviewer Do you think you said those things because it was easier to put your 

tongue around them? 

Debbie No. It was a learning stage. I wouldn't do it now but then it was just the 

stages. 

first session 

Mother We had this sort of grim prospect. They were saying she may well stay 

with this. We've got to change her behaviour. The staff were laughing, she was 

swearing at people she had wanted to swear at for years They said 'don't worry it 

will pass', that was the staff, not the speech therapist. I don't know if it was 

because she had speech therapy or if it was a natural progression we'd gone 

through. The speech therapy helped her language and her ups and downs in 

speech, whatever the word for it is. Can't think of the term and at that stage 

Angela was a bit worried I think too because people would say Debbie is just 

swearing so & so instead of this person who could write. Angela thought she 

would take about 4 years to get to what she has, and she was pretty right, 

because her language is pretty complex now. 
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first session 

Interviewer Did you use a bit of facilitated communication still as you were getting 

your speech back? 

Debbie No I gave it all away when I started to speak. 

Interviewer Did getting your speech back happen gradually or suddenly? 

Debbie Gradually like swearing and baby talk like learning all over again. 

Interviewer Were you still using facilitated communication when you were using 

baby talk? 
Debbie No. 

Mother She refused to use the Canon , after she could speak. Angela thought It 

would help develop better sentences with the language but she gave it away 

entirely. She was going to talk. She was using handwriting even though typing 

would have been more sensible 

Debbie describes herself as learning again, how to say words properly and how to 

use the language. When the Interviewer suggested that she had made quick 

progress with speech therapy she remarked that she had had that language 

before and it was a matter of relearning. 

Debbie's early speech did not match the language evident in the facilitated 

communication exchanges. The explanation that she would take some time to 

develop her skills does not really explain the discrepancy. Her language seemed 

to mirror her disinhibited behaviour and consisted of much swearing initially and 

what Debbie calls baby talk. Sue reported that Angela was concerned that people 

were criticising facilitated communication, pointing to the discrepancies in the 

language. 

Even though Debbie's speech was very rudimentary she did not want to continue 

with facilitated communication. When asked she was definite that she had given it 

all away when speech began. This surprised Angela and continued to puzzle her 

as she could not understand why the method would be rejected when it was such 

a vital lifeline of communication for Debbie. Angela said that she thought speech 

therapy and facilitated communication are all important when developing 

language. She felt that writing and spelling could develop before speech returned 

for some people with brain injury. Angela explained that the person's thoughts 

cannot be expressed properly or are blocked and facilitated communication can 

assist to open up the channel. 
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4.5.6. The Importance of Speech 

second session 
Debbie That happens to a lot of people I think, just because they can't talk doesn't 

mean they don't understand. 

Interviewer Yes. 
Debbie Their brain isn't wired properly so that they can't talk. People think they're 

dumb because they can't talk. 

second session 

Debbie When I started to teaching little kids and I was in this wheelchair this kid 

came up to me and said "I didn't think people who were in wheelchairs had any 

brains " and I killed myself laughing. I spoke to him and he changed his mind. 

That's what most people think. 

second session 

Debbie People respond to you better if you can talk. Some people have patience. 

A lot of people back off. They still do towards me when they see my wheelchair. 

They think no. I suppose its curiosity. 

Mother But you can talk Debbie. Its such a definite advantage to. 

Debbie It is. Its an advantage. If I couldn't talk I'd probably get treated much 

differently. It's a shame but that's life. Most people if they're used to it they don't 

think twice. But others they're sort of wary. 

Debbie says that people will generally respond better if you can talk. She does not 

have memories of trying to use an augmented communication system although 

she has observed the residents at the centre with theirs. When she says a lot of 

people back off she seems to be talking more about the reaction to the wheelchair. 

It seems to be the same thing in the next sentence where she says it is an 

advantage to speak because if she didn't she would get treated differently. People 

who are used to it don't think twice but others are wary. In a sense both sets of 
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observations are about the same thing. Attitudes of those in the non disabled 

community to people with disabilities are bound up in stereo-types. 

4.5.7. Other Issues 

There were many issues raised during the interviews which were beyond the 

scope of this study but which affected the interviewee and her family during this 

period. Debbie insists that hospital staff spoke about her in a derogatory way and 

that she could hear it. She used the example of being described as a vegetable to 

illustrate this. She also said that she felt stupid because they didn't believe she 

could communicate. Her mother felt that there were not enough services for the 

non- speaking population and that for a lengthy period Debbie missed out on 

services because she could not prove that she was able to be rehabilitated. 

4.6. Transcripts Comments 

The transcripts mentioned in this chapter were compiled from the first session that 

Debbie had with Angela and roughly spanned just over a year, the time of most 

frequent contact with Angela. The sessions were conducted once a week for the 

first year and after that about once a term or 3-4 times a year. Subsequent 

sessions apparently were not recorded. Debbie's mother said that the records 

were made to prove to the hospital that Debbie was communicating and to attempt 

to gain some access to speech therapy there. 

4.7 Brief Discussion of Results 

4.7.1. Debbie's Experiences with Facilitated Communication 

Debbie felt the sessions with Angela were a start for her. Until that point no 

therapies had lasted for any length of time. Angela put up with the screaming and 

long periods of dosing, and persisted with attempts to get Debbie to communicate. 

A variety of equipment was attempted including a light beam on the computer. 
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Debbie also felt that being made to work was important. She said that she felt that 

she was very badly behaved (ie., unco-operative with therapists who could have 

helped to improve her condition) if she could get away with it. Debbie felt it was 

important that someone like Angela insisted that she try, when they knew that she 

was capable of more. She said that she had observed other people with 

disabilities at the spastic centre 'putting on, an act' and 'pretending ·they can't do 

things when they can' and she felt she probably did the same thing. She agreed 

with her mother, when Sue made the comment that if she had been left in bed at 

the hospital she would not have made any progress. 

4.7.2. Positive Outcomes from Facilitated Communication 

Debbie and Sue were confident that the method did produce some successful 

exchanges between Debbie and the family. The messages gave them hope and 

confirmed to them that Debbie had the capabilities to improve. 

Debbie also felt that in producing the messages she had achieved something 

concrete and at the same time demonstrated that she had the ability to make 

progress. Years of illness and very little change to her condition highlighted this 

sense of achievement. In retrospect she feels entitled to that, as she is currently 

able to read and write, as well as speak, which is proof positive of her capabilities. 

In spite of little physical progress Debbie, felt that facilitated communication gave 

her a start, both in an attempting to communicate with others, and in being able to 

socialise with people, in a near normal way. She continued to use facilitated 

communication and to have social contact with Angela about three times a year up 

until she regained her speech. After that she did not use facilitated communication 

anymore, but continued to maintain social contact with Angela. 

It is possible that facilitated communication was instrumental in Debbie's 

acceptance into a day program at the Spastic Centre, particularly as it was 

reported that she did not strictly fit the criteria. The speech therapist who, along 

with a social worker, was responsible for her admission, had known Debbie at the 

convalescent hospital and the trauma unit. They went to observe Angela's work 

with Debbie. It was due to the fact that these two people were prepared to give 

Debbie a trial period that she was able to access therapies and make progress. 
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The speech therapist was able to devise a program that Debbie responded to 

independently. Debbie also successfully accessed physiotherapy and 

occupational therapy concurrently. It was the first time she was able to persist with 

a therapy for any length of time. 

Debbie described facilitated communication as a start, and the encouragement it 

gave to the family and possibly Debbie cannot be dismissed. The fact that she 

rejected the canon with others, however, may indicate that she did not have a 

positive attitude to the sessions. 

4.7.3. Difficulties with Facilitated Communication 

Debbie reported that she had problems with using the equipment. It was difficult to 

isolate her finger and use the canon, and she had problems with her balance. She 

tried to use the hand pointer but it felt quite strange and she was very slow using 

it. 

Sometimes she didn't want to work. She reported feeling silly doing it and would 

behave badly to avoid it. Others, who tried to use the technique with her 

(unsuccessfully), reported avoidance and distress behaviours associated with the 

appearance of the alphabet board. She did not use these same behaviours in 

other therapy situations, however, it was noted that she could only concentrate for 

short periods initially and this was gradually extended. It seems that facilitated 

communication sessions could be much longer than this. Debbie said it could take 

an hour to produce a few sentences. 

Debbie reported that she had problems with using the canon due to poor control of 

her hand and fingers. She said that she could not get her fingers in the slots for 

the letters and she also had problems with her balance, at the same time. It seems 

that maintaining a balance while sitting in her wheelchair was difficult, when her 

hand was lifted to access the canon. She was still being strapped into her 

wheelchair four years later, even though she was able to hold her head up, and sit 

in a more upright position. Her father made her a hand pointer with a bit of sponge 

on the end to assist her to point. Pointing was still very difficult. It is evident from 

video footage four years later that pointing was still difficult, even with a large 

target like a compic on a laminated card. The action tended to be stab and drag. 
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The alphabet board was not useful in other settings. Debbie expressed distress 

over using the method with others. No-one other than Angela could regularly use 

the method with Debbie. She was often uncooperative with her mother and none 

of the other therapists had any success using it either. As a communication system 

it had very limited application and the hospital records show that they were still 

searching for a communication system for her up until she started to recover 

speech. (see Appendix 3) 

4.7.4. Recovery of Skills after Facilitated Communication. 

Records indicate that Debbie did not have improved pointing skills when she 

ceased her weekly program with facilitated communication. Debbie was not able to 

independently point to communicate any intentions. Speech Therapy records (see 

Appendix 3) indicate that almost four years after using facilitated communication 

Debbie was still screaming, she had poor inhibition controls and was grabbing at 

food and throwing things. However, she was responsive to sounds in her 

environment. This is in a sharp contrast to the progress that she made after a year 

of regular speech therapy, when she could independently point to indicate food 

choices, indicate yes or no, or point to some words on request. Even though 

Debbie did achieve independent pointing skills in speech therapy this did not lead 

to the development of meaningful communication (see appendix 3).She responded 

to others who attempted to use the canon communicator with her by shaking her 

head and pushing it away. 

Her physical condition after using facilitated communication was largely the same. 

She had no head control, difficulty sitting in a wheelchair , and was distressed by 

being moved. Debbie had no hand control, her arms still moved rapidly at times, 

she had long periods of sleeping, and was very frail. 

A video recording (see Appendix 4)and speech therapy reports indicate that 

Debbie made gradual improvements in hand movements, head and trunk control, 

and the ability to respond to verbal directions occurred once she was attending 

regular therapy sessions at the centre. It only took a few months before substantial 

gains were made in this period. By comparison there were very few observable 

gains made during the period of regular facilitated communication sessions. 
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4.7.5. The Importance of Speech 

It had been almost six years since Debbie used facilitated communication on a 

regular basis when she began to speak (see Appendix 5). Screaming still 

persisted for some time but it was gradually replaced by early verbalisations. It 

had been about 18 months or so since she had started speech therapy on an 

intensive basis. As soon as her speech began Debbie gave facilitated 

communication away, and even Angela could not induce her to use it. Her speech 

was characterised by nonsense words, interspersed with real words and then baby 

talk. It took almost a year before she could participate in a social exchange, using 

appropriate responses and no swearing. She also refused to type written material 

and preferred to hand write instead. 

Debbie thinks speaking is better than using facilitated communication because 

even though not all problems to do with stereo-typing have been solved through 

regaining her speech at least she can show people she is not dumb just because 

she is in a wheelchair. 

Debbie's verbal skills after she recovered speech did not match the language 

demonstrated in facilitated communication sessions. Debbie's recovery of her 

language skills reflected a developmental acquisition of language. She seems to 

have recovered her skills in a way similar to the way a young child develops 

language with some noteworthy differences. Swearing may have been indicative of 

disinhibited behaviour in the same way as grabbing of food. Swearing or the use 

of profanities can also be seen as early expressions of fear or excitement . She 

also displayed perseveration, lack of initiation and lack of insight, among other 

things. 

Debbie's speech reflected language that was greatly inferior to that produced 

during facilitated communication sessions. However, it was noted by the speech 

therapist in her records, (see Appendix 3) that Debbie's ability to recognise written 

information and respond in written format was superior to her ability to respond to 

spoken language. Samples of early written language did not indicate a major 

difference. 
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Debbie had severe damage to her memory and attentional skills. Her ability to 

remember was a major difficulty of the study and limited gaining insight into her 

experiences. She had memory features typical of severe brain injury, which 

include good long term memory (for people and events prior to her illness) but 

memory loss for significant periods of her recovery. Her memory and ability to 

attend seems to have improved in parallel with improvements to her language. 
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CHAPTER 
FIVE 

5.1. Introduction 

CASE STUDY OLIVER 

In this chapter a wide range of data collected is presented concerning Oliver's 

disabilities before using facilitated communication, his experiences with the 

method and subsequent recovery of skills. A profile of Oliver at the time of the 

interview is provided for consideration, as his skills, present at the time of the 

interview, have implications for his ability to provide information about past 

experiences. The presentation of data will take the following format 

Background including nature of illness and type of disabilities incurred 

Profile at the time of using Facilitated Communication 

Presentation at time of interview 

Summary of Interview Information 

Summary of records and data presented as a time line of recovery 

Brief discussion of data. 

5.2 Background 

Prior to his illness, Oliver was a technician. He was married with children and was 

an active member of a number of clubs. He enjoyed people and prided himself on 

knowing how to approach people, always making new members to the club 

welcome. He liked to keep fit and active by jogging and took up yoga when he 

developed a problem with an arm. In his youth, he travelled in Europe where he 

picked up a smattering of several languages. He also travelled several times to the 

United States for work. 
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Oliver suffered a very large right intracranial haemorrhage in March 1994, at 46 

years of age. He was admitted to hospital with severe headaches and quickly 

deteriorated into an unconscious state. He received a Glasgow Coma Score 

(GCS) of 3/15. A GCS measures eye opening, best motor response, best verbal 

response and provides a general idea of degree of brain dysfunction. (De Ruyter 

& Donoghue 1989). A score of 7 indicates the patient has no eye opening, did not 

obey commands and gives no verbal responses. A score of 3 is consequently very 

low. Oliver went immediately into surgery for a craniotomy. Due to the size of the 

haemorrhage and the resulting cerebral oedema there was significant midline 

displacement and coning. He remained in Intensive Care for 16 days. 

Medical records indicate that Oliver was unresponsive for many months in hospital 

and was transferred to a nursing home. It was here that the researcher first met 

Oliver, after he had regained his speech. He was transferred to his home in mid 

1996, after he had received an individual support package from the government. 

This enabled support staff to work with him at home and for his wife to continue 

employment. 

5.3. Oliver's Profile before Facilitated Communication. 

Oliver was still in hospital when he began to use facilitated communication. The 

following outline is a profile of his skills at the time that his facilitator began 

working with him. Material was gathered from hospital records and reports from his 

family and facilitator. 
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Physical assessment Sitting balance and head control poor. No movement in 

either limb. Left homonymous hemianopia and an incomplete right third nerve 

palsy, resulting in lateral deviation of the right eye at rest. Reported to have 

remained non-responsive for months. No therapies had been provided 

Equipment: Alphabet board 

Duration: Weekly sessions for about 6-8 weeks 

Nature of sessions: Facilitator asking questions and Oliver answering. 

TABLE B. Oliver's Profile At The Time Of Using Facilitated 

Communication 

5.4. Oliver's Presentation at Time of Interview 

At the time of the interview, a little over one year had elapsed since Oliver had 

used facilitated communication. He had made quite a lot of progress with his 

communication skills. 

Oliver appeared friendly and talkative. The researcher had met him once, about a 

year prior to the interview, but he recognised her immediately, remembering her 

name and commenting, that she had changed her hair style. 

He was propped up in bed, and over the interview period Oliver was interviewed in 

this position. His speech was slow, soft and breathy, indicating the effort involved 

to speak. He was able to produce short phrases only with each breath. However, 

he was able to continue speaking and to maintain concentration for 50 minutes of 

the first interview. It was only due to the researcher's insistence that session 

needed to finish that he agreed to stop and have a rest. 

Oliver was severely motor impaired. He was able to use his right hand for eating 

and writing, although he needed assistance to orient the paper and stabilise it. His 

left hand remained immobile and not functioning. According to his doctor he had 
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gross left hemi-paresis and also marked spasticity of the right hand and 

dysfunctional spasticity of the right leg. 

He was emotionally labile during the interview and he had appeared this way the 

previous year. At that time, Oliver was full of praise for the work that Sharon , his 

facilitator, had done with him. Sharon worked as a volunteer through the Brain 

Injury Foundation and was employed as a specialist communication teacher at a 

government special education facility. Getting his speech back had given him 

hope that he would make further dramatic improvements. He had spoken about 

walking to Sydney to raise money for a charity. During very emotional times he 

complained that the recovery process was so slow, and he could be very 

despondent. Questions about deficits in his skills could evoke an angry and 

defensive response. However, he also enjoyed telling jokes. He had a reasonably 

large repertoire of jokes and didn't repeat himself at all over the interview period. 

He tended to like to begin sessions with a couple of jokes and some personal 

questions or comments about the researcher. He could be quite apologetic if the 

researcher seemed surprised or taken aback. 

Oliver went off on many tangents during the interview and threads of questioning 

had to be collected at various times. It could be difficult knowing what a reference 

alluded to, when several topics had been pursued. Most of the time it was best to 

let the reference run its course, although there were times the conversation could 

be steered back on course. Deciding when to interrupt the flow of conversation 

was sometimes difficult. 

Oliver had difficulties reading some written material and seemed to also have 

some perceptual difficulties. For example, he appeared to have problems 

focussing on the communication board that he had designed with his facilitator 

and which lthe researcher bought to the interview to discuss with him. He needed 

quite a lot of time to locate items on the board. He said that he had his eyes 

checked and that they were better than before his CV A. However his medical 

records showed a marked decrease in visual and perpetual skills. This was 

evident at times, but generally did not affect the interview. 
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5.5. Summary of Interview Data 

5.5.1 General Comments about facilitated communication 

Oliver worked with his facilitator for a relatively short time before his speech 

returned. He therefore only accessed the alphabet board. His facilitator aided him 

to use his finger for pointing but he found this difficult. He suggested a pointer to 

her when he could speak. The session consisted of a question and answer format. 

His wife recalled that he produced one or two words first and later that increased 

to more. 

first session 

Interviewer Did you use the canon with Sharon? 

Oliver No, just the alphabet board. 

Interviewer When you were spelling out on the board they were your messages? 

Oliver I was answering questions. Sharon would ask me something like 'Do you 

like this colour Yes or No?' 

fifth session 

Interviewer There could be a danger that the person might not be up to doing 

that work 

Oliver Need to keep checking. Asking if they are all right. Is it OK to continue .... .if 

not end it and try again another day. There's always another day. 

third session 

Interviewer When she worked with you holding your hand, did you ever feel that 

you wanted to go one way and she went the other? 

Oliver Yes, I did. 

Interviewer could you do anything about it? 

Oliver I gave her hand a tug. 

Interviewer Do you think she got the message? 

Oliver Yes, I think she did. 
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The third session 

interviewer Do you remember when Sharon first worked with you? 

Oliver Yes. I was at the hospital. 

Interviewer She knew a friend of yours V M. 

Oliver (correcting the surname as I had confused two people) She said she 

worked with someone who might be able to help. 

Interviewer When Sharon first worked with you she probably did it the same way 

as she did at school She may have given you more help than you needed. 

Oliver (nodding emphatically) Yes she did. 

Interviewer She probably held your hand. She didn't know your abilities yet. 

Oliver Yes. I didn't like it. 

Interviewer Why was that? 

Oliver I could do it myself. 

Interviewer How did she finally realise you could do it yourself?. 

Oliver I pushed her hand away. 

Oliver's good memory was evident here as he remembered that a friend who 

visited him in the nursing home had suggested that Sharon might be able to help 

him. This friend had not seen him very much in the previous year and therefore 

was not around him to remind him of this. He was also right that Sharon first 

worked with him in the hospital before he was transferred to the nursing home. His 

wife had to think twice when asked this question but did confirm what Oliver had 

said as did Sharon. 

The fourth session 

Interviewer Last week you told me that you worked with Sharon in two different 

ways. When she first worked with you she used what we use in the special school 

and that's actually holding the person's hand. When she realised you didn't need 

that she stopped doing that.. Is that right? 

Oliver (nodding) 

Interviewer Do you remember how you let her know that you didn't need that ? 

Oliver I pushed her hand away. 

Interviewer I want to ask you about the time that she was holding onto your hand. 

Oliver Its all very hazy now. 

Interviewer Yes. 

Oliver Its a long time ago. 

Interviewer Yes I know. 
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Oliver I'll do my best. 
Interviewer That's OK. I wish I'd spoken to you last year. You seem to have a 

pretty good memory. 

Oliver Thanks. 

Interviewer I remember you told me it was annoying that she held your hand. Is 

that right? 

Oliver Restrictive (scratching his nose) 

Interviewer Restrictive. 

Oliver Yes. 

Interviewer Okay. 

Oliver If I had an itchy nose. 

Interviewer Oh I see (laughing) So you couldn't do others things Well that's true. 

At school sometimes teachers hold the students' hands. That's why we're 

interested. 

[ A diversion onto an exchange about the school I work in. Oliver wants to know 

some details eg does it smell like the nursing home? Do some of the students 

become aggressive at times? etc] 

Interviewer I appreciate you telling me your memory is hazy. The time that I want 

to concentrate on is when Sharon helped you move your hand when you used the 

alphabet board. If you can remember some details about that. 

Oliver I think she tried to answer for me until she knew I could move my hand. 

Interviewer You needed a big movement to pull away did you if you knew she was 

going in the wrong direction. 

Oliver Yes. 

Interviewer You think she understood that? 

Oliver I think so. 

Interviewer Okay. 

Oliver I don't think she expected that. 

Interviewer No, She thought she was going in the right direction. 

Oliver That's right Like the person who stutters. 

Interviewer People jump in and try to ..... 

Oliver (interrupting) Help. 

Sharon confirmed that she was very surprised that he did push her hand away and 

that he had made such progress, that he could move his hand independently. The 
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fact that he needed to initiate a push action to signal that he wanted to do it 

himself, indicates that this would have happened after some time had elapsed. 

Oliver indicated later that he felt Sharon was really 'in control ' of the sessions 

they had. 

Summary of General Points 

• Oliver only used an alphabet board. 

• The sessions with facilitated communication were for about 7-8 week period. 

• The sessions always involved facilitator asking questions and Oliver 

answering. 

• When Oliver's hand was strong enough could indicate to the facilitator that she 

was going the wrong way. 

• Oliver pushed the facilitator's hand away when he didn't need help. 

• Oliver felt frustrations with the method. 

5.5.2. Positive Aspects of Facilitated Communication 

When the interviewer first met Oliver he was full of praise for Sharon, who was 

described as a wonderful person. He and his wife indicated that they felt the work 

he had done with Sharon had contributed to the recovery of his speech. 

third session 

Interviewer Was there anything good about using facilitated communication? 

Oliver I just thought it was nice that somebody cared. So many people never 

cared. They just thought I was a hopeless case, put me in the too hard basket. 

fifth session 

Interviewer I think you were so capable, you were able to give Sharon the 

message that you wanted to work independently. Do you think that was why you 

were so motivated ? 
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Oliver I could see the light at the end of the tunnel --there was some hope. You 

need to give people hope. If you think they've done well tell them. Try to give them 

encouragement. Don't try to talk them down, say 'that's silly.' Don't be derogatory 

to them. It puts them right off. They know their limitations. They don't need 

someone else telling them. (pause) 

fifth session 

Interviewer Back in the early days with Sharon, and I know its hard to remember, 

did you ever not like working or felt that it was too difficult? 

Oliver (Shaking his head indicating no). 

Interviewer No? 

Oliver The hospital environment's a terrible environment. Made you feel helpless. 

Interviewer But you always wanted to work. 

Oliver I could see the benefits 

Interviewer Did you feel you were well motivated? 

Oliver Yes. I'd thought (heard) good of Sharon. She had been working with other 

people. It was good to have someone who cared. 

second session 

Oliver That's right Like the person who stutters 

Interviewer People jump in and try to .... 

Oliver (interrupting) Help 

Interviewer Can you think of any examples of when that happened with Sharon 

Oliver Not specifically. 

Interviewer Its a long time ago. 

Oliver Just generally. I wasn't offended. I knew she was trying to help me and I 

appreciated that. I wasn't getting much help from anyone else at that terrible place 

General Hospital; bad vibes there. 

fourth session 
Interviewer What was happening when facilitated communication worked well 

Oliver Yes. When I could make them understand. She tried I appreciated that. 

Interviewer You felt she understood at times. 
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Oliver Yes ........... 1 wanted to help others. There is this man from technical aids 

for the disabled I am helping as I have a technical background and a disabled 

background so I know. 

Summary of Positives Points 

• When I could make them understand. She tried I appreciated that. 

• I just thought it was nice that somebody cared. So many people never cared. 

• I could see the light at the end of the tunnel. There was some hope. You need 

to give people hope. 

• I could see the benefits. 

5.5.3. Negative Aspects of Facilitated Communication 

In the first interview Oliver first introduced the topic of facilitated communication by 

saying he found it frustrating because Sharon, his facilitator, pre-empted him. This 

was his strongest memory of the experience and he was to repeat this theme 

many times in the interview. Sharon reported that, as soon as Oliver had regained 

his speech he told her what he didn't like about the sessions they had and what he 

felt should improve. Oliver was being consistent with his responses in that he had 

always reported that facilitated communication helped him, but he felt some 

aspects of the method needed improving. In fact any criticism was often followed 

by 'this isn't a criticism of Sharon I'm just explaining myself.' 

first session 

Oliver When I worked with Sharon I used to get very frustrated. She used to pre

empt me. It used to frustrate me. She would ask me a question and I wouldn't 

finish the answer. When I was half way through she'd guess at it trying to help me 

out before it was out of my mouth and I'd say No no no. I'd say to her you need a 
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finger pointer has to be a finger, need more of a contrast white board black on 

white, let a person finish. 

(During another part of the interview) 

Interviewer When you were spelling out on the board, they were your messages? 

Oliver I was answering questions. Sharon would ask me something like 'Do you 

like this colour Yes or No?' and I'd go to Y and she'd guess ..... very frustrating! 

second session 

Oliver Not long I used to feel frustrated with her. 

Interviewer Yes I remember you said that last week. 

Oliver She used to ask me questions and before I could answer she used to pre

empt me When I started to answer she would pre-empt me like people with 

stutters, you try to help them. You get frustrated because you want to answer. Also 

the board was difficult. I told Sharon why. Also you needed to have a pointer 

attached to your finger and a better contrast on the board and phrases like Yes No 

and other things like repeat . 

third session 

Interviewer When you said WRONG put WRONG that really interested me. I 

thought it was an important thing to add. 

Oliver If people got it wrong you could just point to it and say WRONG 

Interviewer Did that happen very much? 

Oliver People would pre-empt I told you about that it was very frustrating 

Interviewer So in that pre-empting did they sometimes get it wrong? 

Oliver It's like when someone has a stutter and people try to help it's the same 

kind of thing. It's very frustrating 

fourth session 

Interviewer I appreciate you telling me your memory is hazy. The time that I want 

to concentrate on is when Sharon helped you move your hand when you used the 

alphabet board .. If you can remember some details about that 

Oliver I think she tried to answer for me until she knew I could move my hand. 
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Interviewer You needed a big movement to pull away did you if you knew she 

was going in the wrong direction? 
Oliver Yes. 

Interviewer You think she understood that? 

Oliver I think so. 

Interviewer Okay. 

Oliver I don't think she expected that. 

Interviewer No. She thought she was going in the right direction. 

Oliver That's right Like the person who stutters 

Interviewer People jump in and try to .... 

Oliver (interrupting) Help 

(Oliver talked about being unhappy with rehabilitation) 

Interviewer When Sharon worked with you holding your hand did you ever feel 

that you wanted to go one way and she went the other? 

Oliver Yes I did 

Interviewer Could you do anything about it? 

Oliver I gave her hand a tug. 

(Another diversion in the exchange) 

Interviewer So when you were working with Sharon and she held your hand you 

could sometimes signal she was going the wrong way by pulling her hand. Is there 

anything else you remember of that time. 

Oliver Not particularly. I just wanted to do it myself. 

Interviewer Yes That's pretty understandable. 

Oliver I've got my right hand. I always was right handed and I used to do a lot 

with my right hand. I used to work with my hands a lot. 

Interviewer Do you remember anytime when you couldn't give Sharon the 

message that she was going the wrong way? Would she ever spell out the wrong 

message using your hand ? 

Oliver Yes that was frustrating. I think I tried to talk then. 

fifth session 

Interviewer Last time we talked you emphasised pre pre-empting as a big 

problem and I got that message clearly. You also said that your memory was a bit 

hazy but I think you said there were times when Sharon was holding your hand 

and she got the message wrong that you were typing out. You said you thouaht 
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she did and you found that frustrating and you think that was a big motivation to 

speak. 

Oliver I wanted to say No, No, No you're wrong. You don't understand. 

Interviewer Is that's why you put that WRONG on your alphabet board? 

Oliver Yes. 

fifth session 

Interviewer So you think its better for people to be as independent as they can? 

Oliver They get more out of it. I did. You feel like you've actually done something. 

Instead of being helped all of the time. 

Interviewer Yes. 

Oliver You get so much help you get lazy. 

Interviewer To be as independent as possible is the best? 

Oliver As possible . Don't forget that. 

fifth session 

Interviewer Starting to talk must have felt easier than using facilitated 

communication 

Oliver Yes I felt like a child. 

Interviewer Using it? 

Oliver Yes 

It seems that Oliver remembers having a sense of wanting to give a particular 

answer and, at times, Sharon second guessed him, sometimes giving the right 

answer and sometimes giving the wrong answer. It also seems that she was 

unaware of doing this. She was surprised by the tug on her hand and she herself 

confirmed this. Oliver also says that he had a sense of her going the wrong 

direction, that is, that she initiated a movement in the wrong direction. Generally it 

seems that Oliver developed enough strength and control to signal by a tug that 

this had occurred. He also reported that there were times that this didn't stop the 

process and the wrong message was delivered. 
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Summary of Negative aspects of Facilitated Communication 

• Frustration due to pre-empting 

• Having hand held was restrictive 

• No time to finish 

• I just wanted to do it myself. 

• Alphabet board was difficult 

• I felt like a child" (using it) 

• Sometimes the facilitator wanted to go one way and he wanted to go another 

• I think she tried to answer for me until she knew I could move my hand. 

5.5.4 Suggestions to Improve the Technique 

Oliver was interested in participating in the study because he felt that he could 

make suggestions from his experiences to help others. His facilitator reported that 

upon recovering his speech, Oliver immediately had comments to make about his 

experiences generally and the technique specifically. 

fifth session 

Interviewer So you think in spite of the difficulties with the method it should be 

worked on to make it better? 

Oliver I think the word is refined. 

Interviewer Refined. Yes. 

Oliver That's why I'm trying to help. 

third session 

Interviewer So it sounds like what you're saying is what you liked best about 

working with Sharon was being independent? 

Oliver And don't pre pre-empt. It's important when the person is desperately 

trying to do their best. 
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third session 

Oliver (pointing) I like that. 

Interviewer "Ask me another" 

Oliver I like phrases like that. 

Interviewer I was interested you said, ask me another, Does that mean .... ? 

Oliver Ask me another question? 

fourth session 

Interviewer You said it was quite restrictive holding your hand. You didn't like that, 

you wanted to be independent because you could. 

Oliver To ask if you needed help. Would someone please help. That's one of the 

things I wanted on it (the alphabet board). 

Oliver also added other words and phrases to aid sentence construction. It seems 

that his responses were slow, due to motor problems and possibly due to slower 

verbal processing of the question and formulating the desired answer. He had said 

of the pre-empting: 

second session 

Oliver Yes Just not quick enough for her I think it shows her impatience. 

third session 

Interviewer I was interested in some of the things you added. Apparently you 

suggested WRONG I Does that mean there were times ....... ? 

Oliver (Interrupting) Sometimes, when you've got the answer after they'd ask a 

question and they'd say the wrong thing. That's why I like people to repeat the 

answer I give back to me so I know its not wrong - and so I don't go on and on 

repeating myself for no reason. 

It seems that Oliver is indicating that he was operating at this level by showing his 

preference for both the format and the phrases, to aid replies. If he had not been 

restricted by this level of response he would have been able to indicate his 

objection to a wrong answer through a spelt message. Even when pointing 

independently, Oliver did not indicate that he was initiating conversation but 

rather, when his speech returned he seemed more able to do this. In fact Oliver 
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surprised his wife with some important messages when his speech returned but 

did not send them using facilitated communication. 

The additional phrases would help to speed up the process. When summarising 

the points with Oliver, he made sure that his message was understood. While 

information regarding facilitator interference may be of interest to others his main 

message remained the same. 

5.5.5. Messages Communicated Using Facilitated Communication 

first session 

Interviewer When you were spelling out on the board they were your messages? 

Oliver I was answering questions. Sharon would ask me something like 'Do you 

like this colour Yes or No?' 

The session consisted of a question and answer format. His wife recalled that he 

produced one or two words first, and later that increased to more. No records were 

made of the exchanges using the method His wife recalled being very surprised 

that he could spell so well after his illness and this was reinforced by what he was 

able to do with pencil and paper after he regained his speech. They did not recall 

any significant messages. It was when Oliver regained his speech that he 

surprised his family with his communications. When Oliver was asked why didn't 

he communicate some of the experiences he had when in a coma using facilitated 

communication he looked a bit offended and said Sharon wouldn't let him. 
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5.5.6. Facilitated Communication across Settings and Facilitators 

Oliver's wife reported that she tried to use facilitated communication with him 

without success. She did not find this significant as he didn't co-operate with her in 

other therapies and seemed to work better with other people. 

second session 

Interviewer So you had that spelling (ability) all the time and when Sharon was 

working with you, you were working pretty independently (0 nodding)? Did you 

use the alphabet board with other people to spell out messages? 

Oliver No They didn't think I could. They wanted me to write it down. 

Interviewer You can now. Could you do it then? 

Oliver They never gave me a chance 

5.5.7. Speech Acquisition 

first session 

Oliver When I was in a coma my wife used to play this relaxation tape. I got so 

frustrated because I couldn't tell her. I tried to tell her to turn it off occasionally. 

I remember being uncomfortable and calling out to the nurse "I need my position 

changed" she couldn't believe it 

Interviewer You said that whole sentence ? 

Oliver Of course. My bum was sore at the time. 

Interviewer The reason why I ask is some people have different experiences like, 

all they can do is swear. 

Oliver I did that too, but I know when to swear and when not to swear. 

The arrival of Oliver's speech seems to have included an improvement in his 

language generally. This is of course difficult to ascertain with total confidence, but 

he does seem to have gone from a question answer format to initiating a comment 

that could be interpreted as a joke or piece of sarcasm. It does depend which of 

these interpretations you choose, as to how much of an improvement is seen. He 

is however certainly initiating a response. His wife reported being amazed 
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because the first thing he said to her was how much he disliked the music she 

played for him. 

Oliver continued his description of his early experiences when he recovered 

speech. 

first session 

Oliver When I was at the nursing home the nurse came in and said 'give me your 

teeth' I said "I've got my own teeth." They said 'you can't have." This is an old 

peoples home no one has their own ( Pause) 

Interviewer They believed you finally, did they? 

Oliver That's the sort of thing they expect. I'd call out to be turned they'd say, 

"you don't remember " I'd say, " I do remember you bloody liar I You mustn't 

remember it happening." 

first session 

Interviewer Can you tell me about getting speech back? Sharon finished using 

facilitated communication with you because you started to talk. 

Oliver I felt good - I felt less alone. I felt I could communicate my feelings to 

people. It was so frustrating- that was the worst thing - you could hear people talk 

and you couldn't talk back - even now I don't talk loudly - but I do my best I can 

communicate properly. 

first session 

Interviewer I think you speak very clearly Did it happen quickly? When? 

Oliver Almost instantaneously. There was this visiting American and I said " 

Bloody Yank" and he couldn't believe what he heard. 

Interviewer That was the first thing you said? 

Oliver Bloody Yanks. 
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third session 

Interviewer Did you use a little bit of facilitated communication and a little bit of 

speech? 

Oliver No, it all just happened, like I said about the Yank. I've never been fussed 

about them, they don't have good natures. I don't like them taking over this 

country. 

Interviewer Speaking meant being able to communicate with people and you 

didn't need to use pencil and paper? 

Oliver Its still frustrating because I can't speak loudly and with a full breath. 

People say excuse me. That's frustrating because I have to start again. If you write 

it down they can't spare five minutes 

fourth session 

Interviewer You have told me you remember having all your spelling and 

language skills and when you started talking you were talking very capably 

Oliver But not loud 

Interviewer It wasn't loud? 

Oliver It's such a problem not talking LOU D. That's the thing I'm talking about. I 

really hate it. You have to repeat yourself many times. People say what did you 

say? It's such an effort to make the words up and they don't listen or they can't 

hear. They keep saying excuse me what did you say--- I feel like saying shit. I 

think its frustrating. Frustration leads to anger. Anger leads to resentment. 

Resentment leads to lack of initiative and so on and so forth. 

His wife recalled that there were two experiences that he spoke to her about. He 

has retold these experiences several times, stressing the importance. He did the 

same thing to Sharon and to the interviewer. The first was about wanting to tell his 

wife to change the music, and the second was his dreamlike experiences while in 

a coma. He mentioned this to the interviewer on the first meeting in the previous 

year. His descriptions of the dream-like state were very strong images and 

something he felt the necessity to communicate to others. However, he did not 

communicate either of these experiences or the complaints that he made about 

the hospital, through facilitated communication. These were only known when he 

spoke. This could explain why he says of speaking that for the first time he could 

communicate his feelings. 
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Summary of Points about Speech 

• He felt less alone when he could speak. 

• He felt he could communicate his feelings to people. 

• He felt it was a problem not speaking loud, having to repeat yourself many 

times. 

• It happened almost instantaneously. 

• It amazed people that he could speak so well but he wasn't always taken 

seriously by staff. 

• He still isn't given enough time to respond. 

• His speech reflected personal messages. 

5.5.8. Other Issues 

Oliver had a lot to say about his experiences in hospital and in particular about the 

rehabilitation section. Many of his deviations in the interview were recollections 

concerning this and reflected some very strong feelings. 

• Rehab gave up on me. When I was in hospital they told my wife that I would 

be a vegetable. 

• I wasn't happy with rehab last time. Don't be a vegetable. We can't help it. 

They take away your hope. Everyone needs to have a way out. It feels like a 

nightmare you feel like you're going to wake up some time. People feel like 

giving up 

• The hospital environment a terrible environment made you feel helpless. 

• I wasn't getting much help from anyone else at that terrible place General 

Hospital; bad vibes there. They never did anything for me. 
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• I wasn't expected to talk because of the box I was put in They had preconceived 

ideas about me. They didn't want me to succeed because their boss said I 

wouldn't recover. 

• They decide if they like you or not and if they don't they get rid of you. If they think 

they can get something out of it like success equals dollars. They can't afford to 

have failures. When I started to come good and speak they sent a team over to 

assess me . They thought I was good so then they took me back. I didn't come on 

as well as they expected. They got rid of me. They made me feel terrible. They 

wanted me to go back for an assessment. I went back once more. I thought I did 

well but they told lies and said no change. They didn't want to take the chance. I 

never want to go back again. I'll never go back again. 

Oliver felt unhappy with rehabilitation because he felt they gave up on him. His 

experience with therapies there was fairly short lived. The records show that the 

hospital felt reluctant to offer hydrotherapy, and at Oliver's wife's insistence they agreed 

to a trial of one month, with certain targeted goals. It seems that they used the non 

achievement of the goals as proof that hydrotherapy was not appropriate, and the 

program ceased. He was given a very brief period of speech therapy, which was 

withdrawn due to slow progress. The recommendation on his discharge from the 

program after three months, was for the nursing home to maintain programs. It quickly 

became apparent that this was not possible and while this is commented upon in a 

later report from rehabilitation, no support was provided. Instead it was recommended 

that Oliver's family be assisted to apply for an individual support package which would 

assist in his maintenance at home. 
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5.6. Outcomes After Using Facilitated Communication 

Assessment of skills after facilitated communication 

Physical deficits largely the same. Attention difficulties and some distracting 

behaviours. 

Language Receptive and expressive language found to be functionally adequate for 

day to day needs. Not formally assessed but reported by rehabilitation to have been 

observed typing and reading sentences on the computer (according to speech therapy 

summary). 

Speech: Severe Dysarthria and dysphagia. Unable to cough on command. Still some 

swallowing difficulties reported by the rehabilitation assessment. However the family 

introduced normal foods gradually which Oliver was able to tolerate. Voice production 

characterised by being soft, effortful and only able to produce short phrases with each 

breath. 

Cognitive functioning predominantly intact for verbal based abilities (intellectual and 

memory) and attention for auditory-verbal information was good. In contrast, visual

based abilities were considerably poorer including visual perception and nonverbal 

reasoning. Visual memory mod impaired although this was contributed to by impaired 

visual perception. Cognitive deficits include problem solving, planning, lack of insight 

and emotional liability 

Oliver was reported to have made some small functional gains. The most obvious 

improvements were in his communication skills. He still remained wheelchair 

dependent and unable to assist with transfers. His balance when seated was still very 

difficult and he had motor weakness of all four limbs. Oliver's pointing skills for one 

hand were certainly improved. 
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5.7 Some Inconsistencies in Answers 

Generally Oliver's recollections of events were supported by other sources. However 

there were some inconsistencies with his responses which look like examples of 

difficulties with insight into his disabilities. 

second session 

01 iver I told Sharon (presumably when he got his speech back ) I could do it. You 

should have let me do it. 

Interviewer Did you have any problems moving your hand? 

01 iver (Shook his head) 

Interviewer You didn't have any problems? 

01 iver I could move my right hand. 

Interviewer So you could use your hand when you were using facilitated 

communication? 

Oliver Yes I used to have problems with my finger. It used to shake a little bit, That's 

why I said to you that I needed a pointer. It would help to point more accurately. And 

you needed more contrast black on white. 

Interviewer So If you could move your hand could Sharon ask you a question and get 

you to spell out without holding your hand? 

Oliver Yes Well I was too slow 

Interviewer When you went too slow she helped by moving your hand? 

01 iver No she never moved your hand 

Interviewer She never did 

01 iver She pre-empted me when I was too slow That was the frustrating thing I know 

she was only trying to help you know what I mean. I mean I could answer for myself. 

I'm not a child you know 

Interviewer Did she touch you on the shoulder or on the elbow or anywhere? 

01 iver (Shaking his head) 

Interviewer So really all she was doing was sitting down beside you asking you 

questions? (0 nodding affirmative) If you were too slow. 

01 iver I would start answering a question even before I started to spell it out she would 

look above my head and she would say 'Do you mean No?' Does that help? 

Interviewer Yes it does help. It's just that when people use facilitated communication 

generally the other person touches them somewhere. 

01 iver She didn't have to. 
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These inconsistencies could also be the result of poor questioning techniques at 

the time. The first interview session had dealt with background questions and 

questions about when Oliver's speech came back. Oliver had proven to be reliable 

about what he recalled previously and so it was surprising that he reported that his 

facilitator did not assist him to point at all. When I talked to his wife about what she 

observed she was equally definite that Oliver was not able to move his hand and 

that Sharon had provided quite a lot of physical assistance in the beginning. 

Sharon also confirmed this. 

Oliver said in a later interview that he did not like Sharon holding his hand and it 

may have been that he did not want to talk about this part of the process. When it 

was explained to him in the next interview that this was the way she worked with 

some students at the school he seemed happier to talk about it. During that 

session Oliver reported that Sharon did assist him to point but he didn't like. He 

also admitted in a later interview that his memory was getting very hazy and it may 

be that he did not remember this very well at all. It was only for a few weeks that 

he used facilitated communication and a year had elapsed. His wife and the 

facilitator both had to think hard to recall events. 

Poor questioning may also have been responsible for this response. He had just 

said that he told Sharon he could have done it himself. In retrospect this was poor 

timing to be asking about motor problems when he was insisting that he could do it 

himself. Oliver had been very upset by a question that I put to him later about 

being able to see things clearly. Questions regarding his disabilities could prompt 

a defensive response from Oliver particularly if they were not phrased carefully. 

second session 

Interviewer I didn't bring the alphabet board. I wanted to talk to you about the 

suggestions you made. Did you have any problems seeing things? 

Oliver No ( sharply ..... seemed a bit defensive) I don't !! That's why I hate 

assumptions. Someone was giving me coffee and she said you're on medicine 

aren't you. I hate that. Put you in a box. Didn't have any trouble seeing that. I'm 

reading a couple of books at the moment 

Interviewer It's just when you talked about having a good contrast on the 

alphabet board like red on white 

01 iver Black on white, but red on white is ok 
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Interviewer Anything with a good contrast. I thought you might have suggested 

that because 
Oliver (interrupting) She asked me for suggestions about ways to improve it for 

other people. 

Interviewer You are reading books with ordinary print? 

Oliver No, large print but I didn't ask for that. I can read the paper sometimes. 

Interviewer Its just that I'm having trouble with my eye sight. 

Oliver At 40 it starts. The funny thing is I used to wear reading glasses but my 

eyes are actually better now. 

5.8 Brief Discussion of Data 

5.8.1 Oliver's Experiences with Facilitated Communication 

While no samples of Oliver's language out put were available, reports from the 

facilitator, his wife and Oliver himself indicate that they consisted of simple Yes / 

No responses initially, then single words and then simple sentences. This could 

indicate that his language skills were at the stage of recovery where he needed 

this format and he would have been unable to initiate responses himself. Oliver 

does say that his facilitator wouldn't have let him talk about other issues during the 

session. It is highly possible Oliver could have found answering questions 

requiring open ended answers difficult. He appreciated that someone was 

prepared to work with him and he co-operated in the sessions even though he 

found them frustrating at times. 
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5.8.2. Positive Outcomes from Facilitated Communication 

For quite some time Oliver was full of praise for the work that Sharon, his 

facilitator, had done with him. Sharon worked as a volunteer through the Brain 

Injury Foundation and was employed as a specialist communication ,t.§3acher at a 

government special education facility. Getting his speech back had given him 

hope that he would make further dramatic improvements. He had spoken about 

walking to Sydney to raise money for a charity. 

It seems that while involved with these sessions he regained some hand control. 

Oliver said that when his hand was strong enough he could indicate that the 

facilitator was taking his hand the wrong way. He also pushed her hand away 

when he did not need help. His right hand movement had improved as noted in the 

rehabilitation report. Considering also that he had some attention difficulties and 

distracting behaviours, it would have been difficult for the facilitator to know what 

behaviours were clear intentions and what were not. 

He did appreciate that someone cared and tried to help him and that he wasn't 

seen as a hopeless case. It is terrible, he says, to have one's hope taken away. 

He felt that the hospital had rejected him, but Sharon had given him the 

motivation. He said that he always wanted to work in spite of the frustrations. He 

seems to agree with Debbie that facilitated communication gave him a start 

although he doesn't use these words. He said he could see the light at the end of 

the tunnel. 

5.8.3. Recovery of Skills 

Four months after his haemorrhage he began work with his facilitator. Oliver 

quickly recovered some movement in his right hand and subsequently recovered 

his speech. The quality of his language, as evidenced in his speech prompted, a 

flurry of activity, beginning with a referral from his G.P. This prompted a team from 

the hospital rehabilitation unit to assess him at the nursing home in September. He 

was promptly admitted to the rehabilitation program as an inpatient. He has 

recovered more language and cognitive skills than was originally predicted. 
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Oliver was assessed and found to have a good memory for verbal information but 

problems with handling visual information. His memory for events was found to be 

consistent with other sources and mostly reliable. However, his problems of lack of 

insight into his disability made some questioning difficult. If questions implied a 

lack of skill on his part he was very defensive and likely to deny the implication. 

Some questions had to be phrased carefully, so as not to offend in any way, and 

this increased the likelihood of reliable information being obtained. 

5.8.4. Difficulties with Facilitated Communication 

Oliver reported feeling frustrations with the method mainly due to Sharon pre

empting him. He didn't like being second guessed and not being allowed to finish. 

He said he still does not like people answering for him now. He also wanted to do 

it himself. He did not like the physical restraint. He reported that he felt like a child 

using it. 

He said that others would not use the alphabet board with him, but wanted him to 

write things down. He reported thinking he was able to write, but he did not use 

this to communicate. This seems to indicate a problem of initiating and planning. 

He presented with these difficulties at the time of the interview. 

It is highly possible Oliver could have found answering questions requiring open 

ended answers difficult. He seems to have indicated that he liked the question 

answer format. He certainly showed that he could assert himself when he didn't 

want his hand held, so it is possible that he didn't complain because the format 

suited his language capabilities 

During sessions with facilitated communication Oliver seems to have experienced 

problems with balance, head control and arm movement, according to the 

interview. It would have been a slow process under such conditions, particularly 

with Oliver's visual and perceptual difficulties. The Occupational Therapist 

reported that he performed better with reading tasks if the items were on a reading 

stand or document holder. The alphabet board was not attached to one of these 

but placed flat. A complaint he had was that he was not fast enough for the 

facilitator. His suggestions to improve the process, using a pointer, having better 
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contrast on the board and having access to more words and phrases, would also 

have imp roved speed of access. 

Oliver's main concern was that he wanted to communicate himself. He felt so 

strongly that he did not like discussing the physical assistance that he was given, 

and told his facilitator that she should have let him do it himself. 

5.8.5. Importance of Speech 

After a short period with facilitated communication Oliver's speech returned. He 

was instantly able to use short phrases and full sentences, and to maintain social 

conversation, although he was labile. He had problems processing information in a 

group situation and also had difficulties with social cues, but his language skills 

seem to have recovered rapidly. This prompted immediate action, initially from his 

G.P. and then rehabilitation, although the immediate outcomes were distressing 

for Oliver. The most satisfying outcomes were those involving greater 

communication with others. 

The way that Oliver described his speech recovery is quite different to his 

description of facilitated communication. He certainly still experienced frustration 

because people constantly asked him to repeat himself. This seemed to be both 

tiring and frustrating. However recovering speech meant that he felt less alone 

because he could communicate his feelings to people. He reported that he 

answered Sharon's questions using facilitated communication but the material 

communicated when he first spoke conveyed the intense emotions that he 

experienced during recovery which he had a strong desire to share with people. 
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5.8.6 Suggestions to Improve Facilitated Communication 

He suggested to his facilitator, when he could talk, that he needed to use a pointer 

and have some changes made to his alphabet board. His suggestions implied 

some very interesting aspects about his experiences. The addition of 'WRONG' 

when investigated was found to be a reference to a signal that a misunderstanding 

had occurred or that the other person had got the wrong message. Oliver referred 

to this happening during both his independent and facilitated communication 

phases of using the alphabet board. It also occurred when he spoke and, 

considering his speech difficulties, this is hardly surprising. The fact that Oliver 

made this suggestion is also indicative of the level of skill he has recovered, which 

enabled him to monitor the conversation process. Oliver confirmed that he thought 

there were occasions when using facilitated communication that his facilitator spelt 

out the wrong message and that she tried to answer for him, until he signalled that 

he could do it himself. 

Another suggestion was adding the phrase ASK ME ANOTHER . This seemed to 

indicate both the nature of his sessions and the fact that when he was using 

facilitated communication he liked the question and answer format. Upon first 

meeting Oliver, the previous year, Oliver wanted to talk about his recollections 

when he was in a coma, which were strange and frightening to him. After he had 

volunteered this information, he then repeated 'ask me another question.' This 

seemed to the interviewer a prompt that Oliver liked to use. He did appear, at the 

time, to tire quickly and someone supplying questions may have made the 

exchange easier, giving a focus. 

Oliver also said that when he could first speak he told his facilitator that she 

should have let him do it himself. Above all else he wanted to be independent. 
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CHAPTER 
SIX 

6.1. lntrod uction 

CASE STUDT NANCY 

In this chapter a wide range of data collected will be presented.concerning 

Nancy's disabilities before using Facilitated Communication, her experiences with 

the method and subsequent recovery of skills. A picture of Nancy at the time of the 

interview will also be provided for consideration as her present skills have 

implications for her ability to provide information about past experiences. The data 

will be presented in the following format 

Background including nature of illness and type of disabilities incurred 

Nancy's profile when using facilitated communication 

Presentation at time of interview 

Summary of Interview Information 

Discussion of Results 

6.2 Background 

In May of 1983, when she was nineteen years of age, Nancy received near fatal 

injuries in a car accident. No medical records were available but according to her 

mother she lost most of her frontal lobe function. It is not clear how long she was 

in a coma but the Motor Accident Board was quoted in a newspaper report about 

Nancy that in 1984 she was considered to be "in a vegetative state." While in 

hospital her mother contacted Angela and she started to use facilitated 

communication. She wasn't offered any hospital based therapies at this stage and 

was transferred to a nursing home. She regained her speech about 18 months 

after her accident. 
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A journalist took a particular interest in Nancy and her mother, who was a single 

parent and struggling on a pension. Her mother, Lynn had to give up her job as a 

counsellor in order to look after Nancy. A series of newspaper articles were written 

about the family and as a result the family was given assistance through 

volunteers, as well as some financial assistance for equipment. This enabled Lynn 

to bring Nancy home. She consequently also accessed therapies at home as well 

as volunteers maintaining programs. At the time of the interview Nancy was living 

at home with her mother. 

6.3 Table C Nancy's Profile At the Time of Using Facilitated 

Communication 

Skills assessment before facilitated communication intervention: Only 

information available are newspaper reports. She could not use her hands and 

head control was poor. Considered to be in a vegetative state by the Motor 

Accident Board. 

Equipment: Alphabet board and head pointer, later the canon. 

Duration: Weekly sessions for a few months 

Nature of sessions: Facilitator asked Nancy was there anything she wanted to 

say or having a conversation with her. 

Assessment of skills after facilitated communication. Nancy's spoken 

language was found to be significantly inferior to the language produced using 

facilitated communication. This caused some concern initially. 

6.4 Presentation at time of Interview 

The researcher spent four hours with Nancy over two interview sessions. Lynn 

requested the longer sessions due to her understanding that Nancy required time 

to trust the interviewer and also needed time to respond. Only two sessions were 

possible and Nancy was different on the two occasions. Lynn had warned the 

interviewer that Nancy's health was variable and so making times was tenuous. 
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The first interview found Nancy in good spirits and responsive to the interview 

situation. Her mother reported that she had had a good night's sleep the previous 

night and was at that time free from seizures and consequently in good humour. 

Nancy frequently experienced bad nights, where she could have bad dreams or be 

in a rage, probably due to the seizures that occurred regularly. 

Nancy was able to sit in her wheelchair for the duration of the interview. She could 

focus on the interviewer and seemed to attend. She had good use of upper limbs 

and good head control. She exhibited fine motor difficulties in managing her mug 

of drink and motor planning problems when finished with drinks and biscuits. Her 

mother placed her drink in her hands and positioned her fingers. Lynn also took 

the mug away and the unfinished biscuit, when it seemed as if Nancy was finished. 

Nancy seemed to enjoy the social aspect and her mother provided most of the 

information for the first half of the session. 

It was evident from Nancy's language that she had certain characteristics of a 

language disorder. Her mother's description of her as being slow to process 

information was evident and she displayed memory problems. Her mother had 

also previously indicated that she had short term memory problems. It was 

apparent that she also had memory problems of a more general nature as it wasn't 

clear what long term memory she had. Her language featured perseveration and 

word finding difficulties associated with aphasia. She also frequently appeared to 

need to use the questioner's language to phrase answers. She found it difficult to 

respond to questions that required an open response and was more able to 

respond to questions requiring a closed response. 

It was decided after the first interview that, given Nancy's therapy timetable and 

the interviewer's time constraints, to make a time for the following week and hope 

that Nancy was able to participate. However Nancy was unwell for the second 

interview due to period pain and appeared very tired and unhappy. Nancy's 

grandmother and a former volunteer were visiting and everyone was sitting 

together in the general kitchen area. Nancy did not seem pleased when her 

mother said she had to wait for a hot drink until after the interview was over. Lynn 

decided to make Nancy more comfortable in bed and then called the interviewer in 

to proceed. 
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Nancy found the second interview more difficult probably due to the fact that she 

was unwell. She found it difficult to answer questions. Her mother was not present 

at all during this session. 

6.5 Summary of Interview Data 

6.5.1 General Comments about Facilitated Communication 

second session 

Interviewer You would have pointed to the letters on the alphabet board using 

your head pointer. What do you think about that? 

Nancy Mmmm (long pause) 

Interviewer You don't remember? 

Nancy Shaking her head 

Interviewer No 

Nancy (speaking very slowly) I don't ?????(unclear) 

Interviewer You don't ? ............. Pause .. 

Nancy (very slowly) I don't remember. 

The interviewer had brought along some enlarged photocopies of a photo of 

Angela working with someone who wore a head pointer. It resembled the head 

pointer Nancy would have used. Nancy was asked to look at the photos while the 

interviewer asked her some questions. 

It is evident that she did not remember. During the previous interview Nancy 

simply did not respond when asked about Angela and her mother indicated that 

she would not remember. 

first session 

Interviewer You remember that working with Angela was hard 

Nancy It was difficult 

Interviewer Do you remember where you worked with her? 

Nancy No response (pause) ummm 

Interviewer Did you work with her in the hospital or at home? 

Nancy No response (pause) It was difficult in the hospital they treated me like an 

object not a person. I just sat down and cried 
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Nancy's mother reported that Nancy used an alphabet board and wore a head 

pointer because she didn't have any use of her hands at that time. She began 

work with Angela when Nancy was in the hospital. Angela had warned Lynn that 

the hospital wouldn't like her being there because they thought she was a nut 

case. Lynn decided to risk it because Nancy was not getting any help from anyone 

else. 

Summary of General Points 

Nancy had no real memory of working with Angela. 

She used a head pointer and an alphabet board. 

Angela came to the hospital to work with Nancy. 

6.5.2 Positive Aspects of facilitated communication 

first session 

Interviewer Do you remember working with Angela at all? 

Nancy She didn't treat me like an object. You're a person. 

This followed an exchange where Nancy was stuck on how the hospital treated her 

as an object not a person and repeated this many times over. It is highly possible 

that Angela showed more respect for Nancy as a person, Lynn seemed to thinks 

so but in this exchange Nancy was also demonstrating perseveration. 

first session 

Interviewer I think its hard to remember working with Angela 

Nancy Yes it was difficult but she treated me like a person. She was the first. 

Nancy said this much later in the interview and added that Angela was the first to 

treat her as a person. This had not been mentioned by anyone and seems to have 

been Nancy's own thoughts on the matter. 
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first session 

Nancy It was good. I could finally say its great to say how you feel 

Mother And what you need I suppose. 

Nancy And to say I'm a person not a thing 

Interviewer Did you feel other people saw you as a person when you could type 

out your messages? 

Nancy (looking blank) lots of urns 

In this exchange Lynn presumed that Nancy was talking about how good it was to 

use facilitated communication so the interviewer checked with Nancy. She seemed 

stuck when asked this question. She was not so definite that facilitated 

communication did this, possibly because she was talking about speaking or 

because she did not remember. A later exchange seems to indicate that she was 

talking about speaking. 

first session 

Nancy I felt relieved when I could finally say I'm a person not an it. I was so 

relieved then. I felt can't you see the person inside me. I'm relieved. Don't treat me 

as a thing. I'm a person I'm not an it. 

Mother You're a very smart cookie 

Nancy And I could talk. I'm Nancy 

first session 

Interviewer We talked about you not liking to use the head pointer. Were there 

times when it was good to use it 

Nancy No 
Interviewer Were there things that Angela did that made it better? 

Nancy No 
Mother Weren't you happy when you could finally get through to people? 

Nancy I felt happy when I could talk. 

Interviewer How about when Angela asked you about how hospital was. How did 

that feel? 

Nancy (looked blank) No response 

Interviewer You said it was hard but how was it letting people know. 

Nancy I felt relieved when I could finally let people know. I couldn't before but I 

could then. 
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The interview process was a bit confused by Lynn who was keen to make the point 

that facilitated communication was a good technique and should not be criticised. 

It seems that Nancy managed to make several points clear by herself, however. 

She did not like the head pointer and there were not any good points about it. She 

seemed very definite about that. Her 'No's' were very definite and delivered 

quickly without any hesitation. It also seems that she when she said she was 

happy it referred to when she could talk. Nancy's mother had produced typed 

examples of Nancy's messages using facilitated communication during the 

interview. The interviewer asked Nancy about her view of the messages. Nancy 

said she was relieved to let people know how she felt. Nancy's mother interpreted 

Nancy's response to mean that she must have felt good about being able to 

communicate using facilitated communication. However Nancy made it clear that 

she was really talking about speech. 

Summary of Positives Points 

Nancy's facilitator treated her as a person. 

Nancy reported it was good to say to others that she was a person. 

Nancy's mother felt that facilitated communication helped Nancy communicate her 

feelings. 

6.5.3 Negative Aspects of Facilitated Communication 

Lynn showed me the head pointer that Nancy used during facilitated 

communication. She said that Nancy didn't like using it and as she said that Nancy 

shook her head very definitely and made a face. 

first session 

Interviewer We talked about you not liking to use the head pointer. Were there 

times when it was good to use it 

Nancy No 

Interviewer Were there things that Angela did that made it better? 

Nancy No 
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Nancy was very definite about this and her mother made no effort to contradict . In 

fact she explained that she used to tell Nancy when she created a fuss about 

putting the head pointer on that it was the only way that she could communicate 

and she needed to wear it. Lynn said Nancy would then be more co-operative. It 

seemed to be the clearest message that Nancy gave during the session except 

that she did not like the headpointer. 

first session 

Interviewer People have told me speaking makes such a difference getting your 

feelings across. When you were working with Angela you could get some 

messages across. Some people have said they feel a bit silly pointing to letters. 

Mother She did say that actually --that's what she said. 

Interviewer Did you feel that? 

Nancy Yes I was just an object. They said don't look at her she's not a person-

she's a thing. 

Nancy did not really respond to this question appropriately. However, her mother 

reported that at some point Nancy did indicate feeling silly using facilitated 

communication. It is of course a leading question, as the interviewer was 

searching for something to explain the strong negative reaction to the head 

pointer. This did not really clarify the question but indicated that it is possible 

Nancy could have felt silly pointing out letters. During the second interview further 

insight into this was attempted by bringing in the equipment for Nancy to view. No 

attempt was made to put the head pointer on as she has already indicated very 

strong adverse feelings to it. 

second session 

Interviewer So Angela would have held your hand, perhaps held your finger out 

and asked you to point 

Nancy Mmm (very faintly looking unsure 

Interviewer She'd help you with your hand, like this 

Nancy (mumbled something slowly) 

Interviewer Sorry what was that? 

Nancy I'd hate it 

Interviewer You'd hate it. Your mum said you hated using the head pointer 

Nancy Mmm 
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This was during the second interview when it was being explained to Nancy what 

often occurred during facilitated communication sessions in an attempt to see if 

she remembered. She did not remember but offered the opinion that she would 

hate it. 

Summary of Negative aspects of facilitated communication 

Nancy hated using the head pointer and there were no compensations using it. 

Nancy did not like the idea of having to spell out messages. She said she would 

hate it. 

6.5.4 Messages Communicated 

first session 

Lynn showed me some typed pieces from the Canon 'I hate hospital' 

Interviewer Do you remember that? 

Nancy (Smiling and nodding) Yes. They treated me as an object. (pulling a face) 

Interviewer Not as a person do you mean? 

Nancy No they didn't. They treated me as an object. They treated me as a thing 

(showing she was upset) 

Mother As an observer I would agree with that comment 

Interviewer Do you remember spelling things out then? 

Nancy No response 

Interviewer You remember the message I hate hospital but do you remember 

typing it out? 

Nancy No response 

Nancy did not remember producing the message but seemed to remember the 

feelings behind it. This message was one of several that indicated her dislike of 

the hospital because of attitudes. Photographs taken of Nancy in hospital certainly 

indicate that she was very unhappy. There is no doubt the the messages and 

some incidences in the hospital prompted Lynn to remove her and care for her at 
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home. Considering the amount of time that has elapsed since she was in the 

hospital it is also reasonable that Nancy may have heard others discussing her 

experiences there and that was what she remembered. Nancy did have memory 

problems but she was just as likely to forget something she had heard recently as 

a long time ago. It may be a memory with high salience or something she had 

latched onto in the context of the interview. 

first session 

Mother Angela must have asked her because there's a sentence here. Angela "I 

like your room" and the reply was "I don't". That's pretty obvious isn't it? 

(Everyone laughs including Nancy). That was a pretty positive comment. 

Interviewer Do you remember that? 

Nancy (Smiling and nodding) 

Interviewer What was your room like? Do you remember ? 

Nancy (Looking blank -- didn't say anything for a while) I remember it was like a 

cylinder 

Interviewer Do you mean long? 

Nancy They treated me as a thing 

I Nancy The first thing I said was I love my mum. I want to see her and I finally did. I 

Nancy's mother thought that was very nice but it did not correspond to any early 

messages that Nancy wrote 

first session 

Lynn showed me a piece of paper with a transcript of an exchange between 

herself and Nancy in preparation for me talking to her. Pointed to the message-
'i twas like a nightmare.' 

Interviewer That's a very strong message. Your mother told me that this was what 

you said you felt like waking up after your accident. (no response from Nancy) 

Mother She used words like waking up in a different dimension 

Nancy did not respond to this exchange between interviewer and her mother. She 

did not seem to recall the message although it would have been necessary to ask 
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her in order to confirm this impression. No response from Nancy when she had 

been addressed directly so far had meant she didn't remember. 

Lynn showed me some photos of milestones e,g, first getting back on a horse, she 

looked upset and unhappy. Her mother said they thought she didn't like it so they 

tried to get her off and she attacked somebodies arm. Lynn said that via facilitated 

communication she wrote that she wanted to stay on the horse. Lynn said she was 

very surprised because all the body language indicated the opposite. 

Summary of Points about Messages 

Nancy did not remember the messages she communicated using facilitated 

communication 

The message 'I hate hospital' seems to have triggered a strong memory 

Some messages prompted action from her mother 

Some messages confirmed family members feelings or observations 

Some messages were surprising because they seemed to contradict what else 

was happening i.e., non verbal signals.like body language, facial expression and 

behaviour. 

6.5.5 Facilitated Communication Across Settings and Facilitators 

Lynn reported that she used a method of spelling out when Nancy got stuck after 

she regained her speech. She also said in another part of this interview that she 

used the same technique to confirm what she had difficulty hearing. She felt it 

helped Nancy when she couldn't think of a word and herself when she had trouble 

understanding what Nancy had said. 

As Nancy regained her speech in hospital her mother did not use facilitated 

communication with her there or at home because Nancy refused to use it. None 

of the hospital staff used it with her. 
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6.5.6 Speech Acquisition 

first session 

Mother Her brother heard her saying um so he tried to get her to say it louder and 

louder Then he said if you put min front you can say mum.She could say Nick so 

we picked that up and ran with it. 

At the hospital using a communication board she verbalised a request and they 

rang me up very excited. I didn't want to get too excited prematurely-- sometimes 

people can produce one sound and be stuck with that for the rest of their lives. 

She said "Mum" really loudly and of course I cried. And she said "Nana." She was 

off within a week, with practise. Got her home and she spoke to her grandmother 

over the phone. Grandmother didn't believe it at first, abused me and then cried 

when she realised. Her brother was also stunned. He came home and I said listen 

to this. She said Mum. He didn't say anything he just got up and went to the fridge 

and got a beer. He couldn't say anything until he'd had the beer. We were all 

crying 

Nancy seemed to enjoy hearing the story. She laughed 

Interviewer Do you remember when you were first surprising people, talking. 

Nancy Indicated no 

Nancy's speech came back gradually starting with sounds and then single words. 

Lynn reported that progress was fairly quick once she started to accumulate 

vocabulary. It seems that using the communication board may have played a role 

in prompting some verbalisations. Nancy's brother also had been giving her some 

encouragement to speek by practising vocalisations. This too may have aided in 

the process significantly. 

first session 

Interviewer Was speaking very hard? 

Nancy Yes. I remember it was difficult talking and saying what I wanted to say. It's 

good I can talk about how I feel. 

Lynn reported that even though Nancy had difficulties with her speech in the early 

days she wouldn't use facilitated communication to assist her. That was why Lynn 
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used a 'spell it out 'approach whenever Nancy got stuck. When Nancy seemed to 

be stuck Lynn would say 'spell it out' and this often seemed to help. 

first session 

Mother I used to get her to spell things out She had low lung capacity and I 

wasn't sure I was hearing things correctly. I was concerned when Nancy started to 

speak. I told Dr S because her level of communication on the head pointer and 

alphabet board was far superior to the level of communication when she was 

verbally speaking. I said 'what's happening here'. It's the neurotransmitters. She's 

got no frontal right lobe and the left one is damaged so the bridge between the two 

hemispheres is torn in between. All the neurons are damaged so the actual 

thought level is. Writing starts to occur at the verbal level. I observed Nancy 

looking at the print in a book when she was supposedly in a coma. This so-called 

vegetable who wriggled her toe when you told her to. 

Nancy's speech reflected a language level below that of her written messages 

using facilitated communication. The neurologist explained the difference as being 

due to her type of brain injury. She could produce written work of a superior 

standard. Angela reported that she was able to get Nancy to work with facilitated 

communication after she had recovered speech but was aware that she wouldn't 

use it with others. She was at a loss to explain this when the quality of speech was 

often inadequate for the situation. Nancy did continue to have speech therapy for 

some time. She also learnt to write independently as she was gradually 

developing her speech. 

6.5.7 The Importance of Speech 

first session 

Nancy I felt relieved when I could finally say I'm a person not an it. I was so 

relieved then. I felt can't you see the person inside me. I'm relieved. Don't treat me 

as a thing. I'm a person I'm not an it. 

Mother You're a very smart cookie 

Nancy And I could talk. I'm Nancy 
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Nancy indicated that not only was it good to talk but that in doing so she could 

prove to other people that she was a person who deserved better treatment. She 

seemed to be aware of the differences in treatment between the speaking and the 

non speaking person even though she did not remember not being able to speak. 

first session 

Nancy I can talk now, say what I feel, think about what I'm trying to say. 

Interviewer It makes a big difference being able to speak. 

Nancy did not express any negative comments regarding speech. It was clear from 

her comments that her head pointer still had negative memories and she was able 

to express this clearly and without assistance. Apart from saying it was difficult 

saying what she wanted to say it there were no other negatives associated with 

speech that Nancy reported. Her comment above is surprisingly well constructed 

and to the point. It seems when Nancy knew what she wanted to say she could 

make her point well. In this comment she has isolated several aspects about 

speaking. The planning, the material and the execution of the act of speaking. She 

was showing a level of awareness and insight into what she was able to do. Her 

grandmother commented that she also became very frustrated and upset when 

she could not remember things. However she did not show through her language 

that she had insight into her present disabilities to any great extent. 

After Nancy had insisted that she meant that she felt happy after she was able to 

talk and not when she was using her head pointer her mother told the story of 

when she began saying her first words. Nancy enjoyed the story but indicated that 

she did not remember the occasion. 

Summary of Points about Speech 

Nancy regained her speech gradually. 

Early speech did not reflect language of messages produced during facilitated 

communication. 

Early speech was of a poorer standard and included many disinhibited features 

Nancy refused to use facilitated communication once she had begun to speak 

even though it was a struggle. 

Nancy was very pleased about recovering her speech 
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Nancy seems to associate being able to speak with being able to ask others to 

recognise that she is a person. 

6.5.8 Other Issues 

first session 

Interviewer Do you remember the worst part about it? 

Nancy Treating me like an it? 

Mother What are you trying to say Nancy.That the worst part of being in hospital 

was not being treated like a person? 

Nancy Yes 

Nancy had very few memories of her experiences in hospital but the message 'I 

hate hospitals triggered a recurring theme for her which she returned to 

throughout the interview. The word hospital contained in a sentence that the 

interviewer or her mother used prompted the same response. Also reference to 

Angela prompted comments that she did not do this. As no-one else suggested 

this it seems to have come from Nancy herself. 

first session 

Nancy They said don't look at her she's just a thing. She's not a person. 

Interviewer That must have made you upset. 

Nancy I use to cry 

Mother She couldn't cry --she still can't--something about her tear duct. 

Interviewer I'd cry if they said that to me. 

Nancy I was being hysterical. 

Mother You did too. They'd put her out of the room. 
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6.6. Brief Discussion of Data 

6.6.1.Nancy's Experiences with Facilitated Communication. 

Nancy was 30 years of age at the time of the interview and 12 years has elapsed 

since she used facilitated communication. She remembered very little about her 

experiences and had difficulties answering open ended questions. However Nancy 

seemed to consistently say the same thing about facilitated communication 

whatever kind of question was put to her. 

Nancy reported that she hated using the head pointer and her mother confirmed 

this. Lynn said that she made a fuss about using it but when it was explained to 

her that it was the only way to communicate Nancy accepted it. Nancy herself says 

there was nothing good about using it. When she started to speak she wouldn't 

use it anymore. It seems that when there was a choice she wasn't interested in 

facilitated communication. The reasons for this are not clear. Nancy is not really 

able to explain herself. She didn't remember any other method of using facilitated 

communication i.e., with finger pointing using the canon communicator. When the 

method was explained to her with the equipment present she reported she would 

hate it but didn't explain why. 

The role that facilitated communication played in Nancy's life is problematic. 

Angela seemed to think it played the role that Nancy has ascribed to speech. That 

is, it reminded professionals that there was a person inside a disabled body. Both 
Angela and Lynn, her mother, see that facilitated communication played the role of 

an augmentative communication system in that it enabled Nancy to communicate 

her wishes and thoughts. Nancy seems to think that only speech played that role 

or that facilitated communication didn't do this as well as speech. Certainly it was 

not an effective system within Nancy's environment because it did not assist her 

to communicate to anyone else except Angela and her mother. 

6.6.2 Positive Outcomes After Using Facilitated Communication 

There are no records of assessment to indicate the level of skill Nancy achieved 

after using facilitated communication. Her mother reported that about eighteen 

months after her accident Nancy began to say some simple sounds and then 

single words. It seems that Nancy had been using facilitated communication up 
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until that point. It also seems that Nancy was also learning to write shortly after but 

she had not been independently using the alphabet board or canon to spell out 

messages of her own. Her facilitator reported that she was successful in 

encouraging Nancy to use facilitated communication when Nancy first began to 

speek and this suggests that Nancy was not successfully pointing on her own. 

This may have been due to poor motor skills as Nancy exhibited poor motor skills 

during the interview. Equally it may have been due to poor initiation (executive) 

skills or poor language skills. Facilitated communication may have played a role in 

encouraging the development of speech but it does not appear that pointing skills 

were developed. 

Facilitated communication may also have played a role in gaining some public 

attention for Nancy through her local newspaper. It may have been due to 

Angela's involvement or that the technique impressed a particular journalist to take 

an interest. Facilitated communication did not achieve this by itself but because 

people believed in Nancy's ability to recover and they were then prompted into 

action. Nancy continued to access therapies and make small gains. 

6.6.3. Nancy's Recovery of Skills 

Her mother had reported that Nancy had made big improvements over the years 

and a carer, who was present prior to the second interview, and who had not seen 

Nancy for many years, agreed with this. This would imply that she had been 

operating at a lower level of language recovery after initially regaining speech. 

Nancy went through a period of regaining her speech as if she was learning again, 

although at a much more accelerated rate than originally. Also, unlike early 

language, Nancy's language displayed disinhibited features i.e., swearing and 

screaming, that is common to early stage recovery after brain injury and can be 

associated with certain seizure activity. Nancy's language had some of these 

features during the interviews as well as other common features, like 

perseveration and word finding difficulties. The language that she used when first 

regaining her speech was reported by her mother to be of an inferior standard to 

the language that was produced using facilitated communication. This caused 

some concern for a while but Lynn was satisfied with the explanation she was 

given by the facilitator and the neurologist, that written language in these 
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circumstances is superior to spoken language due to the brain damage. As there 

are no medical records available it is impossible to establish this. 

During the interview process Nancy exhibited planning problems, lack of insight 

and memory problems. She had difficulties processing some of the questions and 

phrasing answers. She was able to say that she did not remember and give her 

own opinion at times. However there were many limitations on the amount 

information she could supply in the interview. 

6.6.4 The Importance of Speech 

Some of the explanation for Nancy's negative view of having to spell to 

communicate could result from the fact that she did recover her speech. She 

seemed to associate being able to speak with the chance that people would see 

her as another human being and consequently behave better towards her. There 

is certainly some research to support this view. While she said that Angela did 

treat her as a person , and in fact was the first person to do so, she didn't think 

anything Angela could have done would have made using the head pointer a 

better experience. Speaking, on the other hand, meant that she could plan her 

own thoughts and say what she wanted to say. Nancy also seemed to indicate that 

people treated her with more respect when she could speak or that they took more 

notice of her. Nancy also dropped using facilitated communication once she 

started to speak even though she was producing only simple words to begin with. 

This raises questions regarding the method. Its supporters maintain that the 

methos is much easier for the person with the communication difficulty than 

speaking. It is therefore surprising that Nancy did not want to use it when she 

would have continued to have great difficulties communicating. It may be true that 

there were no advantages in using it that Nancy could see. This may have been 

an example of poor insight on her part. However if there was a perceived stigma 

attached to using the technique then the disadvantages may outweigh the 

advantages in the eyes of the users. 

The interviewees varied greatly in the sorts of comments they could make 

regarding their experiences. This was due to several factors, the most notable 

being their ability to remember their experiences. There was also a variation in the 

ability of each of the interviewees to express themselves which also impacted 
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upon their responses. The interviewees families and also two of the interviewees 

themselves suggested other sources to help tell their stories. The next chapter is 

an attempt to draw all of the information together and to compare the experiences 

of each of the interviewees to detect any common threads. Some of the key 

elements of facilitated communications rationale will be the focus of the 

comparisons in order to examine how the interviewees experiences can clarify 

those aspects of the technique which are useful and those which are not, for 

people with aquired brain injury. 
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CHAPTER 
SEVEN 

7.1 Introduction 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS: 
A Comparison ol the Case Studies 

The purpose of this chapter is to interpret the results of the three case studies, 

highlighting the points of issue in the debate about facilitated communication. 

Supporters of facilitated communication claim that the technique assists people 

who have poor motor skills to develop pointing skills. The fine motor skills of 

the three interviewees will be discussed. 

Supporters of facilitated communication say that the cognitive abilities of many 

people with severe communication impairments is under-estimated, as the 

person with the disability has stopped trying, due to many experiences of 

failure. Critics have pointed to the discrepancies between the reported 

language skills of a person with a disability using facilitated communication and 

their skills under classroom conditions, or during formal assessment. Such 

discrepancies are considered further evidence of guiding or facilitator 

influence. Data regarding the cognitive abilities of the three case studies will 

also be compared. 

Linked to the discussion about cognitive abilities is the language abilities of the 

person with the severe communication impairment. Supporters of facilitated 

communication argue that the person generally has the capacity to develop 

normal language skills with the appropriate assistance. Critics tend to dispute 

the possibility that the person with the severe communication impairment is 

capable of much of the language reported. The scepticism is due to the 

contradictory research base regarding language development for individuals 

with developmental disabilities and also due to the growing evidence of 

facilitator guiding. The data regarding the language skills of the three 

interviewees will be examined and compared. 

Supporters of facilitated communication claim that if a facilitator works in a 

positive way, the self esteem of the person with the disability will improve and 

communication skills will develop. While it has not been fully elaborated how 

much the attitude of the facilitator can enhance or reduce the benefits of the 

method, the general implication from the literature in support of facilitated 

communication seems to be that the ability to communicate for the first time is 

so significant that the method inherently improves self esteem and motivation. 
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The attitudes of the three interviewees will be examined to investigate this 

point. 

Critics have largely focussed on whether the technique is a reliable means of 

communication, due to controversy over claims of sexual abuse produced in 

the course of using facilitated communication. Commentators have concluded 

that there could be other examples of highly sensitive material arising out of 

using the technique, for example, requests for residential changes or medical 

interventions, which may not reflect the wishes of the person with the disability. 

The effectiveness of facilitated communication as an augmentative 

communication technique for the three people in the study will be examined 

and their issues around the use of the technique discussed. 

7.2. Interpretation of Results 

7.2.1. A Comparison of Fine Motor Difficulties 

Supporters of the technique argue that one of the main purposes of facilitated 

communication is the development of motor skills. The poor hand skills of the 

communicator with the disability are seen as major obstacles to the ability to 

use communication systems, which substitute for lack of speech. Critics have 

complained that this explanation lacks specificity regarding the exact nature of 

the physical skills in question and how this type of assistance aids the person 

in specific instances. The motor skills of each the interviewees will be 

examined in an attempt to clarify the role, if any, those skills played in the 

development of communication skills. 

Facilitated 

Communication To aid poor motor control, helps to isolate the finger 

Proposes and with pointing skills, also aids to overcome 

perseveration. 

Oliver No movement in upper or lower limbs, no strength in 

right or left hand . Not able to isolate pointing finger or 

point independently No perseveration problems reported 
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Debbie 

Nancy 

No movement in upper or lower limbs, no head control 

or trunk , hand or upper limb control ; spasticity in all 

limbs unable to isolate her finger for pointing ; balance 

problems making access to the canon difficult 

perseveration problems including screaming and yelling 

unable to point independently. 

No movement in upper or lower limbs, no head control 

or trunk, hand or upper limb control ; unable to isolate 

her finger for pointing ; unable to point independently 

perseveration problem 

Table F Fine Motor Difficulties 

Motor difficulties do seem to have been a major impediment to Oliver, as many 

of his language skills seem to have been intact (see Appendix 8). If the aim of 

the technique was to improve pointing skills, then in Oliver's case, it was a 

partial success. His right hand seems to have improved in skill, enabling him to 

signal to the facilitator. This supports the proposal that facilitated 

communication could have assisted him with pointing skills. 

Interview reports, video footage and medical evidence all indicate that Debbie 

had motor skills problems (see Appendix 4 & 5). She exhibited enormous 

difficulties pointing even four years after using facilitated communication. At the 

time of using facilitated communication it seems that Debbie was able to 

execute some rudimentary pointing skills, which were described by the speech 

therapist as stabbing actions (see appendix 3), only with the physical 

assistance of her facilitator. Independent pointing only occurred later. The 

speech therapist seems to have used food grabbing behaviour which was 

evident at the hospital to develop independent pointing giving Debbie the 

opportunity to indicate food preferences for lunch. Debbie seems to have 

developed the grabbing behaviour between finishing her regular program with 

her facilitator and starting with the speech therapist. It is difficult to establish 

definitely that facilitated communication played a role in establishing that 

grabbing behaviour because of the gap in time of several years. Debbie 

reported that she threw things in the hospital but this was unknown to her 

mother and therefore difficult to date. 

It is also difficult to isolate Debbie's motor difficulties of pointing and motor 

planning from the other physical difficulties that she had. Debbie indicated that 
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using the canon was very difficult as she had problems balancing and couldn't 

use her index finger for pointing. She thought she also had the shakes. Debbie 

had exhibited great distress when being made to sit or was pulled to a standing 

position for transfers. According to records, (see Appendix 5) being awake and 

upright seemed to cause her so much distress that attempts to access 

therapies had been short lived. Motor problems in this context were present as 

only part of the difficulties. It seems that when she was able to access a 

number of therapies, which worked on a range of physical skills that significant 

progress was possible (see Appendix 5). 

Photographs of Nancy while she was in hospital, indicated that she spent 

lengthy amounts of time prone. She used the head pointer because of poor 

hand control. This improved after regaining speech and she was able to learn 

to write. As Nancy does not seem to have accessed other therapies before 

using facilitated communication it is possible that the technique aided her in the 

recovery of some motor skills. 

While facilitated communication may have played a role in improving the 

pointing skills of two of the interviewee's, motor skills seem to be reliant on 

other skills developing as well. Being able to point was dependent on arm, 

trunk, and head control as well as finger and hand control. It was also 

dependent on some abilities to balance as well as cognitive abilities in planning 

and executing movements. 

The physical disabilities of the individuals concerned would have made using 

facilitated communication very difficult. Oliver said that he only wrote things 

down when he had time to himself, planning something in particular (eg., giving 

a tutorial to his carer). He demonstrated that writing with one hand was very 

difficult, particularly as he seemed to have organisational difficulties as well. 

Balancing to sit was very difficult for Oliver and, combined with perceptual 

difficulties, it is little wonder that he complained about how difficult it was to 

point the alphabet board. The design of the alphabet board also presented him 

with problems. The changes to the board that he suggested would have solved 

some of the problems perhaps, but probably not the greatest ones. 

Debbie possibly faced bigger difficulties, as she had no head control as well as 

a lack of hand and arm control. She said that she could not maintain her 

balance and that pointing was very difficult when trying to access the canon. 

She said she also probably had the shakes. Earlier with the head pointer she 

would have needed her chin supported for an hour or more and considering 
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she reported that she hated people disturbing her from her drowsy state an 

intrusion like this would have been extremely difficult to take. The speech 

therapist, years later, managed to maintain her concentration for a maximum of 

only 15-20 minutes during her sessions and this was only after significant 

improvements to her ability to sit upright and maintain neck control (see 

Appendix 3). 

Nancy exhibited fine motor skills difficulties, as well as motor planning 

problems. At the time of using facilitated communication she also had no hand 

control. She would have had great difficulties concentrating for any length of 

time, as this was evident during the interview. 

While it is possible that all three may have developed pointing skills through 

the use of facilitated communication, only Oliver seems to have developed the 

skills to enable independent pointing using the alphabet board (see Appendix 

9). Debbie's pointing skills improved some time after regularly using facilitated 

communication (see Appendix 5) but she would not use the alphabet board to 

point independently for communication purposes. She did not have another 

means of communication until the speech therapist established a Yes/No 

response some time later and even that was very limited. After speech was 

recovered, it seemed that she needed to develop receptive and expressive 

language skills for effective communication. 

Nancy recovered pointing skills, but as she was able to gain access to a range 

of therapies it is difficult to establish the role that facilitated communication 

played in the recovery of those skills (see Appendix 12). While it is possible 

that all three may have developed pointing skills through the use of facilitated 

communication only one seems to have developed the skills to independently 

point using the alphabet board. 

There is no evidence from the case studies that the improvement of pointing 

skills meant the development of communication skills. Neither Nancy, Debbie 

nor Oliver used independent pointing to initiate communication with anyone. 

Debbie used pointing to make simple choices about food but neither the 

hospital nor her speech therapist thought this was adequate communication 

(see Appendix 3). Debbie could not express her feelings or make other 

requests, and consequently, a communication system was still being sought 

prior to speech recovery. Oliver felt he responded to his facilitator 

independently for some of the time but did not initiate his own thoughts or ideas 

through independent pointing. 
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Proponents of facilitated communication generally claim that the exchanges 

produced using the method produce evidence that the person with the disability 

is capable of thoughts, insight and judgment. Examples of the messages 

produced during the sessions conducted with the interviewees are consistent 

with this conclusion and the interviewees' families reported that the messages 

confirmed the capabilities of their relative with a disability. 

7.2.2. A Comparison of Cognitive Abilities 

Critics have questioned the cognitive abilities of the people reported to be 

successful users of facilitated communication. In many instances independent 

assessments placed those individuals in the severe range of intellectual 

disabilities. Critics have argued that it is without basis that supporters of the 

technique presume reasonable levels of cognitive functioning, particularly in 

the areas of insight and judgment. Some commentators have called on 

research to include "good candidates", ie, those who are relatively high 

functioning and who are capable of being assertive with facilitators. 

Facilitated 

Communication 

Oliver 

Debbie 

Nancy 

The individual is cognitively intact and functioning within 

the normal range in that they are capable of insight and 

judgment 

Assessed to have normal verbal skills but some higher 

cognitive functions impaired 

Assessed to be competent to manage her own affairs by 

the Guardianship Board in 1991. Records would indicate 

cognitive function seems to have improved with gains in 

language. No earlier assessments available. 

No evidence regarding her cognitive abilities. She 

attended high school again when she was twenty one 

years old. Mother reported that this was largely 

unsuccessful because of social reasons however 

considering Nancy's memory problems new learning 

would have been very difficult 

Table E Summary of Coanitive Abilities 
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Oliver achieved a better intellectual assessment than most of the cases 

reported in the literature (see Appendix 8). It is likely that, at the time of using 

facilitated communication, some of Oliver's verbal skills were within the normal 

range and therefore he would have been capable of responses using complex 

language. Oliver may have experienced some specific difficulties initiating 

communication or answering open-ended questions. 

Debbie's mother reported that the family kept transcripts of her sessions with 

facilitated communication in order to prove that Debbie had made progress and 

was worthy of therapy. While the transcripts did not convince professionals, 

Debbie was eventually offered therapies because a social worker and speech 

therapist were sympathetic to her difficult position at the trauma unit. The 

speech therapist reported that Debbie showed awareness of some 

environmental stimuli at the time she was observed at the unit eg., noises in 

her environment and an alertness in her eyes, even though she could not hold 

her head erect (see Appendix 3). Four years after using facilitated 

communication regularly, her behaviour and language during speech therapy 

sessions indicated some marked impairments consistent with an intellectual 

disability. Records of cognitive assessments completed around that time were 

not available. 

Nancy was considered of average ability before her car accident. There is no 

evidence to indicate her cognitive abilities at the time of using facilitated 

communication. She seemed, from reports, to have been in an early stage of 

recovery. Functioning at the time of the interview indicated problems with short 

term memory, processing skills, word retrieval, perseveration, semantic and 

syntactic confusions. Her mother reported great memory difficulties and the 

loss of much of her frontal lobe, although the extent is not known. It is therefore 

unlikely that she would have been functioning cognitively at an average level 

for her age shortly after her accident. At the time of using facilitated 

communication it is likely that she would have some cognitive impairments. 

Oliver revealed many cognitive skills that he recovered by the time he was 

interviewed. Assessments close to speech recovery indicated many average 

verbal skills had been recovered but he also had several areas of impairment 

eg., insight into his disabilities, executive skills (see Appendix 8). Memory 

skills were mostly recovered. Owing to his cognitive abilities, Oliver 
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remembered a lot of his experiences and was able to offer suggestions for 

improvements to the alphabet board. Also, due to his cognitive abilities, he was 

able to show awareness of his experiences which others may not have had. 

This is good evidence that Oliver probably had much of his cognitive ability 

when using facilitated communication. There is doubt concerning the cognitive 

levels of the other two. All families have indicated that all three have made 

remarkable improvements. There is much documentation to illustrate Debbie's 

progress. Given that their skills were significantly poorer at the time of using 

facilitated communication it is likely that they would have had impairments in 

many cognitive areas effecting insight, problem solving and executive skills, 

attention and memory. Difficulties in these areas were evident in varying 

degrees at the time of the interviews. 

7.2.3. A Comparison of Language Skills 

The language abilities of many of the successful users of facilitated 

communication have also been questioned in the literature. It has been 

generally presumed that most of the reported cases had impaired language 

skills, generally due to autism or developmental disabilities. Evidence of the 

language skills of each of the interviewees will be examined and compared. 

These skills have implications for their ability to author the messages produced 

during their sessions with facilitated communications as well as their ability to 

answer the interview questions. 

Facilitated The individual has normal inner language but can't get it 

Communication out. Written skills are superior to verbal skills and come 

Proposes first. 

Oliver Memories indicate some awareness of words. Good 

language skills after speech recovery could indicate that 

they were present before. Verbal skills superior to 

written possibly due to motor skills and initiating 

problems. Dysarthria present and he tended to stray off 

the point, also emotionally labile. 
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Debbie 

Nancy 

Language used when speech was recovered indicated a 

developmental acquisition of language consistent with a 

relearning. Language began with sounds, nonsense 

words and developed to the use of single words phrases 

and sentences. Initially responses were only possible in a 

. very structured format with closed responses being 

required. Disinhibited language like swearing was 

evident. Responses emerged to open ended questions 

but she needed to use the language of the questioner. 

Initiating communication came later. Word finding 

difficulties persist for several years but did improve. 

Language used when speech was recovered indicated a 

developmental acquisition of language consistent with a 

relearning. Current language skills show receptive and 

expressive difficulties 

Table F Summary of Language Skills 

Oliver displayed very good language in his speech, when speech first occurred 

and during the interview. His speech was difficult to understand because it was 

very soft, slow and breathy. Oliver could be difficult to follow sometimes 

because he had the tendency to go off on tangents. He had a good vocabulary 

and was able to understand questions and respond appropriately. His recall of 

events was reliable and consistent ,except if there was an implication of a 

disability. Questions of this nature had to be phrased carefully. Oliver's written 

ability was competent as far as spelling was concerned but limited to a small 

paragraph. Some of these limitations to his writing ability was due to the fact 

that he was only able to use one hand, but he also displayed planning and 

organisation difficulties. Writing skills do not seem to have occurred first, 

although Oliver felt that he could always spell mentally. There was no evidence 

that he used facilitated communication to communicate messages he had 

initiated but instead he answered his facilitator's questions. The language of 

his responses was fairly simple, starting with yes and no and improving to a few 

words and short phrases. He seemed comfortable to operate at this level, 

which could indicate that he was gradually regaining the language skills to 

respond to questions within a set framework. It maybe, as he suggested, that 

the facilitator organised him too much and this restricted the type of exchange 

that could occur. His comments concerning facilitator control of the session 

format could indicate a lack of insight on his part, as to what his limitations 
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were. If true, it indicates a problem with facilitated communication, that the 

facilitator has so much control exchanges are limited or suppressed. On the 

other hand, rather than being a problem specifically related to facilitated 

communication, it may be another example of the power imbalance that exists 

when a non speaking person is attempting to communicate with a speaking 

person 

The period using facilitated communication was also short and possibly did not 

allow for a further development of Oliver's written skills, particularly as he was 

very slow to respond. However, the fact that he could immediately initiate 

communication, producing his own messages upon recovering speech, seems 

to indicate that his oral language was ahead of his written language. 

The spontaneous recovery of many of Oliver's language skills contrasted with 

Debbie's experience. Debbie seemed to be re-learning her skills. Her speech 

therapist described the process as a developmental acquisition of language. 

Written language samples also indicate a relearning, particularly as fine motor 

skills developed. Spelling also needed to be learnt as did handwriting skills 

(see Appendix 3). 

When Debbie was able to point independently to letters and words before her 

speech was fully developed her responses indicated that she was learning 

letter and simple word identification. She was not able to produce written work 

of any great length initially and responded better to structure and questions 

requiring closed answers. This was inconsistent with the language produced 

during facilitated communication, as spelling competence there was of a 

relatively high standard and open responses were evident, as well as 

responses requiring insight and judgment. It seems unlikely that her language 

would regress so much, in structure, if she had been able to use more complex 

language four years earlier. Facilitated communication proposes that written 

language is better than spoken language. This was only marginally so with 

Debbie, and did not represent the large gap between language produced with 

facilitated communication and early speech. 

There were few examples of Nancy's language recorded during facilitated 

communication sessions. The examples shown to the interviewer could have 

been written by Nancy currently, depending upon how the question was put to 

her. She used the questioner's language to respond and did not handle 

questions requiring an open response. The language produced through early 

speech would indicate that her language was at a much simpler level of 
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recovery. Her mother felt that the explanation that written language develops 

first explained the difference. 

7.2.4. Facilitated Communication and Moral Support 

Supporters of facilitated communication have argued that the technique 

improves the morale of the person with a disability by treating the person with 

respect and providing successful communication experiences. Evidence of 

improved morale was sought either through the reports of the interviewees or 

as evident in their behaviour at the time of using facilitated communication. 

Facilitated 

Communication 

Proposes 

Oliver 

Debbie 

Nancy 

It provides moral support and improved self esteem 

His facilitator helped him see the light at the end of the 

tunnel, He was grateful she cared. However he was 

constantly frustrated by preempting and wanted to do it 

by himself 

Said facilitated communication offered her the first real 

social contact she had and gave her the start that she 

needed to recover her skills. She reported not always 

being cooperative and tried to avoid using it. 

Photographs of Debbie prior to using facilitated 

communication showed that she was withdrawn and 

depressed. Video footage in 1989 showed a big 

improvement although mood swings were still common 

as reported in speech therapy report. Video footage of 

her in 1991 indicate the most dramatic change to 

Debbie's demeanour indicating a more positive attitude 

occurred after she had developed functional speech. 

Indicated that she disliked using her head pointer and 

would hate to use facilitated communication. This was 

fairly unequivocal. Photographs of her in hospital at 

around the time of usina facilitated communication show 
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someone who is very distressed and unhappy. 

Photographs taken sometime later when she was living 

at home show that she was much happier. Her mother 

reports that currently she experiences big mood swings 

probably due to temporal lobe disturbances. Her 

positive moods seem very related to fluctuations in 

health. 

Table G. Summary of Attitudes to Facilitated Communication 

When asked what he liked about using facilitated communication, Oliver said 

that it meant he was not seen as a hopeless case by someone, and that also 

someone cared about him. This was in contrast to his experience in the 

hospital. Oliver was very grateful to his facilitator for working with him. Prior to 

this, he had felt like a failure in the system but he was given hope. However 

facilitated communication also greatly frustrated him, because he felt like the 

stutterer who people jumped in to assist. He wanted independence and to show 

that he could do it himself. He reported that he felt like a child using it. The 

method for him had its good and bad points. Oliver did report frustrations with 

speech due to his Dysarthria. His level ·of disability was severe and would take 

a big adjustment, after being a very active and independent person, prior to 

injury. 

Debbie was very withdrawn and depressed for a number of years. 

Improvements in her health, skill level and psychological adjustment appear to 

be interconnected. It would be impossible to isolate the effect that using 

facilitated communication had on her from the other experiences. An 

examination of the transcripts of her sessions and the reports that others made 

of her behaviour during sessions it seems highly likely that Debbie often 

protested about using the technique. Debbie seemed to experience distress 

with the trip to Angela's house and also with using the alphabet board. She 

also talked in the interviews about how it was necessary for Angela to force her 

to work, because otherwise she wouldn't have co-operated. If using the 

technique improved self esteem and morale one would anticipate that such 

insistence would not be necessary for long, once some successful 

communications had been made. 

However she did report in the interview that she liked the afternoon tea that 

followed facilitated communication sessions, as they were the only social 
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events she had experienced for many years. Debbie had been cut off from 

contact with people because of her uncontrollable screaming. Her facilitator 

was willing to work with her when other professionals were not. 

The fact that she rejected the technique with her facilitator, when her speech 

first appeared, did not seem significant to Debbie. Debbie felt that any 

instances of refusal to co-operate were examples of bad behaviour due to her 

illness or just being less mature. During the video interview between Debbie 

and her facilitator, Angela indicated, through her questions to Debbie, that she 

thought behaviour rejecting facilitated communication was uncooperative 

behaviour and not a legitimate objection to the method (see Appendix 4). 

Protests were ignored or met with by insistence that the session continue. 

Debbie displayed impulsive behaviours, sometimes during therapy sessions at 

the Centre, but was generally willing to work, and seemed to make fairly rapid 

progress. Uncooperative behaviour seemed only to be present when she was 

presented with an alphabet board during speech therapy sessions. Her 

behaviour was such a clear indication that she did not want to have anything to 

do with it, that her therapists were· reluctant to force the issue. The speech 

therapist's approach also differed to that of the facilitator, by expecting Debbie 

to work for short sessions initially, increasing the length of the sessions 

gradually. She also looked for tasks that Debbie could attempt independently 

(see Appendix 3). 

Nancy could not be persuaded by her mother that there was anything good 

about using her head pointer. She totally abandoned it and facilitated 

communication when she began to recover her speech. (Angela reported that 

she did get her to use facilitated communication a couple of times during this 

period but Nancy refused any one else's attempts to use the technique with 

her.) Nancy reported that she was very happy when she could talk but not 

when she used her head pointer. 

Angela reported later that she was at a loss to explain why both Debbie and 

Nancy rejected the technique before they had regained sufficient skills with 

their emerging speech. 

Oliver and Debbie agree that facilitated communication provided them with 

encouragement. Nancy is not so positive but her mother was greatly 

encouraged by her use of it. Oliver and Debbie both used words like feeling 

silly or childish to describe how they felt using the method. Nancy's mother 
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reported that Nancy had used those words too to describe how she felt at some 

point. Oliver wanted to be independent and Debbie seemed to work better 

when she was. Nancy also seems to indicate a preference for independence 

too. The families of each of the interviewees were greatly encouraged by the 

interviewees' use of facilitated communication and their morale was greatly 

improved. 

7.2.5. Facilitated Communication as an Augmentative Communication 

System 

Facilitated 

Communication 

Oliver 

Debbie 

Nancy 

Is seen as a communication technique allowing 

the person with a disability to communicate with 

others, facilitator assists by acting as a 

communication aid. 

Facilitated communication was a question and 

answer session with the facilitator in charge. 

Personal messages not conveyed until speech 

regained. He only used the method with his 

facilitator. 

Does not remember her facilitated communication 

sessions. Transcripts indicated that she was 

asked how she was on the day and if she needed 

anything. She could only use the technique with 

Angela and sometimes her mother. Others tried 

but Debbie refused to cooperate. It had limited 

application. 

Does not remember her facilitated communication 

sessions. Transcripts indicated that she was 

asked how she was on the day and if she needed 

anything.She could only use the technique with 

Angela and sometimes her mother. Others tried 

but Nancy refused to co-operate. It had Ii mited 

application. 

Table H. The Communication Process and Facilitated 

Communication 
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Oliver reported that he could use the technique to answer simple questions put 

to him by his facilitator but he did not seem to use facilitated communication to 

communicate his thoughts. When questioned about this he said his facilitator 

would not let him. He even reserved his complaints about the method for when 

he could speak. If his treatment at the hospital contrasted with his experiences 

with facilitated communication, then his experiences with being able to speak 

also provided a contrast. Speech represented the most ideal communication to 

all three interviewees. It allowed them to express themselves unambiguously 

and with autonomy. Oliver said, of speaking, that he felt less alone because he 

could communicate his feelings. This is supported by the fact that on 

recovering his speech, apart from alerting his facilitator to his complaints, he 

talked to his wife about his experiences while in a coma. The material which 

Oliver communicated through facilitated communication seemed consistent with 

a structured teaching or therapy situation with a question and answer format. It 

seems that facilitated communication was not suitable to any other settings 

outside the sessions with the facilitator and did not extend Oliver's 

communication beyond his family and facilitator. 

Nancy indicated that being able to speak meant being able to think, decide and 

communicate. Speech, she said, let her call on people to recognise her as a 

person and not an object. She did not remember using facilitated 

communication but did not like using her head pointer and would hate having to 

spell out to communicate. Nancy's mother reported that among the messages 

produced during facilitated communication were Nancy's complaints about poor 

treatment at the hospital. This seemed to be confirmed by observations made 

by the rest of the family at different times. The other situation that was still fresh 

in her mother's memory was an outing involving horse riding. A reporter had 

been present and the family still had the newspaper clippings. Nancy looked 

very distressed about being put on a horse. Her family owns horses and to this 

day Nancy is involved in recreation around horse riding. Initially Nancy's 

mother attempted to get her off the horse but, via facilitated communication, 

Nancy said she wanted to continue. However, great distress continued to be 

expressed by Nancy when she was put back up on the horse. lh fact Nancy 

almost injured others, but the ride continued. The conflicting non verbal 

messages with facilitated communication did not prompt Nancy's mother to 

question the validity of the message through facilitated communication. Many 
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years later she was still able to convey the confusion of the situation. She 

interpreted the incident as a demonstration of Nancy's ambiguity of feelings, as 

she was recovering, which could result in situations which had a comical 

element to them. 

Debbie could not remember enough about using the method to comment on it 

as a communication technique. She was quite sure that the messages were her 

own and did not see any inconsistencies with the fact that she could not 

produce messages to the same standard when she first recovered independent 

communication skills. Some messages produced when Debbie was using 

facilitated communication continue to puzzle and intrigue the family. The 

explanation that Debbie gave regarding her screaming being "energy" which 

she later reported was not true during her video interview create questions 

regarding her level of understanding in both situations. In the video interview 

she broke out into uncontrollable laughter which was seen as cheeky 

amusement that this explanation was accepted. Viewing the tape now, the 

laughter could also be interpreted as a type of perseveration and the 

amusement to do with finding the suggestion silly. The family interpreted 

Debbie's reaction on the video interview as meaning that Debbie had a joke at 

their expense, while using facilitated communication. Debbie did not appear to 

be someone who used joking or teasing through her exchanges with people, 

but this could be due to an increasing shyness with strangers or outsiders. She 

said it was good to have a laugh and said she liked to tease a particular friend. 

However, Debbie tended to take things fairly literally and did not display any 

appreciation of jokes during any of the interview sessions, even stories 

members of the family found funny. 

The message from Debbie requesting to have her vocal cords cut still disturbs 

the family, but they blame hospital staff for giving Debbie the idea. The hospital 

discharge report states that a request for the operation from the family was 

denied by the hospital. An examination of the transcripts shows that the 

suggestion did not come from Debbie initially. She apparently made the 

request during the final regular session with facilitated communication. The 

facilitator had asked Debbie would she consider an operation as part of a 

range of options to control the screaming a few months earlier. Her mother said 

that with hindsight it would have been a mistake but they did not believe that 

Debbie would regain her speech and her screaming isolated her from most 

people. The family feels that Debbie did make the request but that the 

suggestion was made to her inappropriately by someone at the hospital. 

However the family possibly thought there was no other solution at the time 
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because there is no evidence from the transcript that there was any attempt to 

counsel her out of the request or to discuss the implications of the operation. 

During the video interview with Debbie, she denied that screaming was a 

problem to her, but rather she reported seeing it as a natural progression on 

her path to speech recovery. Debbie's memory and insight into the difficulties 

that her screaming caused may have greatly diminished with time or she may 

not have seen it as a problem in the same way as everyone else did. 

The issue of how useful the technique was to help Debbie to communicate to 

others is problematic. The family felt Debbie communicated to them and to the 

facilitator. The sessions were lengthy and painful and produced small 

messages of variable clarity. The hospital was never convinced by the 

technique, according to Debbie's mother, although it may have raised sufficient 

questions in people's minds to have initiated the Spastic Centre referral and 

assessment. Debbie may have been able to communicate her thoughts to her 

family but this seemed to occur mostly through Angela. In fact, Debbie was 

refusing to use the technique with anyone, even experienced therapists who 

worked with her at the centre, although though she had some rudimentary 

pointing skills (see Appendix 5) and was using other communication boards. 

When facilitated communication contact time had been reduced Debbie's 

communication seemed as limited as it had been previously with the exception 

that the family felt that they had some contact with her. Even with the 

rudimentary pointing skills that Debbie had been developing through speech 

therapy sessions, where she could identify some words and was responding to 

questions using yes and no, she could not communicate with those in day to 

day contact with her. In the absence of another alternative the family was still 

confident that facilitated communication was the answer. However as Debbie 

did have some pointing skills and improved head control an augmentative 

system using those skills would have been possible, allowing Debbie some 

independence. It is highly likely that Debbie was not initiating communication 

due to poor language skills. Without a structured question and answer situation 

Debbie would possibly have found communicating difficult. The experiences of 

another person with encephalitis illustrates this conclusion. Moseley (1996) 

reported that it was only when she had developed sufficient independent 

pointing skills and had experience communicating to others that her language 

skills improved sufficiently so that she began to think in phrases and 

sentences. 
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Whatever the underlying reason, facilitated communication had not increased 

Debbie's communication options since she had begun using it. 

7.3 The Rehabilitation Experience 

While the focus of this study was not the interviewees' experience rehabilitation 

generally, their views, or the views of their families about the rehabilitation 

process influenced how they saw facilitated communication, and therefore 

some consideration of what they said in this regard is worth considering. 

All three put very strong views about being considered "vegetables" by the 

hospital system. This may be a reference to the term vegetative state which is 

used to describe the state of someone after injury who has emerged from a 

coma, who appears awake and alert but mute, showing little evidence of 

cognitive function (Rippe.J, Irwin, R; Alpert, J; Fink, M 1991 see also glossary 

of terms). While in medical circles this term may be considered an appropriate 

metaphor, to the interviewees the term was highly offensive and hurtful. 

Facilitated communication on the other hand is based on the assumption that 

the person with a disability has dignity as a 'person'. 

Their families were greatly distressed by the conditions that two of the 

interviewees suffered, particularly lack of therapies. Families also felt a lack of 

guidance on the part professionals, and that no-one had the interests of their 

very ill family member at heart. All expressed the view that they had been 

abandoned by the system. Their trust in facilitated communication stemmed as 

much from the lack of support and services provided to them as the hope that it 

encouraged. The difficulties that the complexity of disabilities following severe 

brain injury presents to practioners in this area of rehabilitation has already 

been referred to in chapter two. The three interviewees in this study provide 

clear examples of people who were overlooked by the traditional rehabilitation 

services due to the severity of their disabilities. 

Debbie's gains were in fact made through services that did not have a 

rehabilitation model but rather were client centred and did not place a high 

expectation on a fast recovery. Oliver made no gains according to his 

discharge report from rehabilitation except for improvement in his swallowing 

which resulted from the efforts of his family who introduced thicker drinks and 

solids into his diet (see Appendix 8). It was noted, in his report, that his 

physical condition had not deteriorated since he had left hospital. This was 
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largely due to the efforts of his family and highlights another danger of leaving 

people without therapy support. The condition of muscles and tendons left 

unused can deteriorate and result in tight and shortened tendons which can 

cause pain and of course make future physical improvements less likely. 

Oliver's experiences with the rehabilitation services were within twelve months 

of his interview. Many years had elapsed since Debbie and Nancy accessed 

those services. All three indicated very strongly that they experienced negative 

attitudes to their level of disability and low expectations for the recovery of their 

skills. This indicates a major difficulty in an area providing services for people 

with a high level of need and vulnerability. 

It is clear from the reports of the interviewees that facilitated communication 

was significant to them in their recovery as they and their families felt that it 

was an indication they were capable of recovering skills. They seemed to see 

using the method as a signpost to recovery often unacknowledged by other 

professionals. Use of the technique did not compare as a major achievement to 

skills recovered later. The recovery of speech was seen as a major milestone. 

However, it was important because it occurred at a time when all other 

professionals, within the rehabilitation field, had indicated that there was no 

hope for them and that families needed to just accept the inevitable 

circumstances of the person with acquired brain injury. 

Facilitated communication did not seem to achieve its stated goals of improved 

pointing skills and it failed to establish a communication system that the 

interviewees could use to initiate contact with others. It also seems to have 

added to the distress of the interviewees on many occasions. However 

facilitated communication continued to feature in the individual's life, in spite of 

inadequacies, until a communication system finally emerged, which, in these 

cases, was speech. Facilitators also continued to be significant friends and 

supporters to the interviewees long past the time that facilitated communication 

was used by them. 

The following chapter will consider the broad implications of the conclusions 

drawn from this study particularly for the use of facilitated communication 

generally and to look at questions raised from the study for further research. 
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CHAPTER 
EIGHT 

8.1. Introduction 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarise the results, present the 

conclusions and outline the limitations of the study. This chapter also considers 

aspects of the theoretical framework used to justify the use of facilitated 

communication in relation to the results of the study. The chapter explains how 

the study provides some support to some of the positive claims about the 

technique and also to the criticisms. The implications of these findings in 

relation to the policy and practice of facilitated communication is examined and 

suggestions for further research is discussed. 

8.2 Summary of Results 

8.2.1. What the Interviewees Thought About Facilitated 

Communication 

8.2.1.1. General Views 

This study found that facilitated communication was seen by some people with 

acquired brain injury as a positive boost to their recovery. This positive role 

could only be described in general terms and seemed to depend more on the 

attitude of the facilitator than on particular aspects regarding the technique. 

8.2.1.2. Facilitated Communication as a Communication Technique 

This study found that, while people with severe communication impairments, 

who used the technique, believed that they were able to convey simple 

responses to questions using facilitated communication, they were very limited 

in the situations that they could use it. While these limitations seemed to be 

due to the attitudes of non-disabled people and some care givers, in not 

providing opportunities for the person to use the technique, other factors also 

seem to have played a role. 

People outside of the family could be sceptical of the technique and display 

negative reactions. However the person with the communication impairment 

could also display a negative reaction to using the technique using strong body 
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language, rejecting the attempts of others to use an alphabet board or canon 

with them. This not only created the impression that it was not in the best 

interests of the clients to force the issue, it discouraged further use of the 

technique. 

Even when the person seemed to be motivated to use the technique they could 

be selective about who they used it with. This may have been due to the fact 

that some people were better than others in being a facilitator. It may have 

been due to some of the difficulties posed by the technique, which will 

discussed in the following section. Whatever the reasons, the result was a 

narrowing of the scope of the technique. 

This study also found that facilitated communication did not seem to develop 

an initiation skill with those who used the technique. There were no instances 

found, where the person with the disability was able to initiate a communication 

exchange with someone else. It reinforced the role of the person with the 

communication impairment as respondent in the communication exchange. 

While this is a common problem with augmentative systems, facilitated 

communication seems to create a stronger dependency on another person, in 

order to communicate and not to encourage independence. 

8.2.1.3. Difficulties with Facilitated Communication. 

8.2.1 3.1. Facilitator Influence 

This study found clear examples of facilitator influence on the messages 

conveyed using the technique. Although not always present, facilitator 

influence did detract from the integrity of the communication and was a source 

of annoyance and frustration to the person with the disability. 

8.2.1.3.2. Lack of Independence 

This study found that one of the biggest problems associated with facilitated 

communication was lack of independence on the part of the person being 

assisted. This resulted in feelings of low self esteem and negativity towards the 

technique at times, and sometimes in rejection of other augmentative 

communication systems. 
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The study also found that negative attitudes of the non disabled population to 

people with communication impairments demeaned their attempts to 

communicate and contributed to their poor confidence and self esteem. Not 

only did the interviewees feel bad about not pointing for themselves, but they 

felt others showed a negative attitude towards them for not being able to 

speak. They felt that these negative perceptions were held by the hospital staff 

and carers in nursing homes. 

8.2.1.3.3. Motor Skills 

The range of physical disabilities present in the case of severe acquired brain 

injury presents an enormous challenge for professionals attempting to assist 

individuals, and for the person with the disability. Motor problems are not 

confined to poor hand skills, but include difficulties with arm and hand strength, 

head control and sitting for any amount of time. Poor perceptual skills and 

motor planning difficulties are common, as well as poor muscle strength and 

difficulties with attention span. 

Facilitated communication does not seem to provide an easy solution, and also 

seems to present users with its own set of challenges. The person with the 

disability may be required to balance in an upright position and to aim at a 

small target, which may not be easily seen by the person. Sessions can also 

require people to answer questions which may cause difficulties, due to the 

structure of the question, or poor executive skills of the individual. Questions 

can require an insight on the part of the person with the disability, which is 

commonly lacking in injuries of this severity. The person may be required to 

perform these tasks for relatively lengthy periods. 

This study found that the amount of physical effort needed to use the technique 

seems to have been under-estimated in the literature, particularly if the 

communicator with a disability wished to indicate a change of direction or 

correct a mistake on the part of a facilitator. 

8.3. Speech Recovery 

The study compared the recovery of speech to the use of facilitated 

communication because, supporters of the technique have argued, that the 

technique was easier for the person with the disability to use than speech. 

Speech recovery, being a more recent event than facilitated communication, 
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was thought to stimulate greater recall of events and make a suitable 

comparison. 

Speech recovery was considered highly significant and meant an improvement 

to the circumstances of the person with the severe communication impairment. 

It was evident that speech was not only highly prized as a great achievement, 

but it also meant the quality of contact with others improved significantly. Only 

through speech did the individuals feel that they could communicate their true 

thoughts and feelings. Speech resulted in closer contact with people and fewer 

feelings of isolation. There was unanimous agreement that non-disabled 

people had a greater respect for people with disabilities who could speak. 

The qualities of communication through speech seemed to contrast 

significantly with facilitated communication. The technique was quickly dropped 

at the first sign of speech, even though the initial quality of speech might have 

been very poor. One of the facilitators expressed concern and bafflement that 

the two people who she worked with chose to drop facilitated communication so 

quickly. This would seem surprising, if the technique did in fact involve less 

effort than speaking and had offered a vital lifeline of communication for so 

long. However, there seemed to be no reluctance on the part of the users to 

entirely dispense with facilitated communication. 

8.4. What the Families Thought About Facilitated Communication 

Family members in this study typically found reassurance and encouragement 

in the responses produced using facilitated communication. They felt that this 

was important because other professionals, within the rehabilitation field, had 

communicated feelings of hopelessness and the need for families to accept the 

inevitable circumstances of their family member with brain injury. Families 

generally hoped that facilitated communication would convince the hospital 

services that their family member was worthy of assistance. 

Facilitated communication has been criticised because commentators have 

considered that a false sense of hope can be created for families who cannot 

accept their loved one's level of disability. In the case of acquired brain injury 

the literature suggests that it is quite reasonable to expect some recovery of 

skills, even many years later, and this can be difficult to predict, due to the 

complexity of brain injury. Two of the interviewees demonstrated a recovery of 

skills beyond the expectations of all concerned, professionals and family 
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members alike. The hope that the person with the disability would be able to 

communicate was, in the case of these three people, realised. 

8.5. Outcomes from using Facilitated Communication. 

This study found that measurable outcomes from using facilitated 

communication, in the areas of improved motor skills and improved 

communication skills, were minimal. There were indications that increased 

frustration levels may have been responsible for greater motivation to be 

independent. The technique may also have provided the trigger for speech 

recovery in one instance, but this is impossible to say conclusively. 

Facilitated communications greatest influence may have been that, in providing 

hope for family members, it provided the impetus to search out opportunities 

for the person with the disability. This is not to undermine the determination of 

the families or to underestimate the time and energy that they were already 

prepared to give, but facilitated communication seemed highly persuasive of 

the competence of their family member and this inspired the motivation to lobby 

for assistance. 

8.6. Questions Regarding the Theoretical Framework 

8.6.1. Language Skills 

Claims regarding unexpected language from people with disabilities using 

facilitated communication, particularly people with autism, have been criticised 

as contradicting a large body of research concerning the nature of language 

acquisition for people with developmental disabilities (Cummins & Prior, 1992; 

Mulick, Jacobson & Kobe, 1993; Hudson, 1994). Reports of language skill have 

lacked credibility, particularly as there has been little evidence of language 

skills independent of facilitated communication. 

The study involved people who were known to have average or above average 

language competencies before injury. They had all recovered skills to 

communicate independently, which seems to justify claims that they would have 

had the necessary language competencies to have communicated their 

thoughts using facilitated communication. 
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However, this study found that there were inconsistencies with the language 

that was produced using facilitated communication and later independent 

communication. Speech generally reflected the receptive and expressive 

language capabilities of the individuals in a way that was more consistent with 

observed behaviours and other cognitive indicators. The quality of the 

messages produced during facilitated communication was inconsistent with 

early speech recovery and language produced during the interview sessions. 

Generally, the language produced during facilitated communication sessions 

was superior to language produced independently, although in one case it was 

inferior. The inconsistencies raise many questions regarding authorship and 

the reliability of the method. 

8.6.2. Cognitive Skills 

The underlying philosophy of facilitated communication is that the technique is 

able to assist individuals to communicate because they are cognitively capable 

of communicating with physical assistance. 

The individuals who participated in this study were known to be at least of 

average cognitive ability before the time of injury. They recovered the skills to 

communicate independently and were able to be independently assessed. The 

recovery profiles of the interviewees were consistent with a developmental 

model of recovery which suggests that cognitive abilities are not intact after 

injury, but gradually recover over time and are responsive to therapies. The 

abilities of those involved in the study varied significantly in many areas, but all 

displayed difficulties with executive skills. The apparent abilities of the 

interviewees at the time of using facilitated communication would have made it 

difficult for them to respond to questions requiring insight into their disabilities 

or using problem solving skills. 

8.7. Other Issues Rehabilitation Services 

This study found that the opinions' of families regarding facilitated 

communication was influenced greatly by their experiences with the hospital 

rehabilitation services. 
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It has already been mentioned, in chapter two, that rehabilitation after brain 

injury has its origins in aged care. However, the population presenting with 

acquired brain injury currently is much younger, presenting with more complex 

problems and growing rapidly. Many traditional rehabilitation practices ie., the 

'wait and see' approach, popular in the case of severe injury, is inadequate to 

meet the need of this population. This was the experience of all three 

interviewees. Public rehabilitation services consider that in severe cases of 

brain injury, it is not cost effective to provide therapies, especially as some 

individuals recover skills in the long term. It is also an easier option to exclude 

individuals with severe injuries from programs rather than deal with the 

complexities of such cases. 

It is clear from this study that therapies can have a major impact on an 

individual's recovery. All three made progress that was considered unlikely. 

There is growing research to support rehabilitation intervention as early as 

possible, even during coma, to maximise the individuals recovery of skills { 

Beukelman & Yorkston, 1992). 

8.8 Conclusions 

While facilitated communication was a moral support for the interviewees and 

their families, the method posed many difficulties for the users who had 

disabilities. The method purports to assist with motor difficulties, but some fine 

and gross motor skills may be required to cope with lengthy sessions and 

facilitator control. Discrepancies in the language produced during facilitated 

sessions and later through independent communication, indicate a high level of 

facilitator input through guiding. There may also be other factors at play that 

are difficult to establish, like poor executive control, which would inhibit the 

ability to plan and initiate a communication exchange. 

Facilitated communication seems to have played a role as motivator for some 

individuals. This was described in very general terms as emanating from the 

willingness of another person to have confidence them. Equally, the method 

provided some strong frustrations for the person with the communication 

impairment, due to issues of dependency on the facilitator, and difficulties 

using the equipment. Other people's reaction to using an alphabet board could 

be negative and discouraging to the person with the communication 
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impairment. Some individuals did protest about using the technique, at times, 

but their uncooperative behaviour was ignored by facilitators. Rejection of 

facilitated communication, in some cases, led to the rejection of using alphabet 

boards and canon communicators generally. 

As a communication technique, questions still remain about the reliability of 

facilitated communication. One of the interviewees gave an example of a 

message that still concerns the family. A request for an operation if carried out 

would have meant that the person would never had the opportunity to speak. 

Other less significant examples of anomalies highlight the concerns regarding 

the technique as a communication system. It is evident that it is impossible to 

establish what proportion of the messages conveyed using the technique 

originates from the person with the disability. This being the case, it is difficult 

to justify uncontrolled use of the technique for communication purposes. 

It was speech, and not facilitated communication, which was seen as providing 

the long desired opportunity to communicate thoughts and feelings to others 

and which allowed a greater feeling of closeness. Speech also enabled the 

people with disabilities to assert themselves and gain some recognition as 

capable people. 

The study revealed that independence seems to be more valued by people with 

the communication impairments than the ability to communicate simple 

messages. To the families, the significance of any message produced was 

monumental. However, the interviewees seem to see things differently, which is 

perhaps, not so surprising. The interviewees themselves clearly wanted to be 

independent in their attempts to communicate, were more cooperative when 

this was possible and seemed to recover more skills. 

8.9 Limitations of the Study 

A major limitation of the study was that many of the events were too distant to 

recall, either at all, or in any detail. Other sources of data did assist but did not 

substitute for the first hand experience of the interviewees, in many instances. 

Other data were also very limited for one of the case studies. Memory 

difficulties on the part of the interviewees was the major difficulty of the study. 

The sample used in the study was not representative of the brain injured 

population as described earlier. However, considering that the purpose of the 
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study was to investigate the experiences of the three people concerned, this 

does not effect the purpose of the study. The size of the sample alone does not 

allow for generalising to the population of people with brain injury. Considering 

the diversity of impairment within the brain injured population, it would be 

difficult to generalise findings unless the population sample was considerably 

larger. It can be argued that the sample does provide a diverse range of brain 

injury for comparison, with one accident victim, one person suffering a brain 

haemorrhage and another suffering a brain injury due to severe illness. 

The fact that persons with severe communication impairments have other 

residual_ deficits which result in a variety of language disorders, creates 

difficulties establishing the validity of some responses. Contradictory 

statements posed dilemmas for the researcher and required careful analysis. 

However, such statements were interpreted cautiously, conservatively and with 

references to other sources of data. 

Due to the nature of the residual language disorders of the interviewees, 

questions were sometimes not answered or were answered inappropriately. 

Past events tended to be interpreted in terms of current or recent experiences, 

especially if there were difficulties in recall. Interviewees were capable of 

being assertive and were able to say on a number of occasions that they did 

not remember. The most reliable recollections seemed to be responses to the 

more open-ended questions and tended to be repeated unsolicited over 

several interviews. 

The interviewees families had also interpreted events and would have 

discussed them many times. This undoubtedly influenced how the interviewees 

formulated their opinions and recalled events. However, the interviewees were 

prepared to disagree with family members opinions, but it is impossible to know 

how much others' opinions helped to form their own. 

Other residual deficits resulting from brain injury, for example, poor insight into 

their own disabilities, also weakened the reliability of some responses. None 

was able to identify that they were limited in a prior stage of recovery by fewer 

skills or poor health. One interviewee, interpreted her non co-operation with 

using facilitated communication as a sign of immaturity and commented that 

she knew better now. 

The researcher was relying upon a very discrete population and used a 

technique called snowballing, which is explained in chapter three, to contact 
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subjects. Due to the parameters of the study, it was clear that there would be 

very few available subjects and, in fact, the researcher only had the three 

subjects used in the study to choose from. A larger choice of subjects would 

possibly have improved the data base. For example, using subjects for whom 

the events in question were closer to the time of the interview or having more 

subjects with minimal language disorders. 

The full story of the interviewees cannot be known as the study is limited by the 

impressions reported by interviewees and documents that were written for a 

purpose other than this study and consequently must contain omissions. 

Inferences made from the data are offered as suggestions for further study and 

not definitive findings. 

8.10. Implications of the Findings 

8.10.1. Facilitated Communication: Policy 

The benefits of using facilitated communication, as opposed to another 

augmentative communication system, seem to be based on limited options for 

individuals with severe disabilities. The reduced physical skills of the person 

with the disability limit access to other systems. Lack of professional expertise 

and the cost of services and technologies further reduce options. Given the 

lack of options a clear policy for the use of facilitated communication would 

seem vital. While banning the method has been suggested by some 

commentators, this would seem unrealistic until real choices exist for people 

with severe communication impairments. 

Several professional groups in the U.S. A and Australia have issued guidelines 

for the use of facilitated communication. These include warnings regarding 

using material produced during sessions for assessment purposes, making 

decisions about medical interventions or for purposes that may involve the 

legal system. This study provides examples of how important it is to have 

appropriate guidelines when using facilitated communication. Those using the 

technique must be aware that it is unwise to act on material produced during 

facilitated communication sessions alone, unless there is other, independent 

supporting evidence. The American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry 

issued a policy statement in October 1993 which highlights the many issues of 

concern raised about the technique. 
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" Information obtained via facilitated communication should not be used to 

confirm or deny allegations of abuse or to make diagnostic or treatment 

decisions," (Levine, Shane, & Wharton 1994, 300). 

Policy should also attempt to address the problem of facilitators working in 

isolation outside of some team approach. It should stipulate that the technique 

be part of a broaden therapy program. Facilitators need to be aware of their 

influence and be encouraged to use this in less obtrusive ways. Policy should 

also attempt to build into practice a requirement that facilitators provide an 

assessment or profile of the person that is independent of facilitated 

communication. 

Policy needs to encourage a long term goal of independence for the person 

with the disability and require of facilitators an outline of how a program using 

facilitated communication would work along with other therapies to achieve this 

goal. As part of this process the facilitator would be required to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the technique and consider other options as time progressed. 

Policy should also include training or experience requirements in the use of 

augmentative communication systems that would be considered minimum 

requirements for facilitators if they worked under that organisation. 

8.10.2 Facilitated Communication: Practice. 

Considering that there are many pitfalls in the use of facilitated communication 

the facilitator needs to carefully assess the skills and options of the person with 

the disability before deciding to use a technique that is highly restrictive and 

possibly fairly demanding. All possibilities of independent communication 

should be examined before facilitated communication is considered the best 

option. If facilitated communication is used the facilitator needs to have clear 

goals for using the method, which lead to independent communication. 

The facilitator needs to be able to use assessment information regarding the 

skills of the person with the communication impairment, to work constructively 

with other therapists and to assist the person with the disability to access other 

augmentative communication systems. 
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Facilitators would also need to incorporate some level of choice about 

participation in the sessions that does not rely on the person with the disability 

using the method to respond. The presumption that the method is inherently 

good and therefore a certain level of coercion to use it is justified, needs to be 

examined by the users. The method is no more inherently good than any other 

augmentative device, because it depends upon how the people concerned use 

the technique. 

The use of facilitated communication needs to be constantly evaluated, in each 

particular case, as to how effective it is as an augmententative system for that 

person. The wishes of the person with the disability should be considered as 

far as possible in all stages of evaluation. 

The length of sessions using facilitated communication needs to carefully 

monitored. Sessions should not exceed the ability of the person with the 

disability to attend under other conditions. 

Evidence of discrepancies in language skills of the person with the disability 

using independent communication and facilitated communication should be 

considered seriously. Apart from indicating the potential unreliability of the 

method, it could also be indicating cognitive impairments that would make 

decision making difficult for the person with the disability. 

Some consideration should be given to the setting in which facilitated 

communication is used as there is a possibility that the person with the 

disability may feel self conscious using the technique. It may not be appropriate 

to use the technique in public places, for example, or situations that are 

stressful for the person. 

If even small improvements in the individuals skill level allow for some 

independence this should be the preferred option over facilitated 

communication. The facilitator needs to keep in mind that not only is 

independence likely to be most important to many people with disabilities, it is 

also highly possible that independence encourages faster acquisition of skills. 
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8.10.3. Rehabilitation: Policy and Practice 

It is unlikely that facilitated communication will be extensively used within the 

health services for those with acquired brain injury but, given the paucity of 

services, it is likely that some volunteers may use the technique in isolation. 

Also the focus of this study was not the general rehabilitation of people with 

severe brain injury. However some of the points raised by the study have 

implications for the rehabilitation services attempting to deal with the needs of 

people with severe communication disorders due to brain injury. 

It is evident from this study that therapies are necessary to assist recovery and 

to maintain physical functioning. There is growing evidence that earlier rather 

than later intervention is better for the recovery process. The approach to leave 

young people with severe injuries to recover themselves will probably not 

survive, either the public pressure from growing numbers of accident survivors 

and their concerned families, or pressure from within the profession to change 

practice. 

It is evident that terms like 'vegetative state' are inappropriate and offensive 

when describing people with severe disabilities. A change in the terminology so 

that words which de-humanise peupie are no longer used would be an 

improvement. This is not necessarily purely a philosophical consideration. The 

interviewees gave the impression that they were aware of the use of this term 

and had very strong feelings about it. There is some evidence in the research 

to suggest that in this stage of recovery individuals may be more aware of 

things happening around them than has been thought and the term may in fact 

be inaccurate. 

It has been explained in chapter two that the history of the rehabilitation model 

has been in care of the elderly suffering from stokes, neurological diseases or 

those with con-genital brain damage, apart from a brief period following the two 

world wars when care of head injuries was required. Many rehabilitation 

centres are struggling to deal with the needs of a new population, with complex 

difficulties. Therapy models which are more client centred and collaborative in 

nature are being established, such as the one accessed by one of the 

interviewees in the study. Such models are not new and the research data 

concerning them is rapidly growing. This is allowing for the development of 

specialist skills, not only in the area of general rehabilitation but also in the 

design of augmentative communication systems for this population. 
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8.11. Fu rt her Areas Of Research 

Further research into the use of the technique during the recovery of people 

with acquired brain injury who have not experienced severe memory 

impairments would add to the data in this area. This would allow for the 

gathering of more specific information regarding areas of concern about the 

technique and those aspects which are more successful. It may perhaps reveal 

more insight into the individual differences among facilitators and people with 

disabilities, which may make the technique more useful in specific situations. 

Comparative studies, where the individuals have tried a number of different 

methods or augmentative systems, including facilitated communication would 

also add to the data pool. This may help to clarify those points of criticism 

which are specific to facilitated communication or general to all (augmentative) 

systems. It also may clarify issues which are related more to the difficulties of 

adjusting to severe handicap and less to do with the communication system. 

More research is needed into the Australian demographics of brain injury 

including current and future requirements of services. This needs to encourage 

both a professional and community based scrutiny of practice in the area of 

rehabilitation services. Public and private funds would be required to develop 

expertise in this area. 

The area of severe communication impairment has not , overall, filled the 

research journals or the popular press with articles heralding land mark 

improvements for people with disabilities. Facilitated communication seemed 

like a breath of fresh air, providing the hope that a vital communication system 

was suddenly available for those so isolated from those around them. This 

study has found that the technique was important to the families of the person 

with the communication impairment at a time when there was a lack of support 

from the health services. However, the people with the communication 

impairment did find some value in the technique, but valued independent 

endeavours more highly. While prizing independence may have partially 

stemmed from other people's attitude to facilitated communication and 

disabilities generally, it seemed largely related to taking pride in doing things 

for themselves. 
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APPENDIX t 2nd Sept 1996 

Debbie I saw Angela towards the end of Mont Park. I used the head pointer 
first then I got onto the communicator 

Mother she used a hand pointer because her hand skills were particularly 
poor 

Debbie I had shocking hands and an alphabet board I tried a computer with a 
light you turn on and off, I tried morse code I tried a lot of things 

Mother Angela is a computer person 

Debbie I tried chewing gum 

Interviewer What's the light beam in the eyes 

Debbie I tried blinking the eyes, Yes & No and the alphabet board 

Mother Then you really went back to the Canon 

Debbie Yes and I was really slow at doing it you'd have to have lots of 
patience 

Mother Some days there would be nothing or there would be lots of yelling or 
sleeping 

Debbie Some days I would do a few words I would be quiet and fall asleep. 

Mother We have transcripts of all of these sessions 

Debbie Sometimes I'd eat. They would put food in my mouth so I wouldn't 
scream so I was happy. 

Mother they used chewing gum 

Debbie food and chewing gum 

Interviewer Do you remember the first time you went there? 

Debbie I screamed a lot 

Mother Do you remember why you screamed? 

Debbie Probably couldn't control it . I couldn't talk so I screamed. 

Interviewer You couldn't say anything but that was the second that could 
come out 

Debbie I couldn't control it anyway couldn't stop 
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Mother It was either perseveration or the vocal chords went into spasms they 
think 

Debbie I wasn't angry. It was hard to stop. 

Mother It went on for half an hour You could hear her at the front gate of the 
convalescent hospital 

Debbie They put me into Ward 1 

Mother they suggested a de barking operation that would have cut the vocal 
chords 

Debbie I asked for that then but if they had I wouldn't have been able to talk. 

Mother She realised it isolated her No one took her out (except us) 

Debbie No I was cut off 

Mother The first time I took her to the pictures by myself. Do you remember 
that it was something really noisy? I was nervous. I was nervous she was going 
to scream. It was Superman. It was big and noisy. We sat there with the 
chewing gum all through it and she didn't scream. 

Debbie When I could concentrate, but I just couldn't control it. 

Mother That's another theory, concentrating made her scream. That's what 
one of the doctors at the unit said whenever she did anything. 

Debbie And getting rid of people by' screaming If there was anyone you didn't 
like you'd open your mouth and scream and they'd disappear in 5 seconds flat. 
:There's a girl up here if she doesn't like a person she screams but if she likes 
them she won't scream. So you can tell. People get to know that she screams-
--they don't like her 

Interviewer When did you start with Angela 

Mother the end of 1985 

Debbie At the end of the unit 

Mother No while you were at unit. Every Wednesday we went to her house. 
We didn't know it was the end then. So it would be for 2-3 hours including 
some communication and then we would have a social session with Grace and 
with afternoon tea and that always meant a lot to Grace and Debbie the 
afternoon tea---it was a sort of socialising with her father and I and various 
others at times. 

Debbie Grace and I got on really well we would tease each other 
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Mother But the first session showed us there was much more there in Debbie 
than we knew -----all in tears. She typed --1 mean with a pointer she pointed to 
6 sentences over an hour and it was painful, when I say it like that it was 
painful the screaming and the worry that this terribly thin looking person, but 
she's getting back to it know. Apparently Angela, we didn't know much then 
and she said and I said were you worried by the physical state of Debbie "No" 
she said " I was worried by the screaming I used to take all this Panadol before. 

Debbie Right, 

Mother I could show you those transcripts of those sessions We were trying 
to prove too - that Debbie could communicate. 

Debbie They wouldn't listen 

Interviewer Do you remember those first sessions 

Debbie Not really Maybe I don't want to 

Interviewer So what about when you first started to speak 

Debbie They said it was on the toilet and I told them to Fuck off. That was at 
the centre after the unit 

Mother You were having day sessions there at the centre but you were still 
living at the unit 

Debbie After the unit I went to the centre 

Mother but not to live for day sessions Do you remember the first day you 
were speaking that I heard you? 

Debbie Yes That was at the centre 

Mother No that was at the unit. Debbie's memory is -----

Debbie I thought that was at 

Mother I went out there ~ust near Christmas and she was lying down and she 
was saying in this wail. ..... Go away, go away, and I was saying to myself that 
sounded like a word-- and I'm standing there with my mouth open and then it 
changed to no way, no way and I went inside and I got the girl on duty and said 
listen Debbie's talking and we looked, and she was enjoying herself and she 
knew she was doing it and the speech therapist got into the act both at N D 
the whole of that year she had been noisy not screaming but making sort of 
vocalising noises like as if she was trying to talk make sounds. This no way 
was at the end of the year and they got the one who was Dawn who works at 
the EW We got her to the Centre she had to be improved to go to the centre 
the one at the trauma unit was very rigid young They were very worried at this 
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stage because ---can you remember what you were doing about that 
stage? 

Debbie Probably mucking up 

Mother What sorts of words were you using? 

Debbie Probably swearing 

Mother what was that ? 

Debbie swearing 

Mother anything else? 

Debbie and baby talk 

Mother Yes 

Debbie That's sort of the process. You go from swearing to baby talk. You 
were learning again 

Mother We had this sort of grim prospect they were saying she may well stay 
with this we've got to change her behaviour The staff were laughing she was 
swearing at people she had wanted to swear at for years They said don't worry 
it will pass that was the staff not the speech therapist. I don't know if it was 
because she had speech therapy or if it was a natural progression we'd gone 
through. The speech therapy helped her language and her ups and downs in 
speech whatever the word for it is can't think of the term and at that stage 
Angela was a bit worried I think too because people would say Debbie is just 
swearing so & so instead of this person who could write. Angela thought she 
would take about four years to get to what she has and she was pretty right 
because her language is pretty complex now. 

Debbie I don't like swearing now 

Mother she doesn't like swearing 

Debbie Unless it is really necessary 

Mother Of course she can read and type and spell do all those things she did 
with the head pointers with facilitated communication 

Debbie I can do arithmetic. I have problems with my memory I won't remember 
much 

Interviewer That's the problem with my study 

Debbie Mum will be able to help 
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Mother I've probably said too much already 

Interviewer explained the interview technique 

Mother I think Debbie has the memory its placing it that is the problem. ie my 
husband and I remember things differently. Having observed people at MP the 
short term memory is the problem long term memory is better with Debbie I 
think day to day things are OK. 

Debbie some things I can remember but.. ......... . 

Mother she had a lot of training with the speech therapist. Debbie is giving a 
paper at the AGOSCI Conference 

Debbie in October 

Mother Have you heard of it do you know what it means The speech therapist 
at N D works down here Debbie did a lot of good language development with 
her and work on her memory They are doing this paper together 

Debbie My life history as a client and what has happened to make my life 
change and all that. 

mother exited 
talked about the interview procedure 

Debbie I'm learning to use a what's it called 

Interviewer A calculator? 

Debbie They didn't have that in my day you had to do long division and long 
multiplication and all that. Its easier with a calculator I do it in my head, I work 
it out Other people there say I wish I could do that. 

Discussion regarding the advantages and disadvantages of calculators. 

Interviewer Did you use a bit of facilitated communication still as you were 
getting your speech back. 

Debbie No I gave it all away when I started to speak. 

Interviewer Did getting your speech back happen gradually or suddenly 

Debbie Gradually like swearing and baby talk like learning all over again 

Interviewer Were you still using facilitated communication when you were 
using baby talk? 

Debbie Yes every Wednesday 
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Interviewer You talked about voice perseveration. Did you have that same 
thing with your hand? 

Debbie They were very spastic, I couldn't control them. To point with in the 
little space It was very hard to control it. I used to fit a lot then but now I don't I 
haven't had a fit for 7 years 

Interviewer So you were having trouble with your hand control 

Debbie And my head was always down because I didn't have the muscles in 
my neck (pointing) to hold it up. And because I was thin (had some problems 
with the chair) 

Interviewer you've grown much stronger since then 

Debbie I broke my leg in two places because of neglect. I had a man attendant 
who forgot to put my seat belt on and I had a silk nightie on and I fell out of my 
chair. Mum and Dad considered suing but decided not to make a fuss. Now 
they reckon I would have got a lot of money out of it . We've been thinking 
about re breaking them and setting them to help with walking 

Interviewer Pain? 

Debbie No pain I know ill walk I hope I'm not sitting in this wheelchair any 
more 

Interviewer I had to learn to walk again but I was much younger 

Debbie You feel like an idiot . Its all part of it I suppose People take it for 
granted that they can walk that they can go out 

Interviewer When you were starting to talk you still had problems with your 
hands and head? 

Debbie No that was before I could talk When I could talk the muscles in my 
neck got stronger. When . I screamed I didn't have any muscle control in my 
neck my head was always down. 

Interviewer When you were making your first sounds you were still working 
with Angela. Can you remember much about those sessions? 

Debbie No not really. I remember we used to have afternoon tea 

Interviewer That was the best part 

Debbie It was sociable It was the only thing I ever did 

Interviewer But you don't remember the exercises that Angela would do with 
you? 
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Debbie Well she used to give me exercises to control my screaming ie, like 
breathing, Breathing exercises so I wouldn't scream like that. I used to give her 
a headache I know 

Interviewer Do you remember what she used to ask you to type out? Do you 
remember any of that? 

Debbie I used to type out why do I scream. She asked me that. I'd type out 
my name Things like that 

Interviewer Do you remember typing out an answer to the question why do 
you scream? 

Debbie I think I said it was energy Then it was a joke She said she typed out 
energy and Angela believed me. I was just having them on It might have been 
energy with some people But it really was (that) I couldn't control it 

Interviewer What other things did you type out 

Debbie She got me to type "the quick brown fox jumped over whatever it is 

Interviewer Yes that's a good exercise for typing skills (m told me later P had 
been typist prior to her illness) 

Mother (very impatient) That was a typing exercise don't you remember other 
things you typed with Angela 

Debbie My name 

Mother No darling you were saying what your thoughts were what you wanted 
what you needed and how you felt. 

Debbie Yeah I felt frustrated. 

Mother It wasn't that you were typing out what you were told Angela would say 
is there anything you want to say that sort of approach and you would say what 
was wrong 

Debbie My name and why do you scream 

Mother that was two of them 

Debbie Things like that 

Mother It might be what you wanted on the day 

Debbie and if I wanted anything 

Mother and what had been happening in the ward that day. Do you remember 
what you used to say? 
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Interviewer My study is going to have some problems because of the memory 

Mother We can show you what she did type out .We kept records of it but what 
she remembers of it is a different thing. 

Debbie I gave Helen a .............. (print out) with Roses chocolates 

Mother She said what do you want to give her 

Debbie They thought it was flowers but it was chocolates it was a family joke 

Mother The sort of thing that was topical 

Debbie And I did the quick brown fox jumped 

Mother I don't know that she did get you to do that 

Debbie She did 

Mother You must have used it later when you were using the Canon It could 
have been things about the ward what could we do for you about the nursing if 
there were certain things you wanted to change 

Debbie I don't remember a lot 

Mother What did you complain about at the unit? 

Debbie I don't know 

Mother you didn't enjoy it that much 

Debbie The food? 

Mother Yes the food What about the food? 

Debbie Terrible 

Mother Mann 

Mother What about the people there that you knew there. What worried you 
about them? 

Debbie The doctors 

Mother What worried you about the doctors 

Debbie They used to say I was retarded and I was a vegetable 

Interviewer They said that to you? 
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Debbie Yeah 

Mother Are you sure they actually said that to you? 

Debbie They'd talk so you could hear them, They wouldn't go outside I 
couldn't tell them I could hear them. They used to say I was retarded and 
brainless 

Mother They also used the term jumbled computer---that reminded me 

Debbie All the doctors and nurses 

Mother That reminded me the fact that you asked to have your ... 

Debbie To have my vocal chords cut 

Mother I was thinking where would you get that idea from actually. Dr S also 
went to see her a~ that stage in the unit and at the centre 

stopped the tape to ask about the new form for Dr S 

Mother Where were we ? 

Interviewer Talking about Dr S and vocal chords 

Mother Do you remember Dr S going into the unit? 

Debbie No don't really remember much about the unit? 

Mother She was very withdrawn 

Debbie I can remember Trevor, He used to tell riddles. He wrote me a letter--
but I've lost it and he used to tell me riddles all of the time 

Mother Anything else about the conditions you didn't like? 

Debbie It was terrible for the blokes, they didn't have cupboards or anything 

Mother Debbie was in a male ward but with the women 

Debbie but we had cupboards the men didn't 

Mother It was very noisy and you used to complain to Angela about that It used 
to get you down the noise in the ward 

Debbie Mm 
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Some talk about Trevor Graham and his mother's book A Long Season in 
Hell. Trevor was at the centre. One of the sisters very good tried hard to get a 
club together mostly for the brain injured 

Mother When Debbie cried she was left . People tried but she would scream 
and they would back off. Getting into the wheelchair was quite painful she was 
used to lying down. They always got her up and dressed clean and tidy at MP 
and not drugged except for the drugs she needed for epilepsy. She was in a 
convalescent hospital making this noise and people were in a hurry but they 
did try to rehabilitate her. She was very frail and that was when she broke her 
legs What else did you talk to Angela about ? Things that you wanted. 

I talked generally about memory prodding and the interview technique 

Debbie I want to know what happened to all of my friends 

Mother A few weeks ago some friends of Debbie's from school came and sat 
with her and talked to her about childhood things and she remembers that 

Debbie I remember that I probably blocked out the other I remember the good 
times with my old girlfriends 

Mother When she was 40 she had all of her old girlfriends over she has a 
picture frame in her room 

Debbie I don't really hear from any of them except one. I'd like to get a phone 
call. One of them her father died. She's probably upset 

Mother You could ring her 

Debbie talked about being terrified of a woman who was very violent but she 
isn't so threatening any more 

Mother Makes me realise how withdrawn she was there is this feeling that 
something has happened to her the neurones or brain cells are buzzing around 
the way things are transmitted in the brain At the moment she is relaxed. She 
had a spasticity in her hands. She can smile, her speech, she was putting on 
weight. 

Debbie Now I've lost it 

Mother However her memory isn't good 

End of Session of one 

Second Session 9th September 
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Some chit chat about one of the therapists and who was who 

Mother Have we started the tape yet? 

Interviewer Yes it was interesting to hear what Debbie remembers 

Mother I'll remember the last name or she will. Its interesting to see she's 
picking up where I left off. 

Debbie Mums always saying she's getting old. I say you're not getting old 

Mother Angela was saying a lot has happened since 

Interviewer exactly 

Debbie Mum says she's getting old 

Mother At the moment I am 

Debbie You're not old. Her and Dad carry on and say they are going to die 

Mother Not today of course 

I talked generally about memory and what I was trying to get Debbie to do ie 
remember as much as she could but not to worry if she really didn't remember 
as events were a long time ago 

Debbie I can remember things way back pretty well. I had these brain waves 
done and the man said I was so relaxed I was almost asleep when did I have 
that EEG or whatever its called 

Mother Last year 

Debbie Last year at Knox 

Interviewer Does she have them regularly 

Mother Well yes although I don't think Dr S thought It was necessary. She 
goes to another neurologist now 

Debbie That young bloke 

Mother Yes It was last year 

Interviewer When did Dr S exit 

Debbie When did he retire? 

Mother He hasn't ever heard you talking 
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Debbie He knew me when I was screaming 

Mother About 8 years ago 

Interviewer It might be worthwhile If you don't mind if I contacted your current 
one 

Mother Peppard is his name 

Interviewer When I went through the previous interview we had you said that 
you and Grace used to socialise together that was what you remembered. 

Debbie We used to tease each other 

Interviewer Can you remember anything about that? 

Debbie Friendly teasing 

Interviewer Yes 

Debbie I'd come in and she'd be on the floor and I'd say 'why are you on the 
floor Grace? 

Interviewer That was when you could talk? 

Debbie And when I could talk she wished she could talk 

Mother And when you got impatient 

Interviewer You gave me an example. When I asked you about the canon you 
said you did your name and why do you scream and when I asked what answer 
did you give to why did you scream you said energy but that was a joke. 

Debbie It was 

Interviewer you said Grace believed you 

Debbie No Angela 

Interviewer Oh I wasn't clear about that 

Debbie Then I said to her later 'You don't mean you believed me.' It was a joke 

Mother Angela asked you that on the video 

Interviewer Oh I see 

Debbie I said it was energy 
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Mother It fitted quite well with our theory that whenever Debbie was active and 
there was energy there 

Interviewer It was interesting that she talked about having a joke 

Mother Yes I know she does Angela asked her 

Debbie We also used to muck around like she threw a ........ at me 

Mother She actually said to get Debbie to remember get the adrenalin going 

Interviewer I don't know How we do that 

Mother Tell a few jokes 

Interviewer You used to have a lot of jokes with Angela. You enjoyed typing 
something out knowing that it wasn't quite right and telling her later 

Debbie Teasing her 

Interviewer Okay I wasn't sure because you also said you teased Grace 

Mother What did you tease Grace about? 

Debbie Probably because she wanted to speak and all that and I told her to 
keep trying 

Mother You used to joke about her weight and your weight and Miss Piggy 
things like that 

Debbie Probably We used to stir each other up I think she liked that 

Interviewer Sounds like it was nice to have a joke. It was nice to have a laugh 

Debbie Yes it was 

Interviewer You also said that when you first started talking there was 
swearing and then baby talk. Can you tell me any more about that? 

Debbie What? I did swear (laughing) 

Interviewer Yes 

Debbie A lot of F's. I did swear at the staff and the nurses and everyone. I 
used to throw things, my tray. 

Mother Did you throw things? 

Debbie If I had it in my hands I used to 
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Interviewer You were getting control back in your hands at the same time? 

Debbie yeah I used to call a train ........ and an egg a googy egg What else did 
I say Baby talk things like that 

Mother Need to look at reports at that stage 

Debbie Hard to remember that far back 

Interviewer Do you think you said those things because it was easier to put 
your tongue around them? 

Debbie No it was a learning stage I wouldn't do it now but then It was just the 
stages 

Interviewer You said that you were doing a paper with the speech pathologist 
is that about your life as a client? 

Debbie No My life(generally) How I could talk than and I c~n now 

Mother Because you started off with her at the convalescent hospital and the 
traumaunltandendeduphera 

Debbie Everywhere I went 

Mother She doesn't think Debbie remembers much (Dawn said she thought it 
was all mixed. Debbie remembers mostly what others have told her but does 
think she has some genuine recollections) 

Debbie I remember her at the unit and the convalescent hospital and the Day 
Centre 

Mother the day centre was actually while you were at the unit 

Debbie I made a lot of friends there at the Day Centre 

Some discussion about the AGOSCI Conference where and when. Debbie very 
clear about the details. Sue wants it videoed and Debbie said she was to read 
her paper to show that she can read. 

Debbie I told Dawn you have to help me out when I get tired I'll speak first and 
then turn over to you 

Interviewer You had difficulties controlling screaming and your hands 

Debbie Could not stop the screaming if I wanted 

Interviewer And with your hands 

Debbie I didn't have much control they were very spastic 
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Mother Doctor would have records. She couldn't lift a pencil 

Debbie But now I can write 

Mother She had a pointer her father made a screw driver with a ball. 

Interviewer That was a good idea. 

Mother Angela's centre has a good lot of technical staff .They have a man 
there who is quite clever 

Debbie And they have a man there David he's a Handyman and he does try 

Mother They tried to stop her hands 

Interviewer Did you tell me it was·hard to point on the communicator 

Debbie It was hard for me to point 

Mother Particularly with the head pointer 

Interviewer Do you remember that? 

Debbie Yeah (slowly) It was hard I couldn't control it and I was slow I'd just do 
a few words in an hour or something 

Interviewer You felt really tired then? 

Debbie Yes If I had my period 

Mother She used to go to sleep (Sue handed me one of the transcripts & 
talked about copying them. She went to investigate the others) 

Interviewer Do you remember using the hand pointer 

Debbie I· tried to use it 

Interviewer How did that feel 

Debbie Quite strange and I'd do it very slow 

Interviewer Angela was being very patient 

Debbie Well she held my wrist, I did all the pointing she only steadied my 
hand A lot of people say it was Angela helping (shaking her head ) No don't 
believe that. Did you find it (to her mother who had returned) 
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Mother I found the other transcript. Oh the electric chair . While Grace was 
trying an electric chair Debbie wanted to do that. Angela actually drove it for 
her but she had this terrific feeling ... power and control. 

Debbie I wanted to try it 

Mother And years later she finally got it 

Debbie I was terrified at first 

Mother Do you want to finish this drink? 

Debbie No (pause) I see people down at the centre going round and round in 
circles (laughing) that reminds me of me I used to do all of that. 

Interviewer I can see you remember. So Angela was steadying your hand. 

Debbie That's right. Don't believe anyone who said she made us do it. 

Mother She had a good personality. I also did it with Debbie. I'd find it 
incredibly hard. I had to go to the hospital. They usually had put her to bed 

Debbie Or doped me. 

Mother Yes She had been sleeping Incredible level of movement often she 
would close up She had been taken to Angela. Her bright and breezy 
personality. 

Debbie You haven't met Angela yet? 

Interviewer A long time ago. 

Debbie Oh yeah up in Canberra. She's very ..... . 

Mother Forceful 

Debbie Powerful very powerful 

Mother There was a time when you were at loggerheads 

Debbie But we get on all right now She gets on loggerheads with everyone. 
Even you said you've had arguments with her. 

Mother True I think If you get taken there for a session and you didn't feel like 
doing anything 

Debbie She'd make you work 

Mother She'd try to 
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Debbie One time she lost her temper she pretended to she didn't really it was 
an act 

Mother She put you out of the room 

Debbie No She pretended to lose her temper. It was just an act She didn't 
really to make me work 

Mother I think after a while you got tired. This was as far as it was going to go 
sort of thing. 

Debbie Because I was feeling frustrated. If I could get away with it I would be 
terrible. I think anyone would 

Interviewer Yes 

Debbie They'd pretend they can't do it. They put on an act 

Mother And if you've got something important to say. If it was just something 
simple 

Debbie And if it was silly you put on a dumb act. You can do more but they 
pretend they can't. They pretend they need help when they can do it 
themselves but its just a big act. 

Interviewer Sounds like Angela was pretty patient 

Debbie You have to be 

Interviewer You remember her putting on an act 

Debbie Oh Yeah 

Mother I thought you meant when she put you out of the room I wasn't always 
there 

Interviewer Do you remember what she wanted you to do? 

Debbie I felt pretty silly doing it so I didn't want to do it She was trying to get 
me going Probably knew I could do it but I just didn't want to do it 

Mother Mentioned about vocal cords 

Debbie Probably heard it from the nurses 

Mother Don't know by the time we got to hear about it You certainly heard 
about it 

Debbie Maybe I knew it would decrease my screaming 
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Mother You were on a new drug and it made you dopey 

Debbie I couldn't go out anywhere on account of my bad behaviour 

Interviewer You must have been very tired also having fits and on medication 

Debbie And the encephalitis is called sleeping sickness 

Interviewer Yes of course 

Debbie So I liked sleeping I didn't want to but I had no choice 

Mother We didn't know if you were actually asleep or in some ..... playing 
possum. Just to get her washed and dressed and back on the recliner everyday 
and transfer her to a wheelchair that was quite a business. People thought it 
was a kindness to leave her. If we didn't interfere she would still probably be 
there 

Debbie Without that pushing I tell you what I would have got away with 
it.. ............ I know it sounds hard but 

Interviewer I know what you mean 

Debbie You shouldn't really pity them. It's sort of degrading them even more. 

Interviewer If you've given up on someone they know it 

Debbie Of course they do 

Mother In the second sheet (referring to the transcript ) she said she could 
communicate for about 1 O years before she met Angela. In another bit Helen 
asked you Debbie (laughed) "how long could you communicate" (you 
answered) "1 O years" meaning I think she could understand. 

Interviewer Yes 

Mother It was a solution (de barking) 

Debbie I suppose I could understand but I could not say I understand 

Mother We were horrified at first then thought we should go to a throat 
specialist. Dr S and Angela thought we should speak to someone. 

Interviewer was interested because it was an early memory and perhaps 
showed she understood what was going on 

Mother You probably heard them talking, Debbie, at the clinic. 

Debbie They think because you're a vegetable or they think you are that you 
can't hear or understand 
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Mother What can you remember 

Debbie Just the nursing sisters talking they didn't think I heard but I could 
understand everything · 

Mother What sorts of things 

Debbie Oh just that I was a vegetable don't worry about her (Pause) 

Interviewer You said you remembered Trevor? 

Debbie He used to tell riddles and He wrote me a letter so did his mother. He 
used to make us comfortable help f~ed us because we couldn't feed ourselves 

Mother Clem Thompson you remember because of the letter 

Debbie sent her mother to find the letter. 

Interviewer Do you remember anything else about T 

Debbie Only that he moved out of the trauma unit. Their car was an old Austin. 
He got transferred out of the unit after being there for years. 

Interviewer Was there anything from the last interview you remember , want to 
talk about 

Debbie Have a look at the paper 

Interviewer You talked about your period and screaming. You said you have 
to live with it. You talked about arithmetic. You do that now 

Debbie Yeah (much more animated) 

Interviewer You said people are impressed that you can do it in your head 

Debbie Yes because most of them can't 

Interviewer In 85 you were doing arithmetic then 

Debbie I did it to 6th form and then I went to business college for 2 years and 
before High school there was Primary I did a lot 

Interviewer It's hard to predict when people get sick how much they would 
keep and how much they lose 

Debbie I'm gradually getting it back 

Interviewer I can't do arithmetic in my head now I have a thing about it 
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Debbie I rather enjoy it 

Mother returned with the letters 

Debbie That's the letters from Clem and you should find the one from T 

General chatter about the letters. 

Mother I don't think that's really in your memory you don't really remember him 
(C) from the convalescent hospital. 

Session Ends 

Third Session 16th September 

The session began with some talk about the preparations for Debbie's paper 
and presentation at the conference. She explained that she liked· to be 
organised well ahead of events and had already organised her Christmas 
presents. I began by ensuring that Debbie knew what we were talking about 
when I referred to facilitated communication as her speech therapist told me 
that Debbie had asked her what it was. I explained that Oliver had been 
confused initially. 

Debbie He was playing games with her. 

Interviewer He could have been but people confused him with some of their 
systems, for example Yes/ No and eye blinking 

Mother Blinking is very confusing. Angela had a system of A.O.K. for Yes 
which I thought was terrific. Debbie's gone through lots of things. But with 
facilitated communication that does help them to do it themselves. Debbie was 
far weaker than that (my description of Oliver) 

Interviewer Yes 

Mother But she refused to use the canon at one stage, after she could speak. 
Angela thought it would help develop better sentences with the language but 
she gave it away entirely. She was going to talk. She was going to do 
handwriting even though typing would have been more sensible. 

Debbie But I like handwriting. It's more personal. 

Interviewer Oliver was the same 

Mother How long before he started to talk. 

Interviewer About two months after using facilitated communication. 
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Debbie That's not long 

Interviewer No 

Mother Was he in a coma? 

Interviewer Yes but he had a cerebral haemorrhage. Anyway I was just 
checking that we were talking about the same thing 

Debbie Oh Yes I knew 

Mother This is why I got you these (transcriptions) because I thought you had 
forgotten that stage. You said you remembered typing out II the quick brown fox 
••• 

11 and your name but that was much later. 

Debbie Yes that was after. 

Mother Yes much later. She did quote a couple of things 

Interviewer Why do you scream. 

Mother Yes and the roses chocolates. 

Interviewer You talked about steadying your hand 

Debbie Yes 

Interviewer Because you didn't have much hand control. Then there's the 
teaching part of it too -- where you're learning things. You said you were re
learning. And the communication. Which helped you most ? 

Debbie Yes 

Interviewer Did the support help? 

Debbie Yes the support helped me to start. 

Interviewer You gave the Canon away but you did use it before that? 

Debbie Yes the Canon the head pointer, morse code and the computer and the 
beam 

Interviewer What was the beam? 

Mother A light beam operating the computer 

Debbie I used everything, the Canon. 

Mother The canon was very small at first 
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Debbie I had trouble getting my finger in it properly. I couldn't get my balance. 

Mother With the cannon? Did you use that with the screw driver thing? 

Debbie Yes, in the end, but not at the start 

Mother You couldn't isolate your finger. 

Debbie Yes that's what I meant. I couldn't get it into the hole. Probably had the 
shakes. 

Interviewer Those spaces are small. 

Mother It had a guard on it. 

Debbie It's a shame they don't make those letters bigger. 

Mother Its made to size and its convenient to carry 

(Some discussion about Voe aid and communication systems with voice 
boxes.) 

Debbie A lot of them at the Day Care Centre have got them. They can put their 
finger in but its not their voice 

Mother Some people have the little computers 

Interviewer I know at Koomarri when one of the kids gets a voice box they 
really like 
it 

Debbie Its not their voice 

Interviewer No 

Debbie They don't have a voice but it has its benefits. 

Interviewer I'm interested in what might have helped you the most. You said 
that you resisted working sometimes because you were tired, or it was too 
hard. · 

Debbie I got lazy. 

Interviewer And so sometimes you need to insist that people work or they 
won't try? Do you have any thoughts about how to do that carefully? 

Debbie It depends what kind of mood they're in 

Interviewer Yes it does. 
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Debbie They could have had a bad morning and they won't be happy for the 
rest of the day 

Interviewer That's right 

Debbie That's to be expected. 

Mother You have to give them another go 

Deb~ie You have to have patience. 

Interviewer Dawn said that she went to Angela's house and saw what you 
were doing. They tried working with you like that but it didn't work so they 
worked a different way. I was wondering if there was something special about 
how Angela worked with you. She has a strong personality? 

Mother I tried at the same time. I would get a response. If I hadn't got Debbie 
taken out of bed, they usually put her to bed, she was asleep. But I got a very 
varied response. I think Angela thought If I went out during the week that was 
like homework. 

Interviewer Oh 

Mother Although Angela herself had a varied response. 

Debbie Up and down. 

Interviewer Your health was probably up and down too. 

Debbie That's where you have to be careful some of them are sick. You have 
to get them motivated 

Mother I think the fact that we took Debbie to Angela's house. She wasn't 
going out much at that time. She was in a hospital situation where they 
probably put her to bed if she looked tired, although they got her up every day. 
We drove at least ten kilometres at least I suppose. 

Debbie Yes 

Interviewer Did she enjoy the drive, getting out? 

Mother Hated driving The balance was affected. Standing sitting in the car she 
used to be in a sweat 

Debbie I'd get really nervous 

Interviewer That must have made it very hard 

Mother It wasn't until all that sort of settled down that she started to scream 
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Debbie I used to hate going over the railway line because of the bumps. Now I 
don't really care 

Sue talked about other women in the convalescent hospital at the same time as 
Debbie who also had encephalitis but who could talk. They spoke about an 
overwhelming fear of falling. Sue explained that Debbie was well cared for in 
this hospital but the staff suggested moving her because of the screaming. 
When she was moved to the trauma unit Debbie was placed with some fairly 
disturbed people but her mother said that at least she was taken off her drugs 
which sedated her. 
Sue recalled that Debbie was alert to sounds and had a look in her eyes that 
indicated some mental activity. She talked about the speech therapist and the 
social worker deciding to give Debbie a trial on the program at the day centre. 
She said it was a big step forward. Sue showed some photos of Debbie with 
her physiotherapist. 

Interviewer Were you seeing Angela as well? 

Debbie Once a week 

Mother It started once a week at the unit but when you went to the centre it 
became more social wasn't it? 

Debbie Yes like now its social 

Interviewer You said that the big difference with facilitated communication was 
the support to get going 

Debbie It steadied my hand 

Interviewer What else about it helped 

Debbie Made me do more 

Interviewer So Angela made you talk more 

Debbie She was all right but she didn't do it 

Interviewer She had the expectation you'd do it 

Debbie Oh yes. She knew all right. 

Mother But also doing it Don't you think the success of it 

Debbie The routine 

Interviewer The routine and going there? 

Mother How did you feel though when you were actually communicating 
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Debbie Good. Good at last I was doing something like communicating 

Interviewer You were having an effect on other people 

Debbie Yes and I could go out and be sociable 

Interviewer Having contact with people 

Debbie In a normal way ( I and D said this together and laughed) 

Interviewer Yes 

Debbie That's probably not a nice thing to say but it is 

Interviewer Oh Yes 

Debbie Relieved 

Mother What about the fact that somebody believed you? 

Debbie Yes the doctors and nurses didn't at the unit. They didn't believe I 
could talk. 

Mother How did you feel? 

Debbie Stupid 

Mother You felt stupid 

Debbie Well Yes 

Mother Did you feel angry? 

Debbie Then? Yes. I couldn't care less now I'd love to meet some of them now. 
They'd.probably fall over backwards now that I'm talking. 

Interviewer Yes 

Debbie I proved them wrong. That happens to a lot of people, I think. Just 
because they can't talk doesn't mean they don't understand. Their brain isn't 
wired properly so they can't talk. People think they're dumb because they can't 
talk. 

I told them about the person who I trailed my questions on who still couldn't 
speak but used a canon to independently communicate. He described extreme 
frustration because of limited communication and people's reactions to him. 
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Debbie People respond to you better if you can talk. Some people have 
patience .A lot of people back off. They still do towards me when they see my 
wheelchair They think no I suppose its curiosity 

Mother But you can talk Debbie. Its such a definite advantage to . 

Debbie It is its an advantage. if I couldn't talk I'd probably get treated much 
differently it's a shame but that's life. Most people if they're used to it they don't 
think twice. But others they're sort of wary 

Interviewer People are quick to make judgements 

Debbie And if you look slightly different. I hate seeing them look curious, back 
off. 

Interviewer But being able to state your mind and give your opinion, that 
helps. 

Debbie When I started to teaching little kids and I was in this wheelchair this 
kid came up to me and said "I didn't think people who were in wheelchairs had 
any brains " and I killed myself laughing. I spoke to him and he changed his 
mind. That's what most people think. 

Interviewer You saw Angela sometimes during the period that you were 
having regular speech therapy. Dawn and Angela were working in two different 
ways. Did that matter do you think? 

Debbie They were both trying to get me to talk. 

Interviewer They both had the same end in mind? 

Mother They talked at that stage between them. They made a video. 

Interviewer She told me that 

Mother I've got it at home. You must take it with you. 

Sue talked about the re-learning of the language that Debbie went through. 
She explained that early on they took Debbie to a psychotherapist. She and 
Debbie's father did not entirely agree with the approach .. 

Mother They used to show a lot of films about how people could be 
rehabilitated. They tried to help her control her screaming well. Another thing I 
said was about communication. Before I had taken her to Angela 
Angela I had seen her on the TV, one of her interviews anyway. I thought that 
would be interesting dealing with very helpless people. I was drawn to it but 
didn't do anything about it. Then the psychotherapists went around the world 
they are really big time now in therapy. At the same time this other woman rang 
me up (Who the book got lent to) and said why didn't I contact Angela. 
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I did. Angela was unfunded at that stage and had been involved in various 
scandals. She was at home working with people at home. That;s how we got 
our first visit. Angela put a cap on Debbie for the first session. Debbie· used a 
letter board. I sent this to the psychologist and she said she was thinking of a 
head pointer. I myself had seen a head pointer years before at a school. I 
thought so much talking about what she could do communication is the direct 
means. But anyway that was how she first went. We believed it when we saw 
Debbie spelling but it was so painful - screaming and yelling upset. We were 
worried because she was so frail and the epileptic episodes. 

Interviewer So it was more persistence than pushing 

Mother And the disciplining of screaming. Angela started putting her out of the 
room if she screamed and they did this at the day centre. If there was food on 
the table-- I used to be amazed because the afternoon tea was always the 
focus at Angela and Grace was just about as bad she loved sweet things. At 
the centre they would leave a cake or a box of chocolates on the table and I 
would be waiting for Debbie to start up. But that was a discipline so was the 
socialisation and the putting her out when she was noisy. That was going on a 
year before you could speak. You were vocalising but nobody really knew. 

I reported on what Dawn had said about early vocalisations in the December 
before the words started coming out. Debbie and her mother recalled a holiday 
that went wrong in Sydney and then arrangements were made for the final 
meeting which would be a brief interview and a viewing of the video. 
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APPENDIX2 DEBBIE 

Summary of Mothers Interview 

Debbie's mother, Sue provided much of the background information to her illness 

as Debbie had little memory of that time. She also provided transcripts of the 

sessions using facilitated communication. Both Debbie and Sue have provided 

material to a researcher in special education some years ago, a journalist for a 

newspaper article and a medical specialist for an article in a research journal 

Debbie had also been video taped on two occasions. 

Again the material has been summarised due to the breadth of information 

covered. Some of the background information has already been dealt with .. 

Sue reported that in the first two years of Debbie's illness she had been offered 

therapies which she was not able to respond to due to the state of her health. This 

included her level of drowsiness due to the medication to control epilepsy or to 

control screaming. According to medical recurs she was given large doses of 

sedatives. Also the actual screaming which tended to frighten people off isolated 

her and limited the amount of contact she had with professionals and non 

professionals alike. 

Her parents were given the impression that when she was moved to the trauma 

unit only those patients who were good prospects, that is those who indicated from 

their assessments that rehabilitation programs would show benefits quickly had 

access to therapies. The unit itself was a very noisy place with some fairly 

disturbed patients. 

Debbie continued to be frail and weak showing distress when moved out of bed 

into a recliner or wheelchair. Her body was tight and rigid and she had very little 

control of her hands, head or voice. She continued to require medication for her 

epilepsy but all other medication ceased. Her parents felt that this was a positive 

step allowing her the possibility to be more alert and responsive. 

Debbie's parents engaged the services of a psychotherapist while she was in the 

convalescent hospital. When he went overseas a friend suggested approaching 

Angela, who had a reputation for working with very disabled individuals Six years 
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after being admitted to the trauma unit and almost eleven years after the onset of 

her illness Debbie commenced contact with Angela. 

Her parents had to transport her by car on a 20 km round trip. Debbie was very 

distressed by the whole process of the trip. She would be in a sweat standing to 

be put in the car or sitting in the car. Sue had observed other encephalitis patients 

, in the convalescent hospital, who could express their great fear of falling even 

when lying down in bed and felt Debbie's sense of balance was affected by the 

disease. 

Debbie's sessions with Facilitated Communication commenced in September 

1985. Her facilitator put a head pointer on Debbie's head because she had no 

control of her hands or arms. Her head control was also very poor so the facilitator 

held her head under the chin. An alphabet board was also used to spell out 

messages. The process of producing written messages was very slow and painful. 

It took one hour for Debbie to type out, aided by Angela, six sentences. 

Sue reported that the family was emotionally overwhelmed by the messages which 

indicated to them that there was more intellectual activity going on in Debbie's 

head than they had thought. She was also concerned about the strain on Debbie 

physically as she was very frail and weak Sue said that Debbie hated the car trip. 

Getting her to the car as well as the car trip itself had been a great strain. She 

screamed loudly during the session. Sue believed that the messages came from 

Debbie and wanted to prove to the hospital that Debbie was capable and 

deserved therapy. 

Sessions were continued on a weekly basis for 2-3 hours per session generally 

beginning with a communication session and finishing with afternoon tea which 

she felt meant a lot to Debbie. Sue felt the sessions dealt with issues that arose 

for Debbie on a day to day basis and gave Debbie an opportunity to communicate 

her needs and have contact with people Apart from outings with the family it was 

the only social contact Debbie had. During some sessions there would be nothing 

that Debbie would communicate or there would be lots of yelling and screaming 

The weekly sessions also attempted to deal with the screaming by trying to get 

Debbie to use breathing exercises, chewing gum and also by putting her out of the 

room. The latter technique was also used at the hospital. Sue reported that food 
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was also used to encourage discipline and control both by Angela and the hospital 

by putting cake or chocolates down and expecting control to be exercised. She 

reported often being apprehensive waiting for a reaction from Debbie. 

Sue reported having some conflict with Angela over sessions continuing when she 

felt Debbie was tired and had enough. She appreciated Angela's persistence but 

felt at times Debbie was too tired to continue. She said that she asked Angela 

some years later was she worried by Debbie's frail state, which was of great 

concern to herself. Apparently Angela said that this was not a concern but the 

screaming was and that she had to dose herself up on panadol before the 

sessions with Debbie. 

Sue said that she wondered a lot about the reason for Debbie's screaming and 

considered several theories proposed by people. One was that it was stored up 

tension and as Debbie's body was generally tense and tight this seemed plausible. 

Energy was typed out during a communication session in answer to the question 

why do you scream. Sue said she puzzled over this for some time. The doctors 

also suggested that the vocal chords got stuck like limb movements and some 

speech utterances. This could make it a form of perseveration. When Sue took 

Debbie out for the first time she was very nervous about the possibility of Debbie 

screaming. They went to the movies to see Superman armed with chewing gum. 

Sue said that the film was very noisy but Debbie didn't scream at all. 

Sue reported that Angela had said some years ago that using any augmented 

communication system encouraged the development of speech 
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APPENDIX 3 DEBBIE 

Summary of Data from Speech Therapist 

Debbie was observed by a speech therapist and social worker from the Spastic 

Society at the Trauma Unit. in 1988 to assess her eligibility for services. It is 

not clear from the records what prompted the assessment. The speech 

therapist Dawn had worked with Debbie at the convalescent hospital, and also 

at the unit some years before (she had consequently gone on maternity leave). 

Debbie did not fit the criteria as it stood but because she looked alert and her 

eyes followed them around the room they both felt that they really needed to 

help her. They were appalled by the conditions in the unit describing it as full of 

people with disinhibited behaviour. Debbie was screaming continuously at that 

time. She was not accessing any services at that stage and they decided to 

take her on a trial. 

The centre for therapy was closer to the unit than Angela's house and the 

journey was seen as less stressful for Debbie. She came across four days a 

week and had physiotherapy and occupational therapy as well as speech 

therapy. 

It was difficult for Debbie to communicate at that time. Dawn was aware that 

she was working with Angela and went to the house to observe. Debbie is 

described as using a pointer with a sponge on the end. She would stab at one 

or two letters and scream. 

An alphabet board was assembled for Debbie with words and pictograms. She 

showed great reluctance to use it. Debbie's behaviour at this time was 

described as very disinhibited . She continued to scream, her hand movement 

must have improved as she grabbed food and stuffed it into her mouth. A food 

board was made up so that she could make choices. Work was done to 

establish a good Yes/No response. Debbie had made such good progress that 

her trial period was over and she was officially accepted into the program. 

At the beginning of 1989 she was independently pointing to pictures, Yes/No 

and some words. She was concentrating for sessions 15-20 minutes long. She 

was recognising money and single letters. Still not answering questions or 

initiating conversation. She was still screaming. 
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July of that year saw her recognising months and days of the week. She is 

reported to have good sight vocabulary, can recognise single compic sight 

word 

It was reported in the minutes of a meeting (13.10.89) between the speech 

therapist at the unit and Dawn that Debbie was able to work with various 

materials including compics. letters and colours. She could select a single 

compic from four with no physical assistance provided. She had also begun to 

use head nodding and shaking to respond to yes I no answers. Everyone at the 

meeting agreed that there was a need to develop Debbie's intentional 

communication and pragmatic skills so that she could have a functional 

communication system. Debbie had demonstrated skills in structured tasks but 

there was not as yet a transfer of these skills so that she could communicate in 

a functional manner. 

Debbie was reported to show distress when attempts were made to use the 

alphabet board dropping the hand pointer, closing her eyes or turning her head 

away . It was not considered a successful means of communication at that 

point. 

As mentioned in a previous section it was also reported that Debbie's parents 

had bought her a Canon and wanted it used at the hospital. The speech 

therapist had agreed to try it during the sessions. Two months later, over the 

summer break, Debbie's speech began to develop. 

In December in was noted that there Debbie was vocalising a lot more with 

sounds not just screaming. 

In about February she said Hello and Bye and waved, very excited. It was also 

observed that when she vocalised there was unintelligible jargon with distinct 

words in the middle. Next came automatic baby talk, singing to some songs, 

but couldn't initiate, freely "turn on" this vocalisation. 

In March she could answer some simple questions eg., How's Debbie today? 

(response) Very well thank you. However sometimes disinhibited behaviour 

was evident. For example (Q) What month is it Debbie? (response) Don't know 

fucking idiot.. 
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While she could respond to structured questions with closed response open 

responses were not yet evident. She was becoming more familiar with the 

question /answer format but was still impulsive and swearing. 

In April it was noted that Debbie's language varied in degrees of 

appropriateness. Her greetings were good. She could answer questions but 

often used the questioners language to frame the response. She also displayed 

perseveration She also tended to have inappropriately exaggerated responses 

to some conversation topics. References to men in conversation tended to 

trigger swearing and sexual references. References to children prompted very 

teary responses and to war , very fearful responses and so on. 

At the end of 1991 Debbie moved from the trauma unit to a group house. She 

dropped out of the services as a result but Dawn picked her up in 1992 

privately and persuaded her to also access physiotherapy and Occupational 

Therapy. When the house placement failed Debbie took up residence at the 

Spastic Centre with the therapies just next door. Records show that Debbie's 

language skills continued to improve. She was learning to read and write again 

beginning with more structured tasks as with her verbal skills. 

However it was noted by the speech therapist that her ability to recognise 

written information and respond in written format was superior to Debbie's 

spoken language. 
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APPENDIX4 DEBBIE 

Description of Video Recording of Debbie 1989 and 1991 

Two pieces of video footage were made available to the researcher. 

The first was made at the Spastic Centre in 1989 and showed Debbie working in a 

speech therapy session. She was able to sit up in her wheelchair (strapped in) 

hold her head up and point independently on request. Her pointing action, aided 

by holding a pointer with a sponge on the top, was clumsy. It involved a stabbing 

and dragging motion. Her left hand was immobile resting on the wheelchair tray. 

She was able to work co-operatively for about 20 minutes. She correctly selected 

one compic from an array of four. The vocabulary she correctly selected included -

accident, arm, angry, elephant, bird, fish, boat egg, doll, doctor, excursion, eyes, 

afraid, at, chocolate. She made three errors. 

She correctly selected coloured pens when named and also letters. All were 

selected from a choice of four. 

The second video was made by Angela at her home. It was an interview with 

Debbie in 1991, a year after she began to talk. Debbie was smiling and cheerful 

during the interview, occasionally reverting to scowling and a bit cross when she 

diverted herself from the posed question and went off on a tangent. She used her 

right hand in an animated fashion to punctuate her responses. He left hand was 

motionless, resting on the wheelchair. Her body seemed generally relaxed. Her 

language contained features mentioned in the speech therapy records. She 

tended to perseverate at times (eg., recited the alphabet when Angela talked 

about spelling things out with the head pointer) It was mentioned in an earlier 

section that she burst into uncontrollable hilarity when she was told that she spelt 

out that she screamed because of energy. This also seemed to indicate 

perseveration. 

She also seemed to have some word finding difficulties. 

Angela When I first worked with you, you screamed a lot. Do you remember? 

Debbie Yes to attract attention. 
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Angela Yes but it tended to go on, a bit like reciting the alphabet, you couldn't 

stop. Do you remember? 

Debbie Yes. Once you're there, you're there forever. 

Angela How did you feel when you were screaming? 

Debbie Delightful. 

Angela Why delightful? 

Debbie It goes on and on and on. It never stops. 

Angela Why did you feel delightful when you were screaming? 

Debbie Because it was very loud. 

Angela Yes it was . I have vivid memories. Did you have any choice over the 

screaming? 

Debbie No screaming first, then talking second then speech. 

Angela Screaming first, then talking second then speech. Do you remember 

spelling things on the alphabet board using the head pointer? 

Debbie Yes vividly. 

In this example several features of Debbie's language are featured. Finding the 

appropriate word to describe how she felt wher:i she screamed was difficult for her. 

It may have been difficult because she had no idea how she felt or she couldn't 

remember how she felt. She may have felt a number of things and she couldn't sift 

through it all. She may have been unable to retrieve the appropriate word if there 

was only one from her memory store. It is a feature of acquired brain injury and 

aphasia. What had been described in speech therapy reports of the previous year 

regarding using the questioners language to answer questions is also evident 

here. Using 11going on and on11 seems to have originated with Angela's question, so 
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too the use of vividly. It is clear from the exchange that follows that Debbie does 

not vividly remember what occurred but she likes the word 

She also shows she has some difficulties with appropriate responses. The 

exchange 'why was it delightful?' 'because it was loud' shows a misunderstanding 

of the use of delightful. Also Debbie has previously indicated that she does not 

remember using the head pointer but now says that she remembers it vividly. 

Angela What was the worst thing about not being able to speak? 

Debbie You can't control your hands. 

Angela Do you remember the hospital and people speaking in front of you ? 

Debbie They said you spastic and lovely dovey stuff, kissing and hugging. 

Angela What sorts of things did the doctors say? 

Debbie Give your arm, injection time. Always the same. Take off your clothes. 

Give your arm. It doesn't hurt. It does hurt! They put it in (not clear?). And they're 

a doctor. It's very weird if you ask me. Something weird is going on. (Looking 

cross.) 

This is also an example of being tangential. Straying off the point is another 

feature of aphasia. It is highly unlikely that the doctors would have said 'hold out 

your arm' when she could not move them or 'take off your clothes' as she would 

not have been able to do this either. She does not seem to be able to initiate the 

response I don't know but goes off on a semi related tangent. She indicated at the 

beginning of the interview that she did not remember coming to Angela's house in 

1985. She seemed to treat the information that Angela gave her regarding her 

inability to speak when they first worked together as new information but did 

respond a little later that she remembered. 

Angela Do you remember using a head pointer at all? 

Debbie A head pointer ? Camera do you mean? Kodak make them. 
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Angela You couldn't use your hands at that stage. Your hands didn't move at all. 

You used a head pointer. You wore it on your head, to point at things 

Debbie (vaguely) Mmmmm 

Angela Its a long time ago. Do you remember what we were doing? 

Debbie No 

Angela That's fair enough. When you first came to see me you couldn't talk. 

Debbie I couldn't talk.(shaking her head) Ohhh. 

Angela We were looking at ways for you to communicate with us. 

Debbie Umm 

Angela You couldn't use your hands so I gave you a head pointer. We asked you 

to point at letters to see if you could still spell and read. 

Debbie An intelligence test. 

The video does indicate the extent to which Debbie has improved in the 

development of her language skills. She goes of the point at times and 

misunderstands questions but her use of more open answers to questions has 

improved. For example regarding the questions concerning the request for her 

sisters birthday present of chocolates the following exchange takes place 

Angela ...... a particular brand of chocolates. 

Debbie (quickly) Cadbury's 

Angela Right. Do you know the kind of box? 

Debbie A big box 

Angela They've got a particular name 
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Debbie Roses 

Angela Yes Roses chocolates that's what you spelt out. 

Debbie They're very yummy. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Date 

Jan. 1975 

Jan 1976 

76-77 

Mid 77 

17.9.79 - 8.10.79 

TIME LINE OF RECOVERY 

Events 

Admitted to hospital due to 
Murray Valley 
Encephalitis. Became 
comatose for 9 months. 

Began to respond to 
people. 

Some improvements. 
Attends physiotherapy for 
3 months as an out-patient 
at a rehab unit while at 
convalescent hospital. 
Variety of sedatives 
administered, high doses 
made her drowsy and 
unresponsive. Epilepsy 
continues 

Began contact with 
"behavioural educator''. 
Parents advised to move 
Debbie from the 
convalescent hospital 
because it was considered 
an unsuitable placement. 
Parents consider this is 
due to Debbie's 
screaming. 
Short admission to the 
Trauma unit on the 
premises of a psychiatric 
hospital 
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Presentation 

Frequent convulsions 

Frequent screaming 
attacks. At times 
communicated by 
movements of head. 
Spasticity remained. 
Protested against physio-
therapy by screaming 
rages. 
Screaming episodes 
continue. No clear 
precipitating factors. Could 
last a few minutes to about 
40 minutes. Occasionally 
lasting for two hours. 
Mother reported she could 
hear her at the front gate 
of the hospital. Debbie 
appeared frail and thin, 
depressed and withdrawn. 
She was more 
comfortable lying down. 
Poor head control, chin 
dropped to the chest. No 
use of hands 
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Dec. 79 Admitted permanently to No change to condition. 
the trauma unit. Therapies Still prefers to remain lying 
very limited, does not down. Washing dressing 
access any. Medication is and putting Debbie in a 
reduced. Eventually only recliner is very time 
epilepsy medication being consuming. Debbie 
administered. Seizures continues to sleep much of 
continue. the time. Seemed fearful 

of falling. Being put into 
wheelchair appears to be 
painful. People leave her 
alone when she screams. 

End '85 Commenced contact with Appeared very distressed 
her facilitator, Angela. when takenin the car. She 
Traverred ten kilometres to would be in a sweat 
her house. standing or sitting in the 

car. Seemed sensitive to 
bumps. Physical condition 

Contact is once a-week for -ls the same as previously. 
2-3 hrs _Head down, no head 

control, hands and arms 
tight and non functional. 

Responses usf ng head Screaming continues. 
pointer reported to be Mother attempts to use 
slow. facilitated communication 

at the hospital with 
Debbie-often-slept or Debbie. Success was 
yelled between responses ~variable. 

1986 Epilepsy seems under 
control. Parents attempt to 
persuade the hospital that 
Debbie is capable of 
responding to- therapies. 
Speech therapist seems 
unconvinced. --

1987 Contact with Angela is Condition remains 
reduced to 3 times a year. -unchanged except she is 
Sessions generally more considered to be slightly 
social but with some more responsive to 
communication. exercises. environmental noise and 
Fell out of wheelchair and showing some alertness in 
broke leg. Assessed by the eyes. This prompts the 
speech therapist and Spastic Society to offer 
social worker for the Day her a trial program. 
Centre (Spastic Society). 
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1988 Began program at the Day Speech therapy records 
Care Centre 4 days a show she had great 
week, with physio, difficulties communicating, 
Occupational therapy and Still screaming but quickly 
speech therapy. Speech built up Yes/No. When 
therapist went to Angela's · using FC speech therapist 
house to observe her work saw Debbie holding a 
with Debbie using pointer wittr sponge. She 
facilitated communication would stab (assisted) at 
Staff at Day Care Centre . one or two letters and then 
attempt to use alphabet scream. Presents with very 
board and pointer. Debbie disinhibited behaviour. 
refused. Frequently Grabbed at food and 
became distressed, stuffed it into her mouth. 
dropped hand pointer. ihrew things, right hand 
She also closed her eyes movement begins. Able to 
or turned her head away. point to pictures use food 

board for food choices. 
1989 Due to progress Debbie Debbie has put on weight. 

offered permanent Muscles have 
placement at Day Care. strengthened in her neck, 
Can focus in speech she can hold her head up 
therapy for 15 -20 mins. and turn her head. Move -
Recognises money letters. ments with right hand big 
Can select compics and and clumsy. No small 
some words when movement control, still 
requested. Still not using a pointer. No use of 
answering questions or left hand. Sitting up more 
initiating conversation. comfortably. Attention 

difficulties still obvious. 
Mood swings evident. Still 
screaming at times 

July 1989 Recognises months and 
days of the 
week. Good sight 
vocabulary. Can point 
independently. 

Oct. 1989 Head nodding and At times vocalisations 
shaking for Yes I No instead of screaming, 
Debbie on a diet so lunch noise sounds. Screaming 
lunchtime communication decreasing 
board discontinued. 
Meeting between speech 
therapists from residential 
unit and Day Centre to 
establish a communication 
system for Debbie. 
Parents have brought her 
a Canon communicator 
and want her to use it 
at the Day Care Centre. 
They have agreed to try it. 
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Dec. 1989 - Jan. 1990 Says, words like "go Vocalisations were very 
away'' which changed to excited unintelligible 
"no way'' repeated over jargon with distinct words 
and over. embedded. Perseveration 

still features. 
2 weeks later Therapists and family Debbie saying 'Hello' and 

observe the biggest 'Bye' and waving 
changes to Debbie's skills automatic baby talk, 

singing to some songs. 
Not initiating 
conversations. 
Month by month 
improvements. Marked 
increase in body strength. 
Right arm and hand 
developing control. 

Feb 90 Can respond to structured Disinhibited behaviour 
questions requiring a present. 
closed response. Returns Often says the first thing 
familiar material of that pops into her head. 
question into the reply. 
Impulsive, swearing 
common. 

April 90 Language varies in Behaviour improves. 
degrees of Mood swings from 
appropriateness. irritability to perseverative 
Greetings good hilarity. Anti convulsant 
perseveration evident. medication continues. 
Answering questions 
requiring a closed 
response and users the 
questioners language 
to frame the answer. 

July 1990 Observed that certain 
references can trigger 
exaggerated responses 
eg, references to men 
triggers swearing or 
sexual remarks. 
Comments about children 
trigger a teary reaction 
and references about war 
draw fearful responses. 
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1991 Video interview with Debbie speaking in an 
Angela. Assessed by a animated way. Body 
neuropsychologist for relaxed. Left arm and 
Guardianship Board. hand still motionless. 

Personality bubbly and 
effervescent. 

Sept 1991 Debbie leaves the Brain 
Trauma Unit and goes to 
live in a group house with 
other women who have 
intellectual disabilities. 
Therapies cease through 
the Spastic Centre. 

1992 Speech therapist At some stage (unclear) 
persuades Debbie Debbie regains the use of 
to access therapies again . her left hand and left arm. 
privately. She begins to do ceramic 
Group house does not work. She accesses other 

( work out. living skills programs at 
Moves into a unit at the the Centre like practical 
Spastic Centre. maths. 

1996 Interviewed for the Remains in a wheelchair. 
research project. Speech therapist reports 

she is still making gains. 
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APPENDIX& 

Interview No. 1 29.8.96 Oliver 

Interviewer arrived in Oliver's room where he was in bed. A carer was 
standing near the bed. 

Oliver You're Sharon's mate aren't you? What's your name 

Interviewer Noella Joslyn 

Oliver introduced his carer and explained to him I was doing a Phd. I replied 
it was a Masters. 

Oliver Where do you want to start? 

Interviewer I was very impressed with your memory. You were telling me 
you had headaches after going to the dentist. 

Oliver I was going to the States on work. I wanted to make sure that my 
teeth were ok. I didn't want dentist bills there so I went for a check up 
beforehand. 

Interviewer When you were driving your car and had the headaches .... 

Oliver I had those before. I felt off. I didn't feel right. I went to the doctor. He 
took a blood test and the only thing that came back was (indistinguishable) 
and I never have ??? I was having headaches and I thought my neck was 
out. I wanted to go for a walk - it's hard when you've got your neck out and 
back out. And I had pain in my sinus. So I went down to find the doctors's but 
I got lost. I came back and said I can't find the doctor. I can't find his number. 
I took the other car. I asked a woman to help. It seems I was trying to climb 
out the window. They took me to the hospital and cut my head open. They 
operated on me at midnight. There's a lot I can't remember. They couldn't get 
a theatre for me. I remember the surgeon he had a big nose, a very big nose. 
Interviewer You had memories from being in a coma. Lots of memories. I was 
just dreaming about ... I was in a house full of wheelchairs and surveying 
equipment. I used to do a bit of surveying. I seemed to think I was in a 
warehouse --- and this funny noise--- I know now it was the drip. I could hear 
voices .... the nurses. They were saying 'you don't like being her, you're feeling 
sorry for yourself 

Interviewer Do you mind if I take a seat? 

Oliver Where do you want to take it? 

Interviewer Sorry, I beg your pardon? 
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Oliver (laughing) Don't be sorry. It's my sense of humour. It amuses me. 
One I like is 'watch your head". How can you possibly do that ? Where are 
we? I could open my eyes and see what was happening on my son's 
birthday. I opened my eyes and saw tidbinbilla on his tee shirt. I worked with 
Sharon. I used to get very frustrated .She used to preempt me. It used to 
frustrate me. She would ask me a question and I wouldn't finish the answer. 
When I was half way through she'd guess at it trying to help me out before it 
was out of my mouth and I'd say No no no. I'd say to her you need a finger 
pointer has to be a finger, need more of a contrast white board black on 
white, let a person finish 

Interviewer when you were spelling out on the board they were your 
messages? 

Oliver I was answering questions. Sharon would ask me something like 'Do 
you like this colour Yes or No?' and I'd go to Y and she'd guess .. very 
frustrating. 

Interviewer Sharon gave me a copy of the alphabet board that she drew up 
after talking to you. I found it very interesting to get that feedback 

Oliver Why ? With you doing your Ph.d ? 

Interviewer No only my Masters. 

Oliver How long ? 

Interviewer About three years 

Oliver Really? Where? 

Interviewer Canberra University 

Oliver That's where Peter is studying P.E. He loves it. 

Interviewer I found that feedback about facilitated communication very 
interesting. There isn't much of that sort of infomation around 

Oliver Why didn't they ask them? 

Interviewer No-one has, really given us much of that information before 

Oliver Why not ? 

Interviewer It hasn't been used very much with people in your situation 

Oliver What do you mean? Why didn't people just ask them? 
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Interviewer The method is mostly used in special schools with kids who 
can't speak. 

01 iver I was in a coma and I could hear my wife talking to me and I couldn't 
answer, open my eyes, say to change the music. I get very frustrated with my 
left arm --can't move it. Couldn't move my right arm but when I was making 
the sign of the cross I could move it --starting to work. What a relief. I said to 
myself 'I can write. Not the same with my left hand -- I'm not left handed -- but 
you still need your left hand, like using a knife and fork. 

Interviewer I need to know how long you can talk so I don't exhaust you. 

Oliver I'm O.K. 

Interviewer I plan to have about four or five interviews 

Oliver Just want to help .. help Ben with his assignments. Knowing where you 
can find information is very important. I helped him to know where to find the 
information ... look around, find the co-ordinates. Knowing where to find things, 
that's the smart thing 

End of Session 

Second session 

Interviewer It's the sixth of September and it's our second interview 

Oliver This is an interrogation. We will ask the questions 

Interviewer (laughing) I hope its not an interrogation. 

Oliver That was a joke Joyce. 

Interviewer Can you tell me about getting speech back? Sharon finished 
using facilitated communication with you because you started to talked. 

Oliver I felt good - I felt less alone. I felt I could communicate my feelings to 
people. It was so frustrating- that was the worst thing - you could hear people 
talk and you couldn't talk back - even now I don't talk loudly - but I do my best 
I can communicate properly. 

Interviewer I think you speak very clearly. Did it happen quickly? When? 

Oliver Almost instantaneously. There was this visiting American and I said" 
Bloody Yank" and he couldn't believe what he heard. 
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Interviewer That was the first thing you said? Anything .... 

Oliver Bloody Yanks. When I was in a coma my wife used to play this 
relaxation tape I got so frustrated because I couldn't tell her I tried to tell her 
to turn it off occasionally. 

Interviewer I remember being uncomfortable and calling out to the nurse 11 1 
need my position changed" she couldn't believe it. 

Interviewer You said that whole sentence 

01 iver Of course. My bum was sore at the time 

Interviewer The reason why I ask is some people have different experiences 
like all they can do is swear. 

Oliver I did that too but I know when to swear and when not to swear. 

Interviewer Sharon said she didn't work with you for long 

Oliver Not long I used to feel frustrated with her 

Interviewer Yes I remember you said that last week 

Oliver She used to ask me questions and before I could answer she used to 
preempt me. When I started to answer she would preempt me like people 
with stutters you try to help them. You get frustrated because you what to 
answer. Also the board was difficult I told Sharon why. Also you needed to 
have a pointer attached to your finger and a better contrast on the board and 
phrases like 'Yes', 'No' and other things like 'repeat that'. 
Starting to talk must have felt easier than using facilitated communication. 

Oliver Yes I felt like a child 

Interviewer Using it 

Oliver Yes 

Interviewer Was there anything good about using facilitated 
communication 

Oliver I just thought it was nice that somebody cared so many people never 
cared they just thought I was a hopeless case put me in the too hard basket. 

Interviewer It's terrible that anyone would do that to someone. 

Oliver When I was in hospital they told my wife that I would be a vegetable 
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Interviewer You're far from that. 

Oliver I know that. The only vegetable parts here are cauliflower ears. I like 
to joke a lot. I believe it helps. 

Interviewer That's very hurtful to have heard that. You said you hear 
people talking 
In the corridor. 

Oliver Yes. Some of them used to laugh at me. 

Interviewer Did they? 

Oliver Yes 

Interviewer What was happening when facilitated communication worked 

well? 
Oliver Yes When I could make them understand. She tried I appreciated that 

Interviewer You felt she understood at times 

Oliver Yes I wanted to help others. I am helping someone from the 
independent living centre to help design .. (unclear). I have a technical 
background and a disabled background so I know. 

Interviewer That's who they need to ask, the people who have used the 
services. 

Oliver That's too practical 

(Along deviation in the interview regarding Oliver's ability to knit when he 
was younger.) 

Interviewer You didn't use a little bit of facilitated communication and a little 
bit of speech? 

Oliver No it just all happened, like I said about the Yank. I've never been 
fussed about them. They don't have good natures. I don't like them taking 
over this country. 

(Discussion about Americanisms in the language e.g., cook outs) 

Oliver I've been there three times. I know what it's like. I used to go to the 
supermarket and they used to say' You have a nice day now' and I'd say' 
Why the bloody hell should I?' 
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Interviewer We do it here now 

Oliver Yes I know. They should use an Aussie expression. I don't know why 
you can't say 'Have a beaut day.' That's what they should say. 

(More discussion about this theme ) 

Interviewer You told me what frustrated you was Sharon guessing like 

01 iver Pre-empting 

Interviewer Yes pre-empting you 

Oliver I told Sharon (presumably when he got his speech back) I could do 
it. You should have let me do it. 

Interviewer Did you have any problems moving your hand? 

Oliver (Shook his head) 

Interviewer You didn't have any problems? 

Oliver I could move my right hand. 

Interviewer So you could use your hand when you were using facilitated 
communication? 

Oliver Yes I used to have problems with my finger. It used to shake a little 
bit, That's why I said to you that I needed a pointer. It would help to point 
more accurately. And you needed more contrast black on white. 

Interviewer So If you could move your hand could Sharon ask you a 
question and get you to spell out without holding your hand? 

Oliver Yes Well I was too slow 

Interviewer When you went too slow she helped by moving your hand? 

01 iver No she never moved my hand. 

Interviewer She never did 

Oliver She pre-empted me when I was too slow That was the frustrating thing 
I know she was only trying to help you know what I mean. I mean I could 
answer for myself. I'm not a child you know 

Interviewer Did she touch you on the shoulder or on the elbow or 
anywhere? 
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Oliver (Shaking his head) 

Interviewer So really all she was doing was sitting down beside you asking 
you questions? (0 nodding affirmative) If you were too slow. 

Oliver I would start answering a question even before I started to spell it out 
she would look above my head and she would say 'Do you mean No?' Does 
that help? 

Interviewer Yes it does help. It's just that when people use facilitated 
communication generally the other person touches them somewhere. 

Oliver She didn't have to. 

Interviewer Because you could point? 

Oliver One day when a nun was blessing me with holy water it started to 
work. Because I was right handed you know. I was a craftsman. I was making 
stuff like that. I used to play an instrument--that helps too. 

Interviewer Did you have problems stopping your arm moving. That is called 
perseveration? 

01 iver I_ had it before -- before I got sick 

Interviewer You had it before you saw Sharon? 

Oliver I used to think I had MS. I used to get headaches. When I got tired I 
got shakey. I couldn't stop it wobble either. 

Interviewer You used to get shakey and then you'd stop it by pulling it up. 
, 

Oliver Beforehand. I·mean before I got sick. I used to shake. My hand would 
get wobbly. 

Interviewer Do you think that was connected? 

Oliver No I don't. I was worried about MS. I used to do Yoga. 

Interviewer You were a very busy person. 

Oliver Used to be a sky diver too. 

Interviewer So Sharon didn't help your hand movement at all and you didn't 
have problems with your hand movement except you were slow. Is that right? 
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Oliver Yes Just not quick enough for her. I think it shows her impatience. I'm 
not crticizing Sharon I'm just explaining myself. 

(Oliver then asked the interviewer about where she lived and he talked about 
moving to his present address) 

Interviewer I didn't bring the alphabet board. I wanted to talk to you about 
the suggestions you made. Did you have any problems seeing things ? 

Oliver No ( sharply ..... seemed a bit defensive) I don't!! That's why I hate 
assumptions. Someone was giving me coffee and she said you're on 
medicine aren't you. I hate that. Put you in a box. Didn't have any trouble 
seeing that. I'm reading a couple of books at the moment 

Interviewer It's just when you talked about having a good contrast on the 
alphabet board like red on white 

Oliver Black on white, but red on white is ok 

Interviewer Anything with a good contrast. I thought you might have 
suggested that because 

Oliver (interrupting) She asked me for suggestions about ways to improve it 
for other people 

Interviewer You are reading books with ordinary print? 

Oliver No large print but I didn't ask for that. I can read the paper sometimes. 

Interviewer Its just that I'm having trouble with my eye sight. 

Oliver At 40 it starts. The funny thing is I used to wear reading glasses but 
my eyes are actually better now. 

(The phone rang and Oliver gave instructions about how to deal with the 
phone which had a different set up to the usual. He talked about his computer 
and showing his carers how to use it and there was general talk about 
problems with printers) 

Interviewer Did you use the canon with Sharon? 

Oliver No 

Interviewer just the alphabet board. 

Oliver Yes. They're called communicators. 
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Interviewer Yes. That's right. 

Oliver I know someone who users one. Prints out on a piece of paper. It's 
very slow 
Interviewer I trialled my interview with someone who uses one. He said he 
needed people to give him time. 

Oliver I can see that. People push you too hard. I have my children saying 
'Dad do you love me and I don't answer quick enough and they say 'you don't 
love me anymore. I find that frustrating. I don't like people answering for me 
too I can answer for myself that's another frustration. When I was at the 
nursing home the nurse came in and said 'give me your teeth' I said I've got 
my own teeth. They said 'you can't have. This is an old peoples home No 
one has their own ( Pause) 

Interviewer They believed you finally did they? 

Oliver That's the sort of thing they expect I'd call out to be turned they'd say 
'you don't remember' I'd say 'I do remember you bloody liar', 'You mustn't 
remember it happening. 

Interviewer it must be much nicer to be at home. 

Oliver Of course it is 

Interviewer Before you worked with Sharon did anyone suggest spelling 
things out. 

Oliver No 

Interviewer Did people just presume that you couldn't spell. 

Oliver Yes. They put me in a box. The nurses recently were really surprised. 
They said 'We didn't know he could write. 

Interviewer Do you use the computer now in preference to writing? 

Oliver (shaking his head) I'll be giving my carer a tutorial on the computer to
day and in preparation I'll be writing everything down with a diagram for her. 
When I give my advice to the independent living centre I'll be doing a 
diagram 

Interviewer That's amazing that no-one got you to spell. 

Oliver They didn't expect you to try. In other words they take away your 
hope. That's the worst thing. 
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Interviewer So you had that spelling ability all the time and when Sharon 
was working with you you were working pretty independently all of the time. 
Did you use the alphabet board with other people to spell out messages? 

Oliver No. They didn't think I could. They wanted me to write it down. 

Interviewer You can now. Could you do it then? 

Oliver They never gave me a chance 

Interviewer You think now that you could have just used a pencil and paper? 
Oliver nods 
Interviewer It's terrible that no-one checked that out. 

Oliver Would have caused too much work for them -- too much bother. 

Interviewer So the best thing about working with Sharon was that for some 
reason your speech came very quickly 

Oliver Something like that 

Interviewer Speaking meant being able to communicate with people and you 
didn't need a pencil and paper? 

Oliver Its still frustrating because I can't speak loudly and with a full breath. 
People say excuse me That's frustrating because I have to start again. If you 
write it down they can't spare five minutes. 

Interviewer You must be getting strength back for speaking 

Oliver I think so. What do you think? 

Interviewer I think so 

Oliver went on to talk about how much travelling he did in his youth and that 
he had a smattering of several languages in which he could make himself 
understood. 

End of session 

Third Session 
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Some preliminary discussion about my experiences with my mother after her 
stroke and how strangers would presume she didn't understand anything. 
Oliver asked about what hospital she was in and made some comments 
about hospitals 

Oliver I don't have much time for hospitals I never want to go to hospital 
again 

Interviewer I hope you don't 

Oliver I'd rather be in a cemetry than in hospital and I wouldn't be dead for 
quids. 

Oliver made several jokes about being lonely under the ground and worms 
not eating much. 

Interviewer Do you remember when Sharon first worked with you? 

Oliver Yes I was at the hospital. 

Interviewer She knew a friend of yours V M 

Oliver (correcting the surname as I had confused two people) She said she 
worked with someone who might be able to help. 

Interviewer When Sharon first worked with you she probably did it the same 
way as she did at school. She may have given you more help than you 
needed. 

Oliver (nodding emphatically) Yes she did. 

Interviewer She probably held your hand. She didn't know your abilities yet. 

Oliver Yes. I didn't like it . 

Interviewer Why was that? 

Oliver I could do it myself. 

Interviewer How did she finally realise you could do it yourself?. 

Oliver I pushed her hand away. 

Interviewer When she worked with you holding your hand did you ever feel 
that you wanted to go one way and she went the other? 

Oliver Yes I did 
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Interviewer could you do anything about it? 

Oliver I gave her hand a tug 

Interviewer Do you think she got the message? 

Oliver Yes I think she did 

Interviewer Do you remember when Sharon first worked with you? 

Oliver Yes I was at the hospital. 

Interviewer She knew a friend of yours V M 

Oliver (correcting the surname as I had confused two people) She said she 
worked with someone who might be able to help. 

Interviewer When Sharon first worked with you she probably did it the 
same way as she did at school. She may have given you more help than you 
needed. · 

Oliver (nodding emphatically) Yes she did. 

Interviewer She probably held your hand. She didn't know your abilities yet. 

Oliver Yes. I didn't like it. 

Interviewer Why was that? 

Oliver I could do it myself. 

Interviewer How did she finally realise you could do it yourself?. 

Oliver I pushed her hand away. 

Interviewer When she worked with you holding your hand did you ever 
feel that you wanted to go one way and she went the other? 

Oliver Yes I did 

Interviewer could you do anything about it? 

Oliver I gave her hand a tug 

Interviewer Do you think she got the message? 

Oliver Yes I think she did 
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Interviewer This is the alphabet board that Salli drew up but I can see it's 
not quite to your specifications already because she hasn't given a good 
contrast. 

Oliver Not bad. 

Interviewer But she's added some things that you asked her to add. 

Oliver looked at the board and clicked his teeth in approval. 

Interviewer But I wanted to ask you about your additions bit by bit. If you 
don't mind. 

Oliver pointed to 'No' 

Interviewer There's 'Yes over here. 

Oliver It should be with 'No' 

Interviewer Yes it should. 

Oliver I like those (pointing to additional words and phrases) 

Interviewer Apparently you suggested these changes 

Oliver Needs to be black on white 

Interviewer Yes she got that wrong. We'll have to change that. 

Oliver (pointing) I like that. 

Interviewer "Ask me another" 

Oliver I like phrases like that. 

Interviewer I was interested you said, ask me another, Does that mean .... ? 

Oliver Ask me another question 

Interviewer Yes another question. that kept your practise up did it? With 
spelling? 

Oliver (looking for somethig attempting to point with his finger) Where's .. ? 

Interviewer Is it over here? You were talking about a pointer. You need that 
on this sort of board. 
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Oliver described the dimensions of a finger pointer, e.g. about a quarter of an 
inch thick. 

Oliver It makes it easier to communicate. That (pointing to yes) needs to be 
over here. 

Interviewer Yes, Yes and No together would be a good idea. I was interested 
in some of the things you added. Apparently you suggested WRONG ! Does 
that mean there were times ....... ? 

Oliver (Interrupting) Sometimes, when you've got the answer after they'd ask 
a question and they'd say the wrong thing. That's why I like people to repeat 
the answer I give back to me so I know its not wrong - and so I don't go on 
and on repeating myself for no reason. 

Interviewer Yes I remember last year You said that you wanted me to repeat 
the answers so that you knew I understood. I have been relying on the tape 
recorder and going over the material each session. 

Oliver Is the it (the tape recorder) working O.K. 

Interviewer Yes this one is (the previous one didn't work well and had to be 
returned.) 

Oliver Ring up Tandy if it isn't and say thank you for the service 

Oliver continued to describe shopping with his carer where people responded 
well to him because he used his charm and thanked people for their 
assistance. Oliver seemed to be using a lot of effort during this session to 
speak. He described a shopping expedition to buy a gift for his wife's birthday 
and how he approaches people. He mentioned trying to say something in the 
other person's language if they come from somewhere other than Australia. 

Interviewer I'm really interested in the changes you made here (pointing to 
the alphabet board). When you said "Wrong" put "Wrong" . That really 
interested me. I thought it was an important thing to add. 

Oliver If people get it wrong you could just point to it and say "Wrong" 

Interviewer Did that happen very much? 

Oliver People would pre-empt. I told you about that. It was very frustrating. 

Interviewer So in that pa-empting did they sometimes get it wrong? 

Oliver It's like when someone has a stutter and people try to help. It's the 
same thing. It's very frustrating. 
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Oliver's wife entered the room 

End Session 

Session four 

Oliver was having a massage. His therapist was early and I was late. Both 
insist that the interview should proceed. Frank Sinatra was singing on the 
tape player and Oliver was singing along. Frank was one of his favourites but 
he agreed to turn off the music. 

Interviewer Last week you told me that you worked with Sharon in two 
different ways. When she first worked with you she used what we use in the 
special school - and that's actually holding their hand. When she realized you 
didn't need that she stopped doing that. is that right? 

Oliver nodding 

Interviewer Do you remember how you let her know that you didn't need 
that? 

01 iver I pushed her hand away 

Interviewer Oh did you that was good. I want to ask you about the time that 
she was holding onto your hand. 

Oliver It's all very hazy now. 

Interviewer Yes. 

Oliver It's a long time ago. 

Interviewer Yes I know. 

Oliver I'll do my best. 

Interviewer That's OK. I wish I'd spoken to you last year. You seem to have 
a pretty good memory. I remember you told me it was annoying that Sharon 
held your hand. Is that right? 

Oliver Restrictive 

Interviewer Restrictive 

Oliver Yes 

Interviewer Okay 
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Oliver If I had an itchy nose (Oliver scratching his nose) 

Interviewer Oh I see (laughing) so you couldn't do other things. Well that's 
true. I know that pointing yourself is better but at school the students can't 
move their hands themselves. Some teachers hold their hand and move it . 
That's the part we are really interested in. 
I appreciate you telling me your memory is hazy. The time that I want to 
concentrate on is when Sharon helped you move your hand when you used 
the alphabet board. If you can remember some details about that. 

01 iver I think she tried to answer for me until she knew I could move my 
hand 

Interviewer You needed a big movement to pull away did you if you knew 
she was going in the wrong direction. 

Oliver Yes 

Interviewer You think she understood that 

Oliver I think so 

Interviewer Okay 

-
01 iver I don't think she expected that 

Interviewer No. She probably thought she was going in the right direction 
but she wasn't 

Oliver That's right. Like the person who stutters 

Interviewer People jump in and try to 

Oliver help 

Interviewer Can you think of any examples of when that happened with 
Sharon? 

Oliver Not specifically. 

Interviewer Its a long time ago 

Oliver Just generally. I wasn't offended. I knew she was trying to help me 
and I appreciated that. I wasn't getting much help from anyone else at that 
terrible place General Hospital; bad vibes there. 

Interviewer That rehabilitation section is the oldest part of the hospital 
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Oliver They never did anything for me. 

Interviewer There was a speech therapist there who tried to help wasn't 
there? 

Oliver She started me on the computer, which was a big thing. I used to like 
doing that. That's where I found my eye sight had improved. I used to wear 
reading glasses and I found I didn't need them. 

Interviewer Could you talk then? 

Oliver Yes. 

Interviewer Was that when you went to rehabilitation after working with 
Sharon. 

Oliver Yes 

Interviewer Did you have any speech therapy before that? 

Oliver Nothing 

Interviewer Nothing 

Oliver I wasn't expected to talk because of the box I was put in They had 
pre-conceived ideas about me. They didn't want me to succeed because their 
boss said I wouldn't recover. 

Interviewer Some unfortunate politics there 

Oliver Yes 

Interviewer So when you were working with Sharon and she held your hand 
you could sometimes signal she was going the wrong way by pulling her 
hand. Is there anything else you remember of that time. 

Oliver Not particularly. I just wanted to do it myself. 

Interviewer Yes That's pretty understandable 

Oliver I've got my right hand. I always was right handed and I used to do a 
lot with my right hand. I used to work with my hands a lot. 

Interviewer Do you remember anytime when you couldn't give Sharon the 
message that she was going the wrong way? Would she ever spell out the 
wrong message using your hand ? 
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Oliver Yes that was frustrating. I think I tried to talk then. 

Oliver's wife entered the room having come home from work. 

End Session 

Session Five 

Oliver was very emotional when I arrived. Talked about how good one of his 
carers was. Said he wanted to come to my school to work with the students 
and teachers. He was annoyed with me for calling him a client, said it could 
be mis-interpreted and was highly offended when I told him not to let me 
influence his answers if he didn't really remember the things I was asking him 
about. He said I was give him more credit than that. Oliver wanted to talk 
about how the method could be improved for the students. 

Oliver How are their head movements? 

lnterviewerWhy do you ask? 

Oliver Put a pointer on the head. 

Interviewer We do use head pointers for some but what often needs to 
happen is that the teachers need to hold their heads steady. 

Oliver Put it in their mouths. Something to bite on. Can they hold their lips, 
against they're teeth or a mouth guard with a pointer on it. They could use 
their lips to point. 

Interviewer You said it was quite restrictive holding your hand. You didn't like 
that , you wanted to be independent because you could. 

Oliver To ask if you needed help. Would someone please help. That's one 
of the things I wanted on it (the alphabet board). 

Interviewer Yes you put that on the alphabet board. 

Oliver You could tell the person to do what you want. Tell them what you 
need. 

Interviewer So you think its better for people to be as independent as they 
can. 

Oliver They get more out of it. I did. You feel like you've actually done 
something. Instead of being helped all of the time. 

Interviewer Yes 
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Oliver You get so much help you get lazy. 

Interviewer To be as independent as possible is the best 

Oliver As possible. Don't forget that 

Interviewer Yes 

Oliver If it's not possible you can't be independent. Do as much as you can. 
Every person has their limitations. 

Interviewer Yes 

Oliver You need some options. I mean a fall back position. If they can't move 
their hand, can they move their mouth- or their tongue, move the pointer with 
their tongue. 

Interviewer So it sounds like what your saying is what you liked best about 
working with B was being independent. 

Oliver And don't pre empt. It's important when the person is desperately 
trying to do their best. 

Interviewer Back in the early days with Sharon, and I know its hard to 
remember, did you ever not like working or felt that it was too difficult? 

Oliver (Shaking his head indicating no). 

Interviewer No? 

Oliver The hospital environment's, a terrible environment. Made you feel 
helpless. 

Interviewer But you always wanted to work. 

01 iver I could see the benefits 

Interviewer Did you feel you were well motivated? 

Oliver Yes. I'd thought (heard) good of Sharon. She had been working with 
other people. It was good to have someone who cared. 

Interviewer Yes 

Oliver It's important to know the person's background. 

Interviewer Yes. A friend of yours worked with Sharon. 
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Oliver Yes VM 

Oliver talked about explaining to the students about one's background and 
also how working will help them to develop their skills. He also talked about 
someone he knew who recovered from a cerebral haemorrhage twice. He 
also asked about the medical conditions of the students and what the schoo; 
was like. I explained that there was a big debate about the technique partially 
due to the amount of physical assistance provided. 

Interviewer With the autistic students in particular there is concern. It's 
difficult to know if bad behaviours mean poor technique 

Oliver Could be frustrating them. 

Interviewer There is a concern the person might not be up to doing that 
work. 

Oliver Need to keep checking, asking if they are all right. Is it o.k. to 
continue? If not end it and try again another day. There's always another day. 

Interviewer The person who invented the technique 

Oliver Is an American 

Interviewer No. She's Australian 

Oliver Unbelievable. What was her experience. 

Interviewer A teacher in a spastic centre. She believes most people can use 
it, regardless of their condition. 

Oliver Maybe I should talk to her as well. 
I 
nterviewer You have told me you remember having all your spelling and 
language skills and when you started talking you were talking very capably 

Oliver But not loud 

Interviewer It wasn't loud? 

Oliver It's such a problem not talking LOU D . That's the thing I'm talking 
about. I really hate it. You have to repaeat yourself many times. People say 
what did you say? It's such an effort to make the words up and they don't 
listen or they can't hear. They keep saying excuse me what did you say--- I 
feel like saying shit. I think its frustrating. Frustration leads to anger. Anger 
leads to resentment. Resentment leads to lack of initiative and so on and so 
forth 
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Interviewer Yes we have students who have probably had frustration for a 
very long time 

Oliver I want to help. I think if you say you are willing to help you get a better 
response. 

Interviewer The person I trialled my questions with said he was very badly 
behaved when he was recovering. 

Oliver Was he? I never was. 

Interviewer No. Rehab decided he wasn't talking but that he should have a 
communication system. I don't know how they make those decisions. 

Oliver Depends upon whether they think you'll make the grade or not 

Interviewer He was mobile but not walking well. 

Oliver They decide if they like you or not and if they don't they get rid of you. 
If they think they can get something out of it like success equals dollars. 
They can't afford to have failures. When I started to come good and speak 
they sent a team over to assess me . They thought I was good so then they 
took me back. I didn't come on as well as they expected. They got rid of me. 
They made me feel terrible. They wanted me to go back for an assessment. I 
went back once more. I thought I did well but they told lies and said no 
change. They didn't want to take the chance. I never want to go back again. 
I'll never go back again. 

Interviewer I don't blame you. Last time we talked you emphasised pre pre
empting as a big problem and I got that message clearly. You also said that 
your memory was a bit hazy but I think you said there were times when 
Sharon was holding your hand and she got the message wrong that you were 
typing out. You said you thought she did and you found that frustrating and 
you think that was a big motivation to speak. 

Oliver I wanted to say No, No, No you're wrong. You don't understand 

Interviewer Is that's why you put that WRONG on your alphabet board? 

Oliver Yes 

Interviewer You are much more capable than most of our students. It might 
be quite easy for us to get the message wrong. 

Oliver That's why I can help. 
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Oliver talked about coming to school to help evaluate the students. He also 
wanted to meet my supervisor. He also talked about how he didn't ever think 
he would end up in a nursing home but he did. Oliver has periodically been 
quite emotional throughout the session. He spoke about a book launch in 
Canberra and how he talked to Senator Haradine. 

Interviewer So you think in spite of the difficulties with the method it should 
be worked on to make it better 

Oliver I think the word is refined. 

Interviewer Refined. Yes. 

Oliver That's why I'm trying to help. Have you talked to many people about. 

Interviewer Well no. There aren't many people who have used it and can talk 
( , about it like I've talked to you. 

( 

Oliver You need to talk to other people and tell them what I said and see if 
they agree with me. 

I explained about my two other interviewees and the difficulty of finding 
people. Oliver talked about his skills with crosswords and Trivial Pursuits. 

Interviewer I think you were so capable, you were able to give Sharon the 
message that you wanted to work independently .Do you think that was why 
you were so motivated ? 

Oliver I could see the light at the end of the tunnel --there was some hope. 
You need to give people hope. If you think they've done well tell them. Try to 
give them encouragement. Don't try to talk them down, say 'that's silly.' Don't 
be derogatory to them. It puts them right off. They know their limitations. They 
don't need someone else telling them. (pause) 

Oliver talked about the recovery of a friend from a car accident. His wife 
returned from work and the session ended. 
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APPENDIX 7 

OLIVER 

Summary of Wife's Interview 

Oliver's wife, June, reported that he was not independently pointing when he first 

used facilitated communication but was, at times, towards the end of his time 

using the technique. In reference to facilitated communication she said that she 

was a bit dubious in the beginning because she didn't really know what Oliver 

was capable of. June said that she was very surprised that he could spell, and so 

accurately, but as he retained those skills when his speech returned she didn't 

doubt that it was Oliver who was responding. 

June confirmed much of what Oliver had said. She agreed that his responses 

began with single words and then built to phrases. She agreed that it was mostly 

a question and answer format with Oliver responding to simple questions. While 

she said that she was excited by his ability to respond he did not produce 

messages that were particularly significant or revealing about his experiences 

during his illness. She confirmed that it was when he regained his speech that 

Oliver amazed her with his recollections about his experiences when he came in 

and out of consciousness during his coma. 

June reported that she felt that there was some connection with Oliver's recovery 

of speech and his use of facilitated communication. She didn't really see that 

facilitated communication was really a useful communication aid for her husband 

but rather something that helped him to recover some of his literacy skills. 

June reported that she had attempted to use facilitated communication with Oliver 

but he wasn't very responsive. She said that she felt at the time that she should 

have tried harder but in some areas of current therapy he wasn't always 

cooperative with her and this was just another example of that. 
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APPENDIX 8 

OLIVER 

Summary of Medical Information and Therapy Reports 

21 March 1994 sudden onset of severe headache and rapid onset of 

unconsciousness. Large haemorrhage resulting cerebral oedema significant 

midline displacement and coning. Glasgow Coma Score fell to 3. Significant 

systemic hypertension, most likely in response to intra cerebral vascular 

compromise. Diagnosis R inter cerebral haemorrhage Severe permanent 

neurological damage (very large right intracranial haemorrhage) 

22 March Haematoma evacuated. Intensive Care 

7 April Oliver left intensive care 

April sometime subacute bacterial endocarditis with echo cardiogram evidence of 

probable vegetation on his aortic valve. 

Reported by a Rehabilitation report to have remained non-responsive for months 

although the details are sparse and there is no indication of any therapies offered 

to Oliver. 

28 July 94 Oliver was transferred to a nursing home 

Sept 94 Oliver was referred to Rehabilitation Service for assessment , by his 

general practitioner as he had begun to respond and attempt communication 

On admission to Rehabilitation Oliver was observed to have regained useful 

language skills but was reported to remain physically dependent in all activities of 

daily living 

Physical assessment noted that Oliver's condition included dense hemiplegia with 

increased tone and marked contractures, especially at the left wrist, elbow, knee 

and hip. Sustained clonus at the left ankle. Sitting balance and head control 

remained poor. Some movement of right arm and leg but little right upper limb 
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function. Left homonymous hemianopia and an incomplete right third nerve palsy, 

resulting in lateral deviation of the right eye at rest. Reading acuity was functional 

October Noted both vocal cords fixed in the abducted position, poor reflex cough 

and inability to cough on command 

Sept 95 Speech Pathology Assessment 

Severe dysphagia improved to a level that Oliver can tolerate a normal diet. 

Receptive and expressive language functionally adequate for day to day needs. 

Although not formally assessed it was known that Oliver was able to type and read 

sentences and short paragraphs on his computer. High level language deficits 

apparent on re-assessment, largely reflecting persisting cognitive deficits. No 

details. 

Speech was described as featuring moderate to severe dysarthria. Voice 

production was described as effortful and volume and pitch ranges were severely 

restricted. he was reported to be able to produce short phrases only with each 

breath. 

The neuropsychological report described Oliver's cognitive functioning 

predominantly intact for verbal based abilities (intellectual and memory) and 

attention for auditory-verbal information was good. In contrast, visual-based 

abilities were reported to be considerably poorer including visual perception and 

nonverbal reasoning. Visual memory was reported to be moderately impaired 

although this was considered to be contributed to by impaired visual perception. 

The report noted that the information encoded (although inaccurate) was retained. 

It was also reported that Oliver showed awareness of poor abilities by commenting 

tasks were childish or irrelevant. Executive ability to voluntarily regulate behaviour 

was found to be poor. 

Jan 95 It was recorded that Oliver's vocal quality and reflexive cough had 

improved (Family had been feeding him orally). No aspiration on thickened fluid. 

Hospital commenced a regime of thickened fluids. Not able to feed himself. 

Oct 95 

It was recorded that Oliver continues to make small functional gains. Remains 

wheelchair dependent and requires a hoist for transfers. Motor weakness of all 
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four limbs but left hemiplegia is predominant. Language and higher order cortical 

functions relatively spared. Mod -severe dysarthric voice production a particular 

problem. Neuropsychological assessment reported impairment of executive control 

and self monitoring and only superficial insight into the nature of his deficits 
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APPENDIX 9 OLIVER 

Summary of Records Presented as a Time Line 

Date Events Presentation 

March 1994 Admitted to hospital Rapid onset of 

unconsciousness, Large R 

inter cerebralhaemorrhage 

GlasQow Coma Score 3 

Next day Haematoma evacuated. Intensive care -Severe 

permanent neurological 

damage. 

( April 7 Left intensive care 

April 14 Oiiver opens his eyes recalls seeing 'TiabinbiHa' 

on his sons t - shirt (son's 

birthday). Also recalls 

trying to talk to his wife. 

June Began work with Sharon. Considered unresponsive 

by hospital. No therapies 

offered. 

July 28 Transferred to a nursing Oliver starts talking again 

home. 

Sept. '94 Referral from GP. to Assessed to have useful 

rehabilitation services. language skills including 

A team sent over to the reading ability. Severe 

nursing home to assess Dysarthria speaks in short 

him. Admitted to rehab. breathy phrases. 

Poor reflex cough 

and inability to cough on 

demand. 
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Physical assessment: 

dense hemiplegia with 

increased tone and marked 

contractures, especially at 

the left wrist, elbow, knee 

and hip sustained clonus at 

the left ankle. Sitting 

balance and head control 

poor. Some movement of 

right arm and leg but little 

right upper limb function. 

Left homonymous 

( hemianopia and an 

incomplete right nerve 

palsy. Left field deficit 

scanning exercises. Some 

behavioural problems 

noted mostly a tendency to 

cry or cry out when not 

engaged in useful 

activities. Was able to 

relearn appropriate 

responses. Also some 

distracting behaviours and 

decreased attention span. 

( 

Oct. 1994 Hydro therapy program 

finished after a month trial. 

It was not seen as cost 

effective. The family 

advised to take Oliver 

swimmina on weekends. 

Dec 1994 Vocal quality and reflexive 

cough had improved. It was 

noted that his family had 

been feedina him orally. 
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:' Dec 1994 Exited from Rehab unit One recorded visit to 

Oliver transferred back to nursing home from rehab 

nursing home. team. 

Jan 1995 Rehab report sent to GP. Problems of access to 

Occupational therapy and computer. It was locked 

speech therapy support to away. The tray necessary 

continue at nursing home. to use the computer never 

arrived. 

July 1995 Referral back to Rehab Neuropsychology 

from GP. due to doctors assessment -

observation that Olivers see Appendix 8 

cognitive ability seemed 

( competent. An assessment 

was requested. 

Sept 1996 Oliver leaves the nursing 

home and returns to the 

family home. He is 

maintained at home 
( \ through resources 

allocated via government 

funding called ISP'S 

(Individual support 

packages}. 
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APPENDIX 10 Nancy 
Session One 9th September 

Nancy was sitting very upright in her wheelchair and smiled when introduced to 

me. Her mother reported that she had a good night's sleep without any 

seizures. When I sat down beside Nancy her mother produced her head 

pointer and alphabet board. 

Mother These look like awful things and she didn't like using them. (Nancy 

pulled a face and shook her head). 

Interviewer Do you remember when you started to speak if it was gradual or 

all of a sudden? 

Nancy It was very gradual. 

Interviewer It was a long time ago. 

Nancy Yes it was. 

Interviewer Was it really hard? 

Nancy Yes (nodding) 

Interviewer Were you still using facilitated communication then when you had 

a little bit of speech? 

Nancy (looked blank and was unresponsive) 

Mother She doesn't know what that is 

Interviewer Sorry. Were you still working with Angela using the canon or the 

alphabet board? 

Nancy Looked blank and looked at her lap. 

Interviewer You're not sure? It was a while ago. 

Nancy It was very hard. 
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Interviewer What was hard? 

Nancy Yes 

Interviewer Was the spelling out easier than speaking? 

Nancy Looking at her lap 

Interviewer Don't remember? 

Nancy They were both hard. 

Interviewer Do you remember why it was so hard? 

Nancy Pause 

Interviewer Was it tiring? 

Nancy Looking at her lap 

Interviewer Was it hard knowing what people wanted you to do? 

Nancy It was difficult 

Lynn (Nancy's mother) showed me some typed pieces from the Canon 'I 

hate hospital' 

Interviewer Do you remember that? 

Nancy (Smiling and nodding) Yes. They treated me as an object. (pulling a 

face) 

Interviewer Not as a person do you mean? 

Nancy No they didn't. They treated me as an object. They treated me as a 

thing (showing she was upset) 
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Mother As an observer I would agree with that comment 

Interviewer Do you remember spelling things out then? 

Nancy No response 

Interviewer You remember the message I hate hospital but do you remember 

typing it out? 

Nancy No response 

Mother Angela must have asked her because there's a sentence here. Angela 

"I like your room" and the reply was "I don't". That's pretty obvious 

isn't it? (Everyone laughs including Nancy). That was a pretty positive 

comment. 

Interviewer Do you remember that? 

Nancy (Smiling and nodding) 

Interviewer What was your room like? Do you remember ? 

Nancy (Looking blank -- didn't say anything for a while) I remember it was like 

a cylinder 

Interviewer Do you mean long? 

Nancy They treated me as a thing 

Interviewer Sometimes people remember doctors and nurses talking about 

them. 

Nancy Yes they did. 

Interviewer They did that to you? 

Nancy They said don't look at her she's just a thing. She's not a person. 

Interviewer That must have made you upset. 
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Nancy I use to cry 

Mother She couldn't cry --she still can't--something about her tear duct. 

Interviewer I'd cry if they said that to me. 

Nancy I was being hysterical. 

Mother You did too. They'd put her out of the room. 

Interviewer You've come a long way from there. 

Nancy I can talk now , say what I feel, think about what I'm trying to say. 

Interviewer It makes a big difference being able to speak. 

Nancy I can write now 

Interviewer And you write using a pen or a pencil? 

Nancy Yes a pencil and an object 

Interviewer Do you mean like a pointer? 

Nancy Yes that's exactly what it was. 

Lynn showed me some photos of Nancy when she was first out of hospital and 

making progress. There was one when people were attempting to put her on 

horse back another using a walking frame with assistance and another when 

she went back to school for short periods. 

Interviewer People have told me speaking makes such a difference getting 

your feelings across. When you were working with Angela you could get some 

messages across. Some people have said they feel a bit silly pointing to 

letters. 

Mother She did say that actually --that's what she said. 
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Interviewer Did you feel that? 

Nancy Yes I was just an object. They said don't look at her she's not a person-

she's a thing. 
Mother We're getting a bit bogged down here 

Lynn showed me a piece of paper with a transcript of an exchange between 

herself and Nancy in preparation for me talking to her. Pointed to the 
message-'it was like a nightmare.' 

Interviewer That's a very strong message. Your mother told me that this was 

what you said you felt like waking up after your accident. (no response from 

Nancy) 

Mother She used words like nightmare, overpowering 

Interviewer I have been told that by others, that its a living nightmare 

Mother It would be 

Interviewer We talked about you not liking to use the head pointer. Were 

there times when it was good to use it 

Nancy No 

Interviewer Were there things that Angela did that made it better? 

Nancy No 

Mother Weren't you happy when you could finally get through to people? 

Nancy I felt happy when I could talk 

Interviewer How about when Angela asked you about how hospital was. How 

did 

that feel 

Nancy (looked blank) No response 
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Interviewer You said it was hard but how was it letting people know. 

Nancy I felt relieved when I could finally let people know. I couldn't before but I 

could then. 

Mother I bet you did 

Nancy I felt relieved 

Mother Her brother heard her saying um so he tried to get her to say it louder 

and louder Then he said if you put m in front you can say mum. She could say 

Nick so we picked that up and ran with it. 

At the hospital using a communication board she verbalised a request and 

they rang me up very excited. I didn't want to get too excited prematurely-

sometimes people can produce one sound and be stuck with that for the rest of 

their lives. 

She said 11 Mum11 really loudly and of course I cried . And she said. Nana. She 

was off within a week with practise. Got her home and she spoke to her 

grandmother over the phone. Grandmother didn't believe it at first abused me 

first and then cried when she realised. Her brother was also stunned. He came 

home and I said listen to this. She said Mum. He didn't say anything he just got 

up and went to the fridge and got a beer. He couldn't say anything until he'd 

had the beer. We were all crying Nancy enjoyed the story laughing. 

Interviewer Do you remember when you were first surprising people, talking. 

Nancy Indicated no 

Interviewer Not much. It's a long time ago. 

Nancy Not really. 

Mother She's said so much since its over powered that wonderful moment 

Nancy It's so much better that I can talk. 

Mother You don't know who is going to talk. People should be given the 

opportunity to use the alphabet board or the canon communicator. That goes 

for people who have had stokes. 
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Mother exited 

Interviewer So it's a bit hard to remember back when you were spelling out 

words before you were talking. 

Nancy Yes. I remember it was difficult talking and saying what I wanted to say. 

It's 

good I can talk about how I feel. 

Interviewer That's great that you can talk. Do you remember working with 

Angela at all? 

Nancy She didn't treat me like an object. You're a person. 

Interviewer She treated you like a person. She believed you had something to 

say. 

Nancy She believed I could talk. I wanted to talk so much and I finally did. She 

said now that's great. 

Interviewer She must have been very excited for you. 

Nancy She was pleased 

Mother Who was that (returning to the room) 

Interviewer Angela 

Mother Oh yeah it must have given her a great sense of satisfaction 

' Interviewer You remember that working with Angela was hard 

Nancy It was difficult 

Interviewer Do you remember where you worked with her? 

Nancy No response (pause) ummm 
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Interviewer Did you work with her in the hospital or at home? 

Nancy No response (pause) It was difficult in the hospital they treated me like 

an object not a person. I just sat down and cried. 

Interviewer You've been through a lot 

Nancy Very difficult 

Interviewer You are a very brave person. Do you remember the last time you 

worked with Angela? 

Nancy No reponse 

Interviewer Did you work with Angela and Grace? 

Mother No 

Interviewer Did you use a canon communicator? 

Nancy No response 

Interviewer Were you pointing on your own 

Nancy Nodded (mother shaking her head) 

Interviewer I wonder what you would have typed out? 

Nancy The first thing I said was I love my mum. I want to see her and I finally 

did. 

Interviewer Yes you did all of that work. 

Nancy I finally said that and I was so pleased 

Interviewer You must have been. Can you remember any other messages? 

Long pause 
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Interviewer (to mother) I am interested in the last time Nancy would have 

worked with Angela 

Mother Oh years ago. She mostly worked at the hospital but eventually we 

went to Angela's house because the hospital had given her the flick. That's 

right when I talked to her over the phone she said ' if you become associated 

with me there is every chance Nancy will be thrown out of the hospital. I'm 

considered some kind of nut.' Peter took a video. Nancy has a lot of her 

initiation response. 

Interviewer Do you remember when you were in the hospital and you couldn't 

get your message across? 

Nancy They treated me like an object 

Mother Go back to the question Nancy. Ask her again Noella 

Interviewer I'm trying to get you to think about when you were in the hospital 

and you couldn't get your message across. Your mum says you were pretty 

miserable. Do you remember that? 

Nancy No 

Interviewer Do you remember the worst part about it? 

Nancy Treating me like an it? 

Mother What are you trying to say Nancy. That the worst part of being in 

hospital was 

not being treated like a person? 

Nancy Yes 

Interviewer That was your strongest feeling at the time 

Nancy Yes 

Mother I used to get her to spell things out. She had low lung capacity and I 

wasn't sure I was hearing things correctly. I was concerned when Nancy started 
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to speak. I told Dr S because her level of communication on the head pointer 

and alphabet board was far superior to the level of communication when she 

was verbally speaking. I said 'what's happening here'. It's the 

neurotransmitters. She's got no frontal right lobe and the left one is damaged 

so the bridge between the two hemispheres is torn in between. All the neurons 

are damaged so the actual thought level is. Writing starts to occur at the verbal 

level. I observed Nancy looking at the print in a book when she was supposedly 

in a coma. This so-called vegetable who wriggled her toe when you told her to. 

(I told them that Oliver didn't have his eyes open but could hear things going on 

around him). 

Mother She had her eyes open. She told me about things that I had 

discussed with her in the coma, later. 

Interviewer I think its hard to remember working with Angela 

Nancy Yes it was difficult but she treated me like a person. She was the first. 

Interviewer You said she wasn't holding your hand. 

Mother She was steadying it 

Interviewer What was good about that? 

Nancy It was good I could finally say its great to say how you feel 

Mother And what you need I suppose 

Nancy And to say I'm a person not a thing 

Interviewer Did you feel other people saw you as a person when you could 

type out your messages?. 

Nancy Looking blank Lots of urns 

Interviewer You could tell Angela and your mum 
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Nancy And I could finally say and it was great to say it. I'm a person not a 

thing 

Interviewer Did you ever feel impatient when you were typing out? 

Nancy Yes 

Interviewer Why was that? 

Nancy People would say 'hurry up you're taking your time. You're not saying 

what you feel. I'd say 'Yes I am. Don't hurry me. I'm a person not a thing.' 

Interviewer Who used to tell you to hurry up. 

Mother She wouldn't remember who they were. She had so many medical 

people at her. 

Interviewer So you had this feeling everyone was saying 'hurry up'? 

Nancy I felt relieved when I could finally say I'm a person not an it. I was so 

relieved then. I felt can't you see the person inside me. I'm relieved. Don't treat 

me as a thing. I'm a person I'm not an it. 

Mother You're a very smart cookie 

Nancy And I could talk. I'm Nancy. 

Mother You're getting locked in there. Ask another question. Break the 

pattern. 

Interviewer People being impatient made it hard 

Mother Like your mother (laughing) 

Interviewer Did anything else make it hard? 

Nancy People treating me like an it. My brother burst into tears when I could 

talk. 
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Interviewer He'd been teaching you. 

Nancy And so did my mum. 

End Session 

Session Two 

When I arrived Nancy was sitting in her wheelchair in the kitchen with her 

mother, grandmother and a carer she had known some years ago but who 

hadn't seen her for some time. After introductions Nancy's mother said that the 

carer was surprised to see how much Nancy had improved since she saw her 

last. Nancy was unwell with her period and was much quieter than the previous 

session. Lynn took Nancy to her bedroom as it had a sunny aspect and settled 

her in bed. She told her to remember what she could but not to worry if she 

couldn't remember. She said it was a shame that I didn't interview her closer to 

the time she used facilitated communication. 

Mother Never mind Nancy, you tell her what you can and Noella is going to 

write about you and send us a copy. I'll read it to you. 

I had bought a canon communicator an alphabet board and some pictures of 

Angela using the technique with Grace who was wearing a head pointer . 

Mother Noella's not asking you to use this , she's just using it to show you 

how far you've come. 

Interviewer Yes you have. We talked a lot about you speaking last week but I 

wanted to talk to you about when you were working with Angela. 

I showed Nancy a photograph of Angela holding Grace's head while Grace was 

wearing a head pointer. When you were working with Angela you had the head 

pointer on your head and you were spelling things out. Nancy looked at the 

equipment and the picture without saying anything. 
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Interviewer Your mother said you didn't like hospital. Do you remember that? 

Nancy Silent, shaking her head. 

Interviewer It's a long time ago. In the beginning Angela would have put the 

alphabet board in front of you. You would have had your head pointer on your 

head and she would have asked you "Is there anything you want to say today 

Nancy? 

Nancy No response just staring at the board 

Interviewer You would have pointed to the letters on the alphabet board using 

your head pointer. What do you think about that? 

Nancy Mmmm (long pause) 

Interviewer You don't remember? 

Nancy Shaking her head 

Interviewer No 

Nancy (speaking very slowly) I don't ?????(unclear) 

Interviewer You don't ? ............. Pause .. 

Nancy (very slowly) I don't remember. 

Interviewer It was a long time ago. I didn't know when I spoke to your mum 

about talking to you. I didn't realise it was so long ago. Is there anything you 

would like to say about that? 

Nancy Mmm 

Interviewer You probably haven't seen Angela for a long time. Do you write? 

Nancy Nodding 

Interviewer Which hand do you use? 

Nancy raised her left hand 

Interviewer That would have been the hand that Angela would have held. So 

Angela would have held your hand, perhaps held your finger out and asked 

you to point 

Nancy Mmm (very faintly looking unsure 

Interviewer She'd help you with your hand, like this 

Nancy (mumbled something slowly) 

Interviewer Sorry what was that? 

Nancy I'd hate it 

Interviewer You'd hate it. Your mum said you hated using the head pointer 

Nancy Mmm 

Interviewer She said you spelt out 'I hate hospital". Do you remember us 

talking about that? 

Nancy Nodded, looked a bit more animated 

Interviewer It must have been good to let her know that. 
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Nancy I hated it (very slowly and softly) 
Interviewer Yes you hated it. Your mum said you were really pleased to be 

home again 

Nancy Mmm 

Interviewer It's lovely here 

Nancy Got me. 
Interviewer Yes she stole you away (from the hospital) 

Nancy I'm glad about that. 
Interviewer Yes glad about that. She's a strong woman your mother to do 

that. 
Nancy Nodding looked very pleased 

I took out the newspaper clippings with photographs of Nancy taken after 

leaving the hospital and when she turned twenty-one. 

Interviewer You look very glamorous in these pictures 

Nancy looked at the pictures and seemed very pleased. 

Interviewer I really like that picture. You have a big smile on your face. 

You've seen all of these photos, haven't you? 

Nancy (shaking her head) No. 

Interviewer No? That's you going back to high school 

Nancy Yes. Fairview 

Interviewer Yes Fairview High School. What did you like best? 

Nancy (something unclear) pointing 

Interviewer They seemed very pleased to have you back. There's a picture 

here of you writing with a big thick texta. It says Nancy it looks like some good 

work. This says science. Did you like science? 

Nancy I loved it. I was good at it. 

Interviewer Oh 

Nancy And Maths 

Interviewer And Maths as well. They're not my best subjects. Do you still do 

Maths? 

Nancy And geography 

Interviewer Oh and geography. Well you certainly seem to like it . There you 

are in hospital and you look very unhappy, as if you didn't like it. There's a big 

difference there between when you were in hospital and when you were out of 

hospital. Look here is another great picture. That's when you were twenty-one. 

You went out to a restaurant to celebrate. 

Nancy Nodding 
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Interviewer Yes. You look very glamorous in the picture. You take a very 

good picture 
Nancy Mmm (looking pleased) 

Interviewer There you are on a walking frame. You are still smiling. That's 

great. 

Nancy Mmm 
Interviewer They are lovely pictures. Have you followed any of your interests 

from high school? 

Nancy (Nodding) Yes. 

Interviewer How have you done that ? 

Nancy (very slowly) Maths, English, Geography ............. and Science 

Interviewer Oh that's four subjects 

Nancy Yes 

Interviewer Did you like looking things up on an atlas or a map and finding 

where things are? 

Nancy Mmmm Long pause 

Interviewer What sorts of places or countries do you like? 

Nancy Ummm Long pause 

Interviewer My daughter's baby sitter is from Malaysia. Its a really hot country. 

Have you heard of Malaysia? 

Nancy Mmm (nodding) 

Interviewer Its in Asia 

Nancy Mmm (vaguely) 

Interviewer Its closer than Europe. Would you like to travel one day? 

Nancy I have. 

Interviewer Oh you have. Where did you go? 

Nancy Tasmania. 

Interviewer Oh Tasmania. What's that like? 

Nancy (slowly) Good. 

Interviewer What did you do there? 

Nancy's mother enters 

Mother How are you going here? 

Interviewer Oh good. Nancy can't really remember using the equipment. 

Mother Just go onto the next subject. Don't let yourself get locked in. 

Interviewer Yes. 

Mother Goodbye 
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Interviewer So you had a nice time in Tasmania. It's nice and green there. 

Isn't it? 
Nancy Nana's from Tasmania 
Interviewer Oh she's from Tasmania. She knows the places to go. I haven't 

been there. Where should I go. What's good to see in Tasmania? 

Nancy Looking lost 
Interviewer There's Hobart and Launceston and there's a big river there and 

lots of mountains. Did you go up any mountains? 

Nancy {nodding) Yes 
Interviewer You did! I don't think I could manage that. Where's your nanna 

from? What part of Tasmania? 

Long pause 

Interviewer We'll have to ask her later. 

Pause 

Interviewer It's hard to remember names. 

Nancy umm 

Interviewer Did she come from Launceston? 

Nancy Looking upset 

Interviewer Don't worry I don't need to know. 

Nancy I'm getting fucking angry about this 

Interviewer Don't worry. 

Nancy I'm really pissed off. 

Interviewer We'll stop now. 

After stopping the tape asked if I could get anything for her. She pointed to her 

mouth. I asked if she wanted coffee and she nodded. I made her an Ecco { as 

her mother had instructed) and brought it to her positioning the mug in her 

hand. She simply looked at the mug. In the previous interview her mother 

positioned her biscuit in her hand but Nancy seemed to forget about it and the 

hand froze. When her grandmother entered the room I asked her if I had made 

the drink correctly. Her grandmother took it away saying it was a bit too hot and 

not in Nancy's cup. 

Attempts on my part to get Nancy to talk were unsuccessful. She made no 

comments about my references to her toys around the room or what her 

interests were now. When I asked her what the names of her horses were she 

began to get upset again. Her grandmother appeared with her drink and we 

talked generally. 
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APPENDIX 11 NANCY 

Summary of Interviews with Nancy's Family. 

Her Mother 

I spoke with Nancy's mother, Lynn, over the phone several times before 

interviewing Nancy. Lynn also wrote some thoughts down for the study in a letter 

including a transcript of a question and answer session she had with Nancy before 

the interview began. Lynn explained that it could be very satisfying bringing quality 

to Nancy's life but there were also very difficult and disappointing times. Nancy 

could sometimes wake up in a "diabolical mood, screaming with anger and 

frustration, crying, yelling out her frustration that she could not remember the 

beautiful fulfilling day we all had yesterday." Lynn saw not remembering as a major 

difficulty of Nancy's. 

" When Nancy gets like this (in the diabolical mood ) there is no use talking or 

trying to reason with her, as she blocks out any productive thoughts and can't 

move on. You just have to divert her and try again later -- or just leave it. There 

are times Nancy is totally out of control, where she screams filthy language abuse. 

I just wheel her into her room and leave her alone and just let her do that until its 

out of her system. This is a pretty common pattern for brain damaged people." 

Lynn reported that she asked Nancy some questions in preparation for me. She 

felt Nancy was not used to answering questions and she wanted to see if her 

daughter remembered anything of past events. Because Lynn had remembered 

Nancy describing her experiences of being in a coma when her speech had 

developed she asked her about what it was like when she came out of the coma. 

Lynn Nancy, when you first woke up after your accident how did you feel and 

what sort of feelings did you experience? 

Nancy Living nightmare. Terror. Overpowering 

Lynn What was it like when you couldn't move, couldn't speak, unable to 

communicate with you the people who were doing things to you and carrying on 

their experiments on you? 

Nancy Same as first plus terrible pain caused by them. Helpless, completely 

helpless. Frightened. Just wanted to die. 

Lynn How did you feel when one day you were able to speak? 

Nancy We know how we felt. People were crying, stunned, you name it, 
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Lynn was using this as an illustration of the language Nancy is sometimes 

capable of producing when they are discussing things between them. She had 

warned me over the phone not to under estimate Nancy's ability but to give her 

time to answer. 

Lynn also made the observation that Nancy had great difficulties with her memory 

from day to day. She thought that too much time had elapsed since Nancy had 

worked with Angela for her to remember very much about it although she also felt 

Nancy was capable of surprising people with her responses. 

Lynn is a strong supporter of Angela's work and the use of facilitated 

communication. She expressed anger about criticisms of the method and agreed 

to be involved in the project because she feels support for the method needed to 

be published. Lynn expressed the opinion that the medical profession knows so 

little about people with such severe disabilities that it can't be presumed that 

speech will come back automatically. She felt that Nancy's speech 'was a little 

miracle' and that was impossible to predict that it would happen. She expressed 

the strong opinion that facilitated communication should be a right for those with 

sever communication impairments. 

Nancy had been in hospital for eight or nine months without any access to 

therapies. Her mother had been told she was in a vegetative state and not aware 

of her surroundings 

Lynn was not happy with the information given to her by the hospital or the general 

practice of dealing with victims of traumatic brain injury who seemed to have less 

services offered to them than those with acquired brain injury. It was mostly due to 

the offers of help she received as a result of the newspaper articles about Nancy 

and the interest of a particular journalist that she was able to get volunteer 

assistance to run a physiotherapy program at home. She also accessed speech 

therapy. 

Her Grandmother 
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When I arrived for the second interview with Nancy her grandmother, Connie, was 

visiting. Even though Nancy looked tired and uncomfortable she joined her 

grandmother in a very spirited rendition of the song 'Anything You Can Do I Can 

Do Better'. It ended with Nancy very energetically (almost aggressively) saying 

"Just watch me." Lynn announced she was going to feed the horses and called 

Nancy's horses dog meat. Nancy attempted a similar retort but when Lynn said 

they were not her horses she had no reply. 

After attempting to settle Nancy after she became distressed during the interview I 

spoke with Connie in Nancy's room. Connie cooled Nancy's coffee and gave her 

the controls to the bed and told her to put it down if she wanted to have a sleep. 

She then began to talk to me. Nancy looked as if she was going to create a fuss or 

protest but instead she kept looking at the controls to the bed and then to Connie 

and I. 

Connie commented on all of Nancy's soft toys. I told her that Nancy said she was 

from Tasmania and asked which part. Connie replied from a small town on the 

north west, a mining town. I said to Nancy that was why she couldn't remember 

because I kept asking about the cities. Connie said that Nancy gets upset when 

she can't remember things and patted her leg. Connie said that there weren't 

teddy bears in her day and I commented on the Garfield cat collection. Connie 

said that Nancy liked anything to do with Richmond football. Nancy nodded but 

didn't say anything. 

Connie was very talkative. She described herself as very hyperactive as a child 

but even now she didn't like to sit still. After quite a lot of incidental talk about the 

family Nancy picked up the controls to the bed and adjusted it to the reclining 

position, looking at Connie and I. We took this as a clear message and left the 

room. 

Continuing our conversation in another part of the house Connie confirmed much 

of what Lynn had said about Nancy's experiences in hospital and about her 

speech recovery. She felt Nancy had made a lot of progress over the years. We 

heard Nancy shouting at the dogs to be quiet , very forcefully. 
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APPENDIX 12 NANCY 

Time Line of Recovery 

1983 Nancy is involved in a car accident and suffers severe head injuries. 

1984 Nancy uses facilitated communication with Angela first in hospital and 
then at her house. A local newspaper takes an interest in her and 
features several articles about her. Money is raised to help buy 
equipment and improve the driveway to allow wheelchair access. 

1985 Nancy begins to recover her speech. Sounds then words and later 
sentences. She refuses to use facilitated communication. She has also 
begun to get use of upper limbs back. Lynn withdraws her from hospital 
and uses volunteers and home assistance to maintain Nancy at home. 
Nancy has physio speech therapy and a team of carers to assist at home 

1987 Newspaper features Nancy about to celebrate her twenty-first birthday. 
She is reported to have made great progress. She can feed herself , 
speak and write. She needs a hoist for transfers but can use a walking 
frame with assistance. 
Attempts are made to get her back to school for short periods during the 
day. Her mother reported it wasn't very successful. 

1996 Nancy is wheelchair dependent and can assist with some transfers. 
Can write and read although level is unknown. Language contains 
features of disorder common to people with traumatic brain injury. 
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APPENDIX 13 GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

ACQUIRED BRAIN INJURY : Brain injury that is not congenital in nature but 
occurs to an infant, child or adult as a result of stroke, illness or cardiovascular 
accident. It is generally referred to as a closed head injury. 

APHASIA: Aphasia is a central integrative language disorder that manifests 
itself across all language modalities including the formulation of spoken and 
written messages by the person as well as the understanding of spoken and 
written messages directed to the person. 

APRAXIA: An articulatory disorder resulting from impairment due to brain 
damage, which reduces the capacity to program the positioning of speech 
muscles and the sequencing of muscle movements for the volitional production 
of phonemes. No significant weakness, slowness, or in coordination of these 
muscles is observed in reflexive and automatic acts. 

AUDITORY AGNOSIA is a type of aphasia which prevents comprehension of 
verbal commands, but reading comprehension and writing or copying are 
normal. 

AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION: Augmentative and alternative 
communication is an area of clinical practice that attempts to compensate 
(either temporarily or permanently) for the impairment and disability patterns of 
individuals with severe expressive disorders ie. the severely speech language 
and writing impaired. (Committee of the American Speech -Language-Hearing 
Association, 1989 in Beukelman & Miranda, 1992) 

COMMUNICATION :Difficult to achieve a single comprehensive definition. It is 
the conveying of information between two or more individuals whereby in that 
process there is some recognition by the listener of the intention of the 
message and it has a significant contextual effect on the listeners assumptions 
(Sperber and Wilson, 1986). Communication is effected by the environment, 
the skills and abilities of the communicator, and by the message and its 
characteristics. It is a complex interaction. 

FACILITATED COMMUNICATION : Facilitated communication is a type of 
augmentative communication purported to allow persons with a severe 
communication impairments to communicate. The assumption is made that 
people with global apraxia can communicate if given physical support. The 
technique usually involves a facilitator providing physical support to the arm, 
hand or elbow of the person with the severe communic_ation impairment to 
assist them to point to objects, pictures, printed letters and words or to a 
keyboard. Facilitated communication is a controversial method because it is 
difficult to establish the extent of facilitator influence in the communication of 
the person with a dis acquired brain injury. 

PTA (Post traumatic amnesia) Period after traumatic brain injury when a 
person is unable to remember events or information from one day to the next. 
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Thil? period is characterised by disorientation and confusion during the 
reemergence from coma. 

PERSISTENT VEGETATIVE STATE. is the state of grossly impaired 
consciousness, as after severe head trauma or brain disease, in which an 
individual is incapable of voluntary or purposeful acts and only responds 
reflexively to painful stimuli. (Spraycar, 1995) 

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY (TBI) Brain injury resulting from a sudden trauma 
to the brain from a car accident, a fall from a sporting accident or a similar 
incident. These differ from closed head injuries resulting from a stroke or 
cerebral haemorrhage both in the nature of injury and in population 
demographics. Those suffering from TBI are generally males 18 years to 25 
years or children 4-6 years old. Those who suffer severe injuries provide 
particular difficulties for clinicians due to poor prognosis and complex patterns 
of impairments which often include behaviour disorders due to common frontal 
lobe damage. 
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